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What sorts
of springs

do you need?

Compression? Expansion? Long? Short?
Light? Heavy? Let Terry's BOXES OF ASSORTED
SPRINGS settle the question. Just the job for you
experimental people-a simply unlimited assort-
ment from our tremendous ralige of springs of
every variety. The 9 boxes shown here are only a
few-but why not let us send you a full list --
post free.

No. 760.3 doz. As-
sorted Light Com-
pression Springs.
I" to 4" long, 22 to
18 S.W.G., )" to
4" diam. 6/6 each.

No. 758. Fine Ex-
pansion Springs. 1
gross Assorted r
to r, 4" to r long,
27 to 20 S.W.G.

I5/- each.

No. 1024.

No. 98A. 3 doz.
Assorted 1" to 4"
long, t" to r
diam., 19G to 15G.

5/6 each.

No. 466. 4 gross
Assorted Small Ex-
pansion Springs r
to 14" long, gr to
-fir" diam., 21G to
24G. 6/6 each.

20 Compres-
sion Springs
12" long, r
to 4" diam.,

24G to 18G.
suitable for cutting

into shorter lengths; and
30 Expansions 14" to 12"

long, ,b.," to f' diam., 22G to
16G. 24/- each.

No. 757. Extra
Light Compres-
sions I gross As-
sorted r to r, 4"
to 2" long, 27 to 20
S.W.G. I5'- each.

No.753.3 doz. As-
sorted Light Ex-
pansion 1" to 1"
diam., 2 to 6"
long, 22 to 18 (Square Section)
S.W.G. 10/6 each.

No. 388. 4 gross
Assorted Small Ex-
pansion Springs
r to 11", 18G to
2IG. 9/6 each.

No. 1013. I gross
Small Coil Com-
pression Springs,
" to 14" long, gr

to -4" diam., 240
to I9G. 6/- each.

Cut
production
costs with
TERRY

Wire
Circlips

We can supply
from stock in sizes

from r to r.

* Really interested in springs? The 1957 Edition of "Spring
Design and Calculating"-full of spring data-post free 12/6

TERRY'
ASSORTED SPRINGS

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LIMITED  REDDITCH  WORCS
(Makers of quality Springs, Wireforms and Presswork for over a century)

HT2IA

The Bestfrend " ZEPHYR" (M)
Motor and Accessories

4

designed by engineers with a

of experience in motor constru

An anti -vibration stand for
above motor. Horizontal or
vertical mounting. Supplied in
breakdown form for home con-
structors. 81" x 21" x 2". Three
point suspension.
Steel, Cadmium plated. 716

Post Free

FANS
4 Bladed Metal 4" 5/ -

BAKELITE 3 Blades 8" 7/6
Post Free

A silent, shaded pole motor,
A.C. only, 200/250 volts,
2,600 R.P.M., 25 watts. 31 x

24', with double -ended
spindle. Precision built and
specially suitable where abso-
lute silence is essential. Con-
tinuously rated and designed
for use in construction of table
and extractor fans, projector
cooling units, fan heaters, cup-
board airing devices, etc. An
extremely high-class product,

nctio.
quarter of a century 37/6

Post Free

The Bestfrend Electrical
BANSTEAD

Tel.: BURGH HEATH 1432

Co. Ltd.
SURREY

ROBERT
SMITH
Age
50!

Now Build YOUR Body
Readers of this publication will have the
constructive outlook and an interest in

creating useful things. They will
also realize that the most rewarding

form of building is that connected
with Health, Strength and Physi-
cal Development.

The Maxalding Personally -
Planned Home Training Courses

enable anyone to establish a

high standard of fitness and
achieve overall muscular gains
in a short space of time.

Footballer at 50 years of age !
Leading papers recently carried the story of a fast-moving, hard kicking
footballer at 50 years of age. He is Robert G. Smith who gives full credit to
Maxalding for enabling him to retain the fitness, speed, stamina and
physical development of a man half his age.

MALCOLM BAKER( right) encouraged to
take up body building by his family, has
already attained this high degree of develop-
ment at just 14 years of age.

Free Illustrated Book
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED EXPLANA-
TORY LITERATURE showing results gained
in scores of cases from 14-65 years of age
will be sent FREE on request. (Postage for
4 ounces-6d.-is appreciated but is not
obligatory.)
MAXALDING (PM I) Shepherdswel I, Dover,

Kent.

SEND FREE MAXALDING BOOK TO (PM/

Name Age

Address

Schoolboy Strongman
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EXCITING ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR NEW MODEL RAILWAY

GAUGE 0

Hydraulic Buffer
Stop Spring Action

18/9

GAUGE 0

Open Wagon 8/11

Covered Wagon

Brake Van

10/6

GAUGE 0

Metal Signals
Single Arm 9/-
Bracket 18/9

GAUGES 00 & 0

Parts to make Lever
Frames

6 Levers 10/-
8 12/2

14- 12 16/6

GAUGES 00 & 0

di(. -
,fsr.dif

Scenic Background
4 Beautifully Printed sheets in colour to

make 12 feet. 13/6

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD.
18 K INGSWELL STREET, NORTHAMPTON

London Showrooms : 112 High Holborn, W.C.1.
Manchester Showrooms : 28 Corporation Street, Manchester, 4.

GAUGES 00 & 0 GAUGE 00

Yard
Lamp

12 volts
6/9

GAUGE 00

Working Crane on
Base 16/ -

Wrenn
Universal
P Points

2 -rail 10/6

3 -rail 12/3

GAUGE 00

T.P.O. Mail
Van 23/- Linesida
Gear 16/ -

Send for our new 56 -page
(plus supplement) model railway
catalogue, price 2 -.

* Permanent Magnets in action

. or any small particles is easy for the
handyman who uses an " Eclipse "
Button Magnet. Simply assembled in
any thin non-ferrous cover which allows
withdrawal of the magnet from the

holding face. Ask
your tool dealer
for literature show-
ing many other
uses.

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from all tool distributors

PM 45

ED

nu

The finest Engines
for your models

Seven models available ranging from 0.46 c.c.
to 5 c.c. Every one individually tested to the
highest degree of accuracy and reliability to
ensure the greatest possible speed and perform-
ance for your models.

Suitable for model aircraft, boats or cars.

E.D. I c.c. " BEE "
BRITAIN'S MOST
POPULAR DIESEL
Over 300;4)00 sold.

Price L2.14.9. Water-cooled
model, L3.12.11.

The range also includes .

E.D. 1.46 c.c. " HORNET "
Water-cooled mode!

E.D. .46 c.c. "BABY "
The smallest of the
range. Price L2.15.11.

Water-cooled model
[3.12.11.

E2.13.11 E.D. 3.46 c.c. " HUNTER " 44. 0.11
£3.17.10 Water-cooled model ... ES. 7. I

E.D. 2 c.c. " COMPETITION
SPECIAL " E3. 3. 3
Water-cooled model .., £4. S. 2

E.D. 2.46 c.c. " RACER "
Water-cooled mode'

E.D. 5 c.c. " MILES SPECIAL "
E10. 4. 3

Water-cooled model ... £11.16. 3
New illustrated list giving full details of all

43.19. 0 E.D. ENGINES, RADIO CONTROL UNITS,
ES. 4. 8 SPARE PARTS, ACCESSORIES, etc., free on

request.
All prices include Purchase Tax. Order from your model shop.

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD 0
P110. DIVILOPMICT ENGINE ENS cRAL,

ISLAND FARM RD. WEST MOLESEY.ISURREY/ ENGLAND.
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training with I C S
THE WAY TO SUCCESS

The great and growing demand of today is for TRAINED
men. Tens of thousands more are needed, but there is no
worth -while place for the untrained.

Let I.C.S. Postal Tuition give you the specialised know-
ledge that marks you out for promotion to the best jobs -
for SUCCESS ! I.C.S. teaches you at home in your own
time -expertly, quickly and easily. It is the world's
largest and most successful correspondence school,
offering courses for almost every branch of trade, industry
and the professions.

ADVERTISING
Practical and Mail Order
Retail and Dept. Store
EXAMS Advertising
Ass. I.P.A.

COMMERCIAL ART

BOOK-KEEPING &
BUSINESS TRAINING
Accountancy
Costing
Secretarial
EXAMS : Chartd. Inst.
Secs., Ass. of Cert. &
Corp. Accts. Inst. of
Cost & Wks. Accts. Inst.
of Bookkeepers

ARCHITECTURE &
BUILDING
Drawing & Designing
Quantity Surveying
Builders & Surveyors' Clerks
Construction
Air Conditioning
Heating & Ventilating
Woodworking
EXAMS : 'Roy. Inst. of
Br. Archts. Inst. of Cluant.
Survyrs. Roy. Inst. of
Chtd. Survys. Inst. of
Bldrs. inst. of Clerk of
Works.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Surveying & Mapping
Structural & Concrete Engg.
EXAMS : Inst. of Civil
Engrs. Inst. of Mun. Engrs.
Inst. of Strut. Engrs.

MANAGEMENT
Foremanship
Indust. Management
EXAMS Br. Inst. of
Management. Inter Final
& Cert. in Foremanship

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Industrial Electronics
Electronic Computers

FARMING &
HORTICULTURE
Arable Farming
Pig Keeping
Poultry Keeping
Farm Machinery (Mainten-

ance)
Flower. Vegetable & Fruit

Gardening
EXAMS : R.H.S. General

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS : Inst. of Fire
Engrs. Fire Service
Promotion

GENERAL CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION
Principal Subjects at Ord

or Advanced Level
Engg Joint Board Prelim.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Subjects include :-
Welding, Fitting, Turning
Erecting. Jig & Tool Design
Production, Draughtsmanship
Maintenance, Diesel Engrs.
Diesel Electric Locomotives,
Refrigeration,
Sheet Metal Work, &c
EXAMS : Inst. of Mech.
Engrs. Inst. of Prod. Engrs.
Soc. of Engrs. Inst. of
Engg. Designers.
Cert. in Foremanship

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Illumination & Heating
Power House Attendants
Electricians'
EXAMS Soc. of Engrs.
C. & G. Cert. in Elec.
Engg.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Diesel Transport Engs.
Owner Drivers'

PHOTOGRAPHY
A basic Course incl. Colour

Work

RADIO & TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
Service Engineers'
Television Servicing & Engg.
Practical Radio with Equip-

ment

EXAMS Br. Inst. of
Radio Engrs. C. & G.
Radio Cert. P.M.G.'s
Cert. in Wireless. C. & G.
Telecoms. Engg,

SALES PROMOTION
Sales Management
Window Dressing
EXAMS : Inc. Sales
Mangrs. Ass. United
Comm. Travellers Ass.
Dip.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Free Lance journalism
Short Story Writing

NEW ' LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD' PRACTICAL
RADIO COURSE. Build your own radio receiver

and testing equipment.

Moderate fees include all books

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. I69D, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

F lease send me free booklet on Age

Name Occupation
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

2.58

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Eire : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin.
India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd.. Fort Bombay. New Zealand :
182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland : 26. Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town

1

MAINS BLOWER. 200/250 v. A.C./ D.C., I -amp., 5,000 r.p.m., consists of the motor
with attached enclosed fan, and funnel intake 1 }in. dia., side outlet lin. x tin.,
plinth base 5in. x 4iin. finish black crackle and die cast aluminium, size overall
gin. long, 4iin. wide, 5M. high, weight 791b., a very superior blower, offered at a
fraction of original cost, new, unused, 25/-. Post 318.
BALANCED ARMATURE RECEIVER INSETS No. 5. in black plastic cases,
the most popular and versatile of all ex -Govt. stock. Ideal as single or dual head-
phone receivers, self -energised microphones, 2 coupled by ordinary twin flex, pro-
vide an efficient 2 -way telephone system, brand new perfect stock in sealed cartons.
39 each, post 1/-. 3 for 11/6, post P6, 42/-doz., post 3'-, sealed wood cases containing
54 receivers g8/2/-, carriage 100m. 7'6. 200m. 10;-. 300m. MB, C.I., N.I. and I.O.M.

ELE('TR IC PUMPS. suitable for most liquids the popular cylindric immersible
type 24v. at which they deliver 10-g.p.m. at 20 -ft. head also give excellent per-
formance at 12 v., new in sealed cartons, 1 ft. long 30', post 2'3 ; ditto 4 -ft. long 35/-,
carriage 5/-.
HUGHES MOTORS, shunt wound, 12 v. 1i -amp..
speed 5,000 r.p.m., reversing, size 38in. long, ,

Inn. dia., tin. shaft, weight 20 oz., a very superior
motor designed for anti -radar equipment, new
unused 10/-, post 1/6. 25 per doz. carriage paid,
ditto fitted reduction gear, giving a final drive
( lin. shaft) of either 320 or 160 r.p.m,. state which
required, 12 6. Post 1'9 : 28 per doz.. carriage paid.
POWER SUPPLY UNITS No. 5, consists of the
hand generator, which charges a 6 v. battery
at 5 amps., or a 12 v. at 3 amps., complete with cut-out, vibrator pack. 6 v. input,
provides all H.T. and L.T. supplies for the 18 and 38 sets, spare Mallory type 650
vibrator, connecting leads, bakelite battery box, contained in metal back carrying
pack, size 17in. x 10in. x 7 tin., new in sealed cartons, 35/-, carriage 100m. 7'6. 200m.
10/, 300m. 12'6. C.I., N.I. and I.O.M. 20'-.
K TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and thiefproof, has 7 concentric
tumblers, instead of the usual 5 in line, interchangeable fitting with ordinary
cylinder locks, latchbolt reversible, for right or left hand doors (no need to specify),
complete with 2 keys, all fittings and instruction booklet, new boxed. 5/-. post 1/6,
4 for 20/-, post paid.

RECTIFIERS, selenium, full -wave bridge, 12 v. 2 -amp., 10/-, post ditto
4 -amps.. 15/, post 1/6. mains transformers specially wound for above rectifiers,
2001230/260 v. input, with 5/1147 v. outputs, to charge a 2. 6 or 12 v. battery at 2 -amps.,
151- post 1/9, ditto 4 -amps.. 20/- post all items are brand new, complete with
charging circuit diagram. total postage for both Items 2'- and 3/- respectively.
REFLECTOR GUNSIGHTS by Ross, etc.. consists of an optical mount which
contains 4 high-grade lenses, 3 are 34 mm. dta., bi-convex, plano-convex, concave
negative, with smaller bi-convex objective, mount is in line with enclosed lamp -
house, fitted reflector, rheostat and lampholder, new unused, cost 420, our price
MODEL

post
AIRCRAFT.CRAFT. R.A.F. identification, not toys but beautifully carved from

wood with silver grey finish, all are 1/72nd scale, brand new in protective cartons.
Vulcan Avro 698, a truly magnificent model of this latest jet bomber, length nose to
tail 161n.,10/-, post 21- Gannet A.S. Mk.l, 7/6, Post 1/4 : Hunter F.Mk. 1, 51, post V- :
.7.29 SAAB. 5'-. post I'- : Chipmunk T.Mk. 10. 3'13. post 7d.
ELECTRIC TIME CLOCKS by Smiths. etc. Takes an impulse every four minutes
from ordinary 41 v, dry battery to energise the fully jewelled lever escapement, the
clock dial has setting pointers, one up to 44 days. the other up to 24 hours for setting
switch, also minute hand : the case size 3iin. dia., 3in. deep, is part brass and part
bakelite, with top cover new unused, fraction of original cost. 2151-. Post 1/9.
SIGHTING TELESCOPES.' No. 22C Mk. 11. Has high-grade optical system with
cross graticule, all brass, length 131n., lin, dia., easily adapted as rifle sight, other-
wise makes telescope star finder. supplied in cylindric metal cases with b.c. cap,
perfect condition. 20/.. Post 1,9.
CRYSTAL SETS. All parts to construct an efficient set. Repanco low -loss 2 -band

Wavemaster var. conds. with pointer knob. Germanium detector, switch. 4
Clix plugs and sockets, wiring diagram, 14-. post paid. Brown's headphones, low
resistance, 6 -ft. leads, new boxed, 7/6, post 1/4.

Many other Bargains ; send ,tamped, addressed envelope for lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17
TEL.: HAR 1308

A glutton for work I delight to handle, and
weighing only 28 lbs., the sturdy, versatile

BURGESS bandsaw can be carried right to the
job. Save: you time, work and money

* Big capacity -I2" throat depth.
" Multi -purpose blade cuts most materials -

up to 31." thick: cuts curves with ease,
* 10" x 10" tilting table locks in any

position through 45'.
* Blade tensioning and tracking

adjustments.
Self-lubricating roller blade -guides.

* Aluminium -alloy main frame.
Rubber-tyred wheels with

roller bearings.
Dust -sealed continuously -

rated motor.
On off toggle switch

Retail Price :

£19.7.6
No. 131352/250 (225-250e. motor)
No. 88S21200 (200-220y. motor)
No. BBS2/I 10 (110 volts motor)

Unmotorized version
(No, BBS2/UM) with drive

spindle to take owner's
own pulley(s) E13. 17.6

The unmotorized model is alsot#9 available with complete set of
fittings -as illustrated -

for fast and slow speed

11110V
driving by I" electric drills

No. BBSZI3D (tor Black & DeckeriV6g.einoer.aol-
purpose drill)

No. BBS2,'VVB (for Wolf or Bridges ii'16ge.n7er.a61-
purpose drills)

Write for BURGESS PRODUCTS Co. Ltd. (Small Tools Divis'on), HINCKLEY. LE'CS
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MAKE SOUND JOINTS SIMPLY

BY USING Multicore
Contains 5 cores of extra -active, non-
corrosive Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.

SIZE 1 CARTON
4 specifications far
radio enthusiasts.

5, -
HANDYMAN'S

CARTON
Suitable for 200 cA
average joints. LOU.

HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S 2/6 PACK

In addition to the well - known Home
Constructors Pack (containing 19ft. of
18 s.w.g. 60/40 alloy) a
similar pack is now
available containing
40ft. of 22 s.w.g.

60/40 alloy especially

suitable for printed
circuits.

Wherever precision soldering is essential,
manufacturers, engineers and handymen
rely on MULTICORE. There's a MULTICORE
SOLDER just made for the job you have
in hand. Here are some of them.

FOR METAL FABRICATION
(Not wire -to -tag joints)

Contains 2 cores of A rax
flux-so fast that even
blued steel spring can
be soldered without pre -
cleaning. Flux residue
is easily removed with
water.

SIZE 8 CARTON

landyntans Carton 6d.

BIB WIRE STRIPPER

AND CUTTER

The 3 in l tool. For strip-
ping insulation without
nicking wire, cutting
without leaving rough
edges, and splitting
extruded flex. 3/6 each

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (BOXMOOR 3636)

ant to be_a

PHOTOGRAPHER ?
1 

Photography involves a lot more than just
aiming a camera and pressing a button.

Any successful photographer, professional or
amateur, will tell you that to do the job, pro-

perly you must know how CO develop and
print photographs yourself.
If YOU want to be a photographer you can

start training NOW !
Do it the easy and inexpensive way by buying

one of the range of Johnson Home
Photography Outfits. There's one to suit every

pocket.

yt fif..ef.,

Print your own snaps

with the JUNIOR

PRINTING PACK. It

costs only I3s. 3d., and

includes everything you

need for making per-

fect prints

JOH NSONS
OF HENDON LTD

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS
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COMPLE.

Gas and Arc Welder
INCORPORATES TECHNIQUES and IDEAS from U.S.A.

This work has beet produced for aspiring welding
operators its

MOTOR & AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES
GENERAL ENGINEERING

SHIP BUILDING & REPAIR
RAILWAY WORKSHOPS

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURE, ETC.

The demand for skilled welders is increasing
-because this modern key technique is being
used in more and more factories and repair
shops. This means higher pay for the man
who understands his job fully. Newnes
COMPLETE GAS AND ARC WELDER supplies the
specialised knowledge which would take year,
to acquire in the normal way.

BASIC KNOWLEDGE AND LATEST
PRACTICE FOR EXAMINATIONS

NEWNES COMPLETE GAS AND ARC
WELDER gives you the basic knowledge you
need, as well as the latest practice and theory
necessary to earn recognition as a skilled
operator by such authorities as Lloyd's
Aeronautical Inspection Directorate ; Asso-
ciationof Heating, Ventilating and Domestic
Engineering Employers ; Air Registration
Board ; and the City and Guilds of London
Institute.
Expert Contributors include :

G. F. CHARGE, A .M.Inst.W., Chief Examiner. %.
City and Guilds of London Institute Syllabus
86a. Lecturer on welding theory and practice. r

F. D. HUCKLESBY, A.M.Inst.W., British
Oxygen Co., Ltd.

S. A. SALES, Manager, Weldcraft, Ltd.
EMANUELE STIERI, B.Sc., Specialist in weld

ing and allied subjects.

EASY TERMS
LESS THAN 2/6 WEEKLY IF KEPT I

ACT NOW
NOTHING TO PAT FOR 

7 DAYS'EXAMINATION

Technical
Advisory

Service Included

To George Newnes, Ltd., 66-69, Great Queen St., London, W.C.99.
Please send me Newnes COMPLETE GAS AND ARC WELDER without
obligation to purchase. I will either return the work within eight days or I will
send the first payment of only 51- eight days after delivery, and ten monthly
subscriptions of 10/-, until the sum of £5.5s. has been paid. Cash price
within eight days is £5.

Name

Address

Occupation

Your Signature
(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21.) GA.1A

Place X where it applies

HouseOWNER
Householder
Living with Parents
Lodging Address

S44
PAGES

614
139

Diagrams & table,

2 VOLUMES
Also Case 01 14
Data Charts. Emir
chart 91" x
and Plastir-
laminated for hard

wear.

FREE
Welding Engineer',

Pocket Book
(value 7/6) pre-
sented to every

purchaser.

A

2 Years' A
4
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TERMS AVAILABLE I

50/- extra. Ins., carr. (incl. tube),
tuner required.

14' T.V. CHASSIS, TUBE & SPEAKER, f13.19.6
As above with 14" round type tube. Less valves. 3 months' guarantee. With 5 valves
£15.19.6. With all valves, £19.19.6. Turret Tuner, 50/- extra. Ins.. cam, 25/- (incl. tube).
DENCO RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, 97/6
3 and 4 waveband turret tuned. Superhet. A.C. chassis,
with 6" or 8" speaker. Size ELI" x 10k" x 12'. Valve line-up :
CCH35, EF39, EBC33. CL33 and CY3I. (C IC or dropper.)
Ins., carr., 7/6.

SUPER CHASSIS, 99/6
5 valve superhet chassis including an 8" speaker. 4 control
knobs (Tone, Volume, Tuning. W.C. switch) ; 4 waveband
with position for gram., P.U. and for extension speaker.
A.C. P. & P., 5/6.

T.V. CHASSIS, 59/6 Complete chassis by famous
manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T. unit included. Drawing, 2/6,
or FREE with order. Chassis in 3 separate units (power,
s/vision, timebase interconnected). These chassis can easily
be fitted into existing console cabinets. Less valves and tube.
Channels, 1-2, 3-5. Easily converted to I.T.A. Ins., carr., 10/6.
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, 29/9. 5 -valve s/het, 3
including 8" P.M. speaker. A.C. mains. Complete, less valves. Front drive. Size : 12"
x 10" x 8". Printed dial. Ins., carr., 5/6.

CONSTRUCTOR T.V. CHASSIS
SOUND & VISION, 25/6. Tested, working, complete less valves. I.Fs.
16-19.5. rncls. P. & P 2/6. Drawing, 2/6, or FREE with order.
POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER 29/6. 7-9 kV. R.F. E.H.T. unit included
Amplifier stage 6V6 with 0.P trans. 3 ohms matching. Smooched H.T. 350 volt at
250 mA. 6.3 v. at 5 amp. 22 v. at 3 amp. 6.3 v. at 4 amp, and 4 volt centre tapped.
Less valves. Drawings FREE with order or 2/6. Ins., carr 5/6.
TIMEBASE, 15/6. Tested. Incl. focus unit, line trans., scann. coil, etc. Less
valves P. & P., 3/6.

17" T.V. CHASSIS £19.19.6
Latest improved circuits. Higher E.H.T.
(brilliant picture). Improved sensitivity (for
greater range). Chassis easily adapted to any
cabinet. 17" rectangular tube on adapted
reconditioned chassis. Channels 1-5. Less
valves. 12 months' guarantee on tube, 3 months'
guarantee on valves and chassis. Valve line up
(5 valves) 6SN7, 6V6, EY51, 2-6D2s. Others :
EL4I, EL38, 7-6Fls. With 5 valves, E21.19.6.
With all valves, £25.19,6. TURRET TUNER,

25/-. State B.B.C. channels and I.T.A. if turret

waveband and gram.,

RECTANGULAR T.V. TUBES

17"
12

"
MONTHS

14

£7.10.0 f5.10.0GUARANTEE
6 months' full replacement, 6 months' progressive. Made
possible by the high quality of our tubes. Ins., cam, 15/6.
SPECIAL OFFER of 14", 15", 16" round T.V. TUBES at ES.

CONVERT your 9", 10", 12" to these sizes. Information on how to " Do -it -Yourself "
in our FREE catalogue. 12" T.V. TUBES, E6. 3 months' guarantee on all round tubes.
15/6 ins., carr. Also T.V. TUBES WITH BURNS, El, including carriage. State type and
size required.
POPULAR RADIO OR R/GRAM CHASSIS, 39,9
3 waveband and gram. S/het, 5 valve (incn I. octal). Ideal for
cablegram. but still giving high quality output. 4 knob
control. 8" P.M. speakers, 7/9 extra. Sec of knobs, 2/-.
Size, 12' x 6" x 7", Less valves. Ins., carr., 5/6.

ELECTRIC CONVECTOR HEATER, 99/6
Cleaner, cheaper, safer than paraffin. A.C./D.C. Switched for I or 2
k/watt. 200-250 volts. Illuminated grille. Size : 26" x 18" x 7k," deep.
Ins., carr., 10/6.
ELECTRIC FIRE, 17/6. Hammered finish. A.C./D.C. 200-250 volts.
I k/watt. Post, 3/6.
R.F. E.H.T. COIL, 30/-. 6-10 kV. Drawing and data FREE with each
order. Post free.

BEAUTIFUL EXTENSION SPEAKERS, 29/9
Complete fitted with 8" P.M. speakers, " W.13." or " Goodmans "
of the highest quality. Standard matching to any receiver. (2-5
ohms.) Flex and switch included. Unrepeatable at this price.
Money back if not completely satisfied. Ins., carr., 3/6.
SPEAKERS, 8/9. With 0.P. trans., 10/-. P. & P., 2/9.
SPEAKERS, 12/9. Goodmans or Elac. High quality 8" P.M. Money back satisfaction
guarantee. P. & P., 2/9. With O.P. trans., 14/ -

MIDGET EVERREADY BATRYMAX, 9d.

1

" B " type battery, 22(: volt. No. B155. Ideal for Midget or Personal radio.
Hearing Aid or Photography Flash. Size k" x 2". Post, 3d. 6 for 4/-. Post 6d.
12 for 7/6. Post, 9d.

SIMULATOR UNITS, 19/6
Complete with valves. Telescopic aerial. Instruction booklet FREE with each
order, Ideal for Walkie-Talkie conversion. Test set 172A. Ex-W.D. P. & P., 4/6.

HEADPHONES, 1/9
Single earphone and band, C-LR type, Ideal for crystal sets, extension
on radio, etc. P.& P., 1/3.

TEL: ILF 6001-3 OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Send for FREE 1958 catalogue.

Liverpool St. to Manor Perk Stn. -I0 mins.

DUKE & CO. (Dept. 5), 621/3, ROMFORD ROAD, MANOR PARK, E.12.

ON TERMS FROM MONDEX
BUILDING A MODERN . -

....-.7,;

HOME WORKSHOP lip p...,.. to,
SELECTA HOME -MASTER
Takes any standard I" power IV."'"unit or drill to enable a
wider range of jobs to be ..........-

carried out. 30/- dep. and ,,,,,,,
8 tn. ps. of 37,43 (614.10.0cash). ----- '0 "--. ....Iii
SELFRITA POWER PAR '-------Siti
Very powerful unit for use
with Home -Master. 2(k- dep. .._
and ni. pa. of 27/- (B10.9.8 ' -,-5.........
cash).

SELECTA 30in. LATHE
7 6 dep. and 8 in. Vs. of 10/3. (63.19.0 cash).
The Selecta Home -Master can also be supplied
with Bridges ' Neonic ' .1" Power Drill or Wolf
Quartermaster if desired.

WOLF QUARTER- i. I
MASTER
A brand new type of
Power unit of great
power and adaptability.
Precision engineered. , <-",.''-'-'"

Takes most Wolf Cub et, -
accessories. Uncondi-
I ionally Guaranteed. .... I
£9.9.0 or lo - dep. &
8 m.ps. of 25.-.

BRIDGES 'NEONIC' I"
POWER DRILL 11111

Improved version of the versatile it :

,and very powerful DRZT unit, with
neon indicator In circuit with
motor. 15/- dep. & 8 n2.ps. of 21- or £7.19.6 Cash_
All Accessories For Above Makes On Terms
IISR MONARCH
4 -Speed A utoehangerConnects to
radio or for
building into a 251 --,c(:,,,,' r.-HiFi Radiog,ram

....Brand new. As
advertised. dep. & 8 in. ps.
Guaranteed. of 25'- or
Direct from B.S.R.'s factory 69.15.0 cash (P, P 4,-)
ALSO AVAILABLE-Amp/1nm. R.G. Chassis,
F.M. Tuners. Loudspeakers. Ask for lists.

BURGESS ELECTRIC
BAND SAW

Fully portable.
Built-in 1/1011.p.
A.C. motor, will,
make intricate
cuts, or saw
through heavymaterial

with coin-
- plete ease.

- On base -
board.1r 619.7.6 or
413/- dep.
and 8 m.ps.

of 501-.

HOME PAINTING OUTFIT
For indoors and
out. Baronet
Stripper with ' IIswitch and latest
Burgess Vibro 6

Sprayer, £4.10.0 I

or HY- dep. & 8
m.ps. of 1413.
Either item on Yours Fo..
terms separately. Rd -

EVERYMAN'S HOME
TOOL SET

2 pliers. pincer, claw hammer, 2
screwdrivers (fuse wire in one),
bradawl. by Elvicta in wallet-
Stanley Double -pinions" hand
Drill, & Chesterman Eft. flexible
rule. 5/- dep. & S m.ps. of 14/6 or
64.1.0 cash.

6 --.,_...,.-
, ',,),,,1714:01

,',\,9

---4, "fr-' -12r 24 - -
6 -

I

-

PICADOR PUP
For use with ." power drill units,
for turning, sawing drilling.

etc.. with cradle. 15'-
dep.dep. & 8 m.ps. of 1- or 8.0.0.
Accessories available.

LISTS FREE ON RE NEST

MONDEX PRODUCTSgrinding,yr

/fry''. /' II '41. 5 Roswell Rd., London, E.0.1. MONDEX

The MINORETTE
Ideal POWER UNIT
for Home
Workshop

Attachments for

PLANING
SPINDLE
MOULDING
WOBBLE
SAWING

GRINDING

SLOT
MORTISING

SANDING

TENONING
and many other
applications

Telephone

SHOreditch

3859,3918,3976

Motorised 230/250V.

The ' Minorette ' has an 18"
lathe bed (no turning attach-
ment) ; 7" Tilting Circular Saw table complete
with 7" Circular Saw blade ; a combination
table for use with slot mortiser ; Sanding Disc,
or as a panel support for repetition cutting ;
Slot Mortising chuck complete with a ." bit,
64" sanding plate, 6" Grindstone and Arbor
Belt and Pulleys. The h -p. electric motor is
double ended and is TV and Radio suppressed.
Attachments can also be supplied for planing,
grinding, grooving, comb jointing, flexible
drives, and many other operations.
PRICE £39.17.6 supplied on first payment of
£8 and 8 monthly payments of £4.9.7.
Delivery ex stock.
Illustrated Leaflet free on request to

PARRY & SON (Tools) LTD
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HANDYMEN/get lour Rawlplugs
in these hands le boxes

POPULAR OUTrIT

4.*
COMPLETE

RAWLPLUG OUTFITS
If you have not already used Rawlplugs for
making strong fixings to masonry make a
start now with the Rawlplug Popular Outfit.
This contains an assortment of No. 8 Rawl-
plugs and Screws, a No. 8 Popular Tool for
making the holes in masonry and a 16 -page
booklet of instructions and other helpful
information.
Larger sizes are the HOUSEHOLD 5/6d., HANDY-
MAN II/9d., CRAFTSMAN 12/9d. Your dealer
will give you full details of contents.

The most convenient way to buy and
keep your Rawlplugs is in these
handy shilling boxes :-the four sizes
most used for household fixing jobs,
Nos. 8 ( /3,3"), 10 (7/32"), 12 co,
and 14 (9/32"). Each box contains
three lengths for popular screw sizes.
No more lost or mixed up Rawlplugs;
the sizes are clearly marked on the boxes.
Look for them in your local Ironmonger
or Hardware dealer today.

You can, of course, buy small quanti-
ties of larger sizes of Rawlplugs for
heavy duty jobs. They are made up to
No. 30 (1" diameter for coach screws)
so do not hesitate to tell your dealer
what sort of fixing job you have to do
and he will advise you as to size of
Rawlplug to use.

eakeePeeigid {iI* and Faster than Ever!

FOR DRILLING GLASS, POTTERY, VITROLITE and other like
materials there is the DURIUM GLASS DRILL which has
an arrow head shaped tip ground to the right angles
for quick accurate drilling and long life.

Sizes i", S/32". IV and 7/32' cost 6/6d. each. There are
other sizes up to i" at proportionately higher prices.

The indispensable
adhesive for
instant use on

crockery, glass, wood, metal, celluloid
and the thousand and one things handled
by the hobbies enthusiast. Instant drying,
insulating, waterproof and heatproof. Durofix
is grand for repairs to electrical, sports and leather goods.

Handy Tubes 9d., Large Tubes 1/3d., Commercial Size 5/,
}. lb. tins 2/9d., 1 lb. tins I0/6d.

PLASTIC WOOD

APPLIED LIKE
PUTTY DRIES LIKE WOOD

Can be cut, planed, polished and
painted like wood. Will take nails
and screws like wood. It does not
blister, crack or decay. Rawlpluj:
Plastic Wood is actually the be
quality product of its kind on the
market.

Natural, Oak, Mahogany or Walnut.
Large Tubes If-. Tins lb. 2/3d.,

lb. 3/9d., 1 lb. 6/6d.

DURIUM DRILLS are re -sharpened FREE
For faster hole boring in masonry for Rawlplugs use Durium drills
in a hand brace or suitable electric tool. There is nothing to equal
the ease, speed and reliability of DURIUM which is backed by
the Rawlplug guarantee. You can buy No. 6 for 9/6. Nos. 10 and 12
for I0/- and No. 14 for I I/6d. each. With each Durium drill you wilt
be given a voucher which entitles you to a free re -sharpening when
the tip becomes blunt.

UNDILUTED ANIMAL GLUE OF INCOM-
PARABLE STRENGTH. Ready for
instant use for the many purposes
for which an extra strong glue is

needed. Wood, cloth, fabric, felt, leather and any grease-
less surface can be stuck with Duroglue.

Large Tubes I /.. Tins: f lb., 2/6d., I lb. 4/9d.

A SCIENTIFIC PREPARATION IN PASTE FORM, which
can be applied in a few seconds and dries in a few

minutes. You can make quick repairs to many
household metal articles but it is not suitable for

electrical or wireless connections.
Handy Tubes 104d.

5 AMP, 10 AMP AND IS AMP WIRE for
lighting, heating and power respectively
all wound on one card for convenience.
Instructions are printed on the card which
is punched for conveniently hanging near
the fuse box.
3d. per card.

DUROLASTIC
ELASTIC SEALING COMPOUND. Forms perma-

nently elastic waterproof joints with great
adhesive qualities to any dry surface. Resists

vibration or shock and will not break away
with expansion or contraction. Non -crumbling,

non -staining, does not exude oil. Can be painted -
in a few hours. Ideal for boat builders.
Very large Tubes I /9d.

213

SOLDERING IRONS
MAKES SOLDERING CERTAIN AND
SIMPLE. This is a guaranteed electric
tool which will pay for itself many
times over by repairing and giving
longer life to metal. household goods.

In the workshop it is indispensable. Supplied with Standard
Bit 32/6d., Hatchet or Pencil Bit 33/6d. Voltages 100/110,
200/220, 230/250. Universal A.C./D.C. 6 months guarantee.

A COMBINED SOLDER AND FLUX
which is non acid hut easy
flowing. It is the best quality

obtainable today and highly recom-
mended. 9d. per care.

A LIQUID CEMENT possessing very
strong adhesive qualities. For

replacing tiles to walls, floors, fire-
places, hearths, curbs, etc., in kitchens,

lavatories, bathrooms, halls, bedrooms,
reception rooms, etc.

Large Tubes I/3d. lb. Tin 2/9d.

IRON CEMENT
HARDENS VERY QUICKLY and only needs
mixing with water. It will repair all articles
of metal-iron, brass, steel, copper, lead,

aluminium, etc.-whether used hot or cold. When set and
hard it will withstand fire, water, steam, ammonia, oil,
petrol, and high pressures. 1/9d. per Tin.

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.751/
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HIGH GRADE TOOLS FOR MECHANICS

New pattern combination set comprising
12 in. Rule, Square Head, Centre Head and
Protractor with level and scriber. 30/-. Post 1/6.

Woodwork vices. 6.m.
jaw, steel square
thread screw. Bench
fitting. 19;9. Post 1/6.

New pattern corner cramps for
frame work mitres. etc. Takes up
to 2 in. material. 14'9. Post paid.

Woodwork vices
6 in. jaw. steel
square thread
screw Table fitting.

24'-. Post 2/-.

Cramp heads, will make any length cramp
with the aid of 1 in. thick board. 1316 per set
Post Paid.

Vice grip pliers will grip and hold nuts, bolts
pipe. etc., with no possible chance of slip-

ping. 7in., 1216. 10in., 15:-. Post 1 6.

Combination squares with
square and mitre and
level. 12 in. steel rule. 8:6.

Part Post 1/-.

Best quality chimney sweeping sets. Red
Malacca canes ; brass ferrules. 18 in. ball
brush. 30 ft., SO/-. 40 ft., 63/6. Drain clearer
4/- extra. Carr. 2/-.

Utility saw spindle oil impregnated bearings,
step pulley for saw blades 6 in. to 12 in."'
Overall length, 24 in. 56I-. Carr. 2!6. Wolf combination elec-

tric drill and mortice
machine. Will drill in
steel up to ;1 in. Wilt
bore in wood up to ;1 in.
Will square mortice in
wood up to I, in.

Full details on request.
H.P. terms arranged.

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE 2 -

REFUNDED ON

FIRST ORDER

OF 20 -

S. TYZACK & SON LTD
341-345 OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.1

Plumb bobs useful for
all home decoration,
plumbing, wall building
etc. Copper plated. 2 oz.,
416. 3 oz., 4/6. 5h oz.,
5'- 7 oz., 5'6. Post I I -

TO. :
SHOREDITCH 8301

TEN LINES

Nowadays, it's no laughing matter for a man who
hasn't his "third hand " handy in the home, garage or
workshop when cackling the inevitable repair and
maintenance jobs. With a positive grip, exceeding
2,000 lbs. if required. the Mole Wrench locks on the
job -in -hand, leaving both hands free-your " third
hand " in fact, used as super -pliers, wrench, hand vice,
clamp-whatever the job demands. Join the thousands
of satisfied users-visit your Ironmonger, Motor and Motor

Cycle Accessory Deafer for

In two sizes: 7in., 12:6 and 10in., IS/ -

Ask for a genuine MOLE WRENCH-look for
the name on it.

If in any difficulty write to:

M. MOLE & SON LTD BIRMINGHAM,

it's the
wise man

with a
THIRD
HAND
to -day

4.4

bait yorwoet0- witlet

HANDISPRAY
OUTFIT

Ideal for

HOME HANDYMAN
MODEL MAKER
CAR OWNER

AMATEUR
DECORATOR

Various applicarons include
SPRAY PAINTING

CREOSOTING
TYRE INFLATION

DISTEMPERING

INSECTICIDE
SPRAYING

Easily carried-weighs 4516.

PRICE ; £42-5-3 including gun & hose
or 33/% deposit and insurance, and

balance in 12 monthly payments of E2-10-6.

Write for Leaflet CB. 112

B.E.N. PATENTS LTD. (Division of Broom & Wade Ltid.),
P.O. Box No. 10, Dept. X, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. Tel. High Wycombe 1630

Cr. 234
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A WONDERFUL MONEY -SAVING OPPORTUNITY FOR
READERS OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS!

'.41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ifile

FULL LENGTH
FULL SIZE

ALL THESE
EXCELLENT

TITLES
Recent and forthcoming

selections include :

*
AFFABLE
SAVAGES

by Francis Huxley
Published at 25s.

4/- TO MEMBERS.

THE CHANGING
UNIVERSE

by John Pfeiffer

Published at 18s.

4/- TO MEMBERS

THE LIVING SEA
by John Crompton

Published at I5s.
4/- TO MEMBERS.

*
EASTER ISLAND

by Alfred Metraux

Published at 21s.
4/- TO MEMBERS.

blow's the time to join the

Scientific
Book Club
121 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2

A FIRST-CLASS SCIENTIFIC

BOOK EVERY MONTH FOR

(ANT

FREE GIFT
THE CONCISE

OXFORD
DICTIONARY

--21 You can obtain the famous
CONCISE OXFORD
DICTIONARY (published
at I 8s.) FREE if you enrol

FE a friend in the Scientific
Book Club. Send your
friend's name and address
with 5s. (4s. plus Is. postage)
for her first book. mention-=
ing this offer, and your gift,
will be sent to you.

IIIMIIMMI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

Each month, the Scientific Book Club brings to its members the
fascinating story of the march of modern science, told .in thoroughly
dependable books by the front -rank scientific writers of our time-
vivid, vital, constructive contributions to Man's unceasing struggle to
solve the problems of the Universe. And although the ordinary editions
of these Books are sold to the general public at 12/6, 15/- or 21/-,
THE PRICE TO MEMBERS OF THE SCIENTIFIC BOOK CLUB
IS ONLY 4/-. Remember, too, that Scientific Book Club selections
are full-length and unabridged. They are printed on good quality
paper, well -bound, with an attractive picture jacket. These are,
we say with certainty, books that you will be glad to read, proud to own.
The Scientific Book Club brings these great books to you each month ;
helping you to build up, at remarkably low cost, a first-class collection of
scientific books. Now is the time to join !

`EXTRA' BOOKS, TOO!
Members are also privileged to buy splendid
`additional' books (fiction and non-fiction)
at special bargain prices.

In addition to the selections
listed left, Scientific Book
Club members have re-
ceived books by these great
authors :

Dr. J. Bronowski

Prof. J. B. S. Haldane
Ritchie Calder

Sir Harold Spencer Jones
Dr. Julian Huxley

Leonard Cotterell

Kenneth Walker

EXCELLENT PRODUCTION
Legible modern type ; good

quality paper ; attractive binding.

FILL IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TODAY

To The Scientific Book Club, 121 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

I wish to join the Scientific Book Club, and agree to purchase the book issued
each month to members at a cost of 4s. (postage Is.). I agree to continue my
membership for a minimum of six books and thereafter until countermanded.

El *I will pay for selections on receipt. P. Illechs./Feb., 1958.
Or iryou wish to save time, postage and postal -order costs you may
send an advance subscription. 6 months 30s. ; 12 months 60s.

*1 enclose 30s./60s. (Strike out amount not applicable.)
'1 Place c/ in the space above. as required.

NAME
(Mock letlers, please)

ADDRESS,
Overseas enrolments should be accompanied by an advance subscription

Prices as for inland (except S. Africa, Australia, New Zealand).
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ibH s MASTEIISVOICE
MARCONIPHONE

 COLUMBIA

/41/1/ag

nee
NEW PRACTICAL _A

OF LEARNING AT HOME

NEW-completely up-to-date methods of giving instruction in a wide
range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for self -study
at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

NEW-experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched on
enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to
each student for personal and individual tuition throughout the course.

Radio and television courses, with which specially prepared components
are supplied, teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers, oscillators,
detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete design and
servicing of modern Radio and T/V equipments.

If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own
full-time or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal
and may be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day
for a free Brochure giving full details. There is no obligation
whatsoever.

Courses with Equipment
RADIO SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION MECHANICS
CHEMISTRY PHOTOGRAPHY
ELECTRICITY CARPENTRY

ELECTRICAL WIRING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  ART, etc.

E.M.I. Factories
at Hayes,

England.

r " MU On NM INN PIK

Fill in for FREE BROCHURE
 E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 144 x, London, W.4.

NAME

I
ADDRESS

Age
-if tinder 21)l

I am interested in the following subject(s) with/without equipments

INSTITUTES: Feb. (We shall not worry you with personal visits)

BLOCK
CAPS
PLEASE

IC.107

The crney titnrce SiOady tvcor, Ricreee-stde ift:45eaferea crgruse
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and NOW!
OeSfila UN MATTHE

a self-powered multi -purpose machine shop
-----

FOR THE CRAFTSMAN
HOBBYIST & INVENTOR

THREADING ATTACHMENT POLISHING and GRINDING

No bigger than a typewriter, yet outperforms
machines many times its size. This precision
portable machine shop is universally acclaimed
as the finest tool ever developed for machining
small parts made of steel, brass, aluminium,
plastic or wood.

Because of its unique construction it can be
simply converted from a Lathe into a Drill
Press, Milling Machine, Tool Grinding Machine
Grinding and Polishing Machine, jig -Saw, Circu-
lar Saw, Threading Machine Dividing Machine
and Portable Press.

DRILLING

LATHE

MILLING

TOOL and
SURFACE

GRINDING
MACHINE

and 8 MONTHLY
DEPOSIT

PAYMENTS OF £34-6
CASH PRICE 1'24.17.6

Par1CouponNOWI

MEI MN IMMO MIN IMO

FOR ILLUSTRATED
BROCHURE

Please send me Illustrated Unimat Brc chure.

Name

Address

SELECTA POWER TOOLS LTD. (PM/F),
Hampton Road West, Hanworth, Feltham, Middx.

A member of the B. Elliott Group of Companies

=II MI MI UM IIIIII IMM

I
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREE
ENGINEERS

AMBITIOUS

ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment.
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
jection - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

'BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and Joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE ?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A.. A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than f, 15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

POST NOW !
B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

c ; /
q4,1.

Only 2dstamp is
needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Editorial and Advertisement Offices
"PRACTICAL MECHANICS"

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

George Newnes Ltd., 1958
Phone : Temple Bar 4363

telegrams : Newnes, Rand, Londor

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Practical
Mechanics

Vol. XXV No. 288 FEBRUARY, 1958

"The Cyclist" and "Home Movies"
are temporarily incorporated

Inland - - - - 20s. per annum.
y. Abroad - - - 18s. 6d. per annum.

Canada - - I8s. 6d. per annum.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics" is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproduction or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

CONTENTS
Page

Fair Comment ... 219
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FAIR COMMENT
THE SATELLITE ERA

THE launching of the two Russian satellites has made the public space conscious
and given it an interest in astronomical and astronautical matters far more
intense than ever before. The mystery of space had been taken for granted.

The public vaguely knew that there were planets and satellites and galaxies of stars
in the firmament. This mysterious cosmos is beyond the understanding of most
and therefore ignored by most. I wonder how many people have realised the full
significance of the new satellite era inaugurated by the two launchings ? If it
is found, for example, that some of the other planets are inhabited, the whole of
our scientific concept as well as our religious beliefs must undergo a radical
metamorphosis. Have you ever pondered over the fact that space is limitless-you
cannot come to the end of it ? This great scientific achievement presages changes
in our beliefs, both psychological and metaphysical.

Religions have always dealt with the intangible and the immaterial. Astronomers
have plotted the Universe, the location, the orbits and the times of the appearance
of large numbers of heavenly bodies. We have regarded the Earth as the centre
of the universe, although it is not a self-contained planet and is dependent on the
sun for its existence. It was Copernicus and those before him who promoted this
belief. The theology of to -day, as it was then, is that man is God's chosen being
and the ultimate creation. Because we have no knowledge of mankind elsewhere
it is now our belief irrespective of our religions that the Earth was divinely chosen
for human habitation. Galileo and Copernicus declared that it was the sun that
was the centre of the universe and they were considered as heretics because of those
beliefs. Bruno developed those beliefs as his writings show. Galileo found a new
companionship with the distant worlds. Bruno said, " What, Is a feeble human
creature the only object worthy of the care of God ? No, the Earth is but a planet.
The rank she holds among the stars is but by usurpation ; it is time to de -throne
her. The ruler of our Earth is not man but the sun. The life which breathes in
common through the universe. Only one bereft of his reason could believe that
those infinite spaces tenanted by vast bodies are provided only to give us light."
Because of these thoughts, the church burned Bruno at the stake.

The importance of space travel transcends its immediate potential military
advantage. It must have great political significance. Nations may no longer be
bounded upon the surface of the Earth. Nor may be restricted in area. Our
Earth may no longer consist of peoples dependent for their existence on imports
and exports. Above our heads lie vast new empires rich in natural resources.

"RADIO -CONTROLLED MODELS "

EVER
since our series of articles on radio -controlled models was completed

there has been an insistent demand for back issues. Unfortunately all those
issues are out of print. Readers interested in this fascinating subject may like to
know that we have reprinted those articles in book form and copies are now
available at 12s. 6d. each or 13s. 4d. by post from the book publisher, address as
on this page. The edition is limited, so if you wish to obtain a copy you should
apply now.

THE PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER EXHIBITION

THE great Practical Householder Exhibition sponsored by our companion
journal opens at the Empress Hall, Earls Court, London, on February 19th

and closes on March Ht. It will be open every day from i t a.m. until 9.3o p.m.
on weekdays and to a.m. to to p.m. on Saturdays. The entrance fee is 2s. 6d.
Nearly too manufacturers will display their goods and give advice and demonstra-
tions. Every " do-it-yourself " enthusiast should visit this magnificent show.
-F. T. C.
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This Article is Published in Response
to Requests from Readers

TODAY, pottery is expensive to buy
and it has become " good policy " to
repair whenever possible not only

items of decorative or antique value, but
also the many ceramic articles in everyday
use. A pottery object which has been
dropped and smashed
into a hundred or more
pieces is beyond redemp-
tion unless it is of
extreme value, when it
can be sent to an expert
for " invisible mending,"
but less serious damage
can be repaired at home.
Pottery may develop
cracks, become badly
chipped, have la r g e
pieces knocked out and
suffer other and varying
types of injuries. Some-
times a cup or bowl will
be broken cleanly into
two halves or a vase may'
have a hole knocked in
its side. A decorative
pottety figure may be
unfortunate enough to
have one of its arms or legs knocked off.
The more humble domestic, teapot may
suffer spout fracture or some similar trouble.

All these everyday injuries can, provided
they are not too extensive, generally be
remedied by one process or another of what
we may term " ceramic surgery," whereby
pottery pieces are carefully prepared and
cemented together, bits are wired or riveted
on, missing pieces are skilfully filled in with
a sort of artificial porcelain, surface defects
are painted over and other injuries made
good.

Fig. t shows an Italian jug which was
accidentally damaged. Fig. 2 shows the jug
after it was repaired.

Mending a Plate
The easiest task in the art of pottery

surgery is to mend a plate, a cup or dish
which has been broken cleanly in two. First
the two pieces should be very carefully

Written by

H. POOLE

No. 1. Some Hints on the
Materials and Methods Used

washed in soap and
water, great care
being taken to avoid
all grease contamin-
ation. When the
pieces are quite dry
(a n d not before)
they should be fitted
together to make
sure they will join
up properly when
cemented together.
This having been
done, the contacting
surfaces are lightly
smeared with a very
thin film of cellulose
cement. The
cement is rubbed
into the contacting
surfaces with the
finger tip and it is

then left to dry-preferably overnight. This
provides each surface with an effective key-
ing layer.

To join up the pieces, give the prepared
surfaces a light smearing over with cellu-
lose cement, then fit them together and hold
them under slight but effective pressure
for a few hours. In applying this necessary
pressure be very careful to see that the

Fig. L-The damaged Italian jug.

two pieces are not pushed out of position.
Often enough a strong elastic band round
the two pieces is all that is required. A
very light press may sometimes be used
instead and with care
the two pieces form-
ing the complete article
may be merely wrapped
round with damp string.
Moisture will cause the
string to contract when
it dries out and thus
tighten up, t her e b y
keeping a firm pressure.
Fig. 3 shows a rough
method of lengthening
the life of a plate. A
strong piece of calico
has been cemented over
a bad crack. Subse-
quently several coats of
paint are laid over the
fabric.

Do not use any type of animal glue for
pottery cementing. It is messy stuff for this
job. It stains-often indelibly. Its hold-
ing powers are not very great in these
circumstances and, worst of all, it is not
waterproof. A casein glue can be used, but
generally it is more trouble in these
instances than it is worth. Ordinary cellu-
lose cement is the best. It can be purchased
in tubes almost anywhere and a little of it
goes a long way when used in the manner
described above.

Home-made Cement
If you wish to make this cement yourself

you can do so by dissolving clear scrap
celluloid in a mixture (about equal parts)
of amyl or butyl acetate and acetone.
Alternatively, you can dissolve the celluloid
in the liquid which is known as " Can -
solve," this being a clear water -white liquid
of high solvent powers.

The solution of the celluloid must not
be made by heating the solvents. Cut the
celluloid up into thin shreds. Place it in
a bottle and half fill the bottle with the
solvent. Cork the bottle and leave it to
stand overnight. During the next day shake
the bottle frequently. The celluloid will
dissolve to a thickish liquid. For cementing
purposes the solution should be about as
thick as glycerine, if not a little thicker.

There are two other cements which can
be used for pottery repairs, the first con-
sisting of a simple solution of clear Perspex
in trichlorethylene. This is made up in
just the same way as above, and it forms a
thick, almost rubbery solution.

The other cement is Canada balsam, long
the favourite of microscopists and all
optical workers. Canada balsam is a
natural crystal resin. It is soluble in ben-
zene, chloroform, naphtha and other liquids.
It forms a highly viscous solution which
will stick glass, pottery and other smooth
objects. Its joints are strong, but it has
the disadvantage of taking about a month
to set and to harden, during the whole of
which time the contacted fragments must

under continual pressure in a warm
atmosphere.

All the above cements are waterproof and
have good adhesive strengths, even when
used on an edge -to -edge joint. They are
also non-poisonous after setting.

Fig. 2.-The Italian jug after repair.
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Treating a Crack
Sometimes an ominous crack may develop

in a piece of china or pottery. Even if such
an article does not come to pieces within a
few days, the crack will grow, gather dirt,
and become unsightly. The best way to
deal with this occurrence is with the tip
of the little finger work a little precipitated
chalk, or, better still, magnesium carbonate
(which is " the whitest thing on earth ")
into the crack, and afterwards, with the
same finger-tip, work some of the clear
cellulose cement along the line of the crack.
Most of the cement will remain on the
surface, but a little of it will seep down into
the crack and will seal up the white filling
which you have placed therein.

Decorative china and other ceramic
articles which become cleanly fractured are
usually riveted together in addition to being
cemented up. The rivets give additional
strength, and being fitted at the back of the
plate or dish they do not show. A good
example of pottery riveting will be seen in
Fig. 4. In this particular instance the rivets
were put in about 3o years ago and have
lasted ever since. The front of the plate is
shown in Fig. 5.

The cement used, in addition to the rivets,
was a natural one. Its formula sounds
rather extravagant, its composition compris-
ing 'oz. finely grated cheese, ioz. finely

Fig. 3. - Lengthening the
life of a plate by cementing
a piece of calico over a bad

crack.

powdered quicklime, these
two ingredients being
made into a paste with
white of an egg. There
is no doubt that this
composition would be
effective, since it com-
bines in the one formula
albumen and casein,
together with lime, which
induces a setting and
hardening action, but as
you will see from the
photographs, the actual
cementing was badly done-most probably
owing to the thickness of the cement-
leaving an objectionable and dirt -gathering
line between the joined -up pieces.

Riveting Pottery
Expert china repairers use a diamond -

tipped drill for making rivet holes in pot-
tery. With care, however, the necessary
rivet holes can be drilled with a small
Archimedian drill, using a very fine tip.
Again, a small three -cornered file can be
hardened by, heating it in a fire to red heat
and then by plunging it in cold water. The
file is then ground to a fine point on a
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grindstone. Such an
article is of great use for
making a tiny scratch
on the pot -surface for
the purpose of starting
the drill but, with great
care, the file point itself
can be used as a drill.
In this instance much
care is necessary to guard
against undue hand pres-
sure, which would only
result in an irregular hole
being made and its edges
splintering, or the article
breaking altogether.

Generally the drilling
can be done dry, but if a
lubricant is necessary use
turpentine, but genuine
turpentine only.

When drilling a china
plate, dish or saucer from
its underside, take care
not to let the drill go
right through. It is
sufficient to stop when
the drill is about three-
quarters way through.
This will prevent un-
sightly protrusions of the
rivet ends on the " face "

of the plate or dish.
Having made all the

necessary rivet holes, pack
them loosely with a suitable
rivet cement and push down
the rivets, which are
ordinary U-shaped pieces of
wire-either iron or copper
-the latter being better.

Sometimes when a dish,
plate or other vessel, orna-
mental or otherwise, is
riveted up, some of its parts
may be missing. Such gaps,
however, provided they are
not too extensive, can
usually be filled in by the
process to be described in
the second and concluding
part of this article, which
will appear next month.

Fig. 4.-Repair by riveting.

Missing Handles and Spouts
When a handle is knocked off a jug or

when a spout comes apart from its teapot,
the extent and the success of a possible
repair must be governed by the extent of
the damage. With care a handle may he
riveted to a jug or other container, but in
this case it is always advisable for the
rivets to go right through the walls of the
vessel, so as to give maximum strength.
It is usually possible to rivet a spout to a
teapot, the edges being joined up in the
usual manner and two or three rivets being
inserted in the sides of the spout. In this
case the rivet holes should not go right

Fig. 5.-The repaired plate shown in Fig. 4.

through the spout, owing to the difficulty
of cementing them up afterwards and of
making them liquid -tight. Additional
strength could be given to this assembly of
the spout by tightly -binding the outside with
fine wire and carefully painting over the
wire turns with a suitable cellulose paint.
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" Crazed " Crockery
Many readers will have noticed that pot-

tery articles, although they manage to
remain whole and unbroken, gradually
become " dirty " or at least discoloured.
Very little can be done about this. The
whole effect is due to a surface " crazing "
of the pottery, the enamel, owing to its
brittleness, breaking up into an immense
number of small pieces.

Each small piece of surface crazing is
bounded by three or four cracks, down into
which gradually seep some of the dirt, dust
and grease which the surface of the plate
or dish necessarily collects. When the pot
is washed, some of this surface dirt is
removed, but a little of it is drawn down
into the cracks and retained (see Fig. 6).

(To he concluded)

t). -A close up of " surface crazing."
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Two ,-Neeessories for the
THE smaller projectors for 2in. X 2in.

colour transparencies are not provided
. with " blowers " but depend upon

convection currents for cooling. Anything
that can be done to reduce the heat to
which th slide is subjected is advantageous.
With adequate cooling the danger of the
development of " Newton's Rings " is
removed and cooler operation has a bene-

See Fig. 3 for details

-

-324

/2"

3;3,
4

s"

Front Elevation Side Elevation

Fig. t. Front and side elevations of the stand
folded.

ficial effect upon the life of the projector
lamp.

It is always necessary to arrange the pro-
jector so that its beam is clear of the heads
of the seated audience and the usual
arrangement of stools, books, etc., is seldom
satisfactory. A reliable and rigid stand of
suitable height is virtually a " must."

Stand Construction
The stand is simply constructed of wood

Home dine Enthusiast
By G. H. Dowsett

on the principle of the folding card table or
domestic ironing board. The blower is a
separate unit for greater portability and the
same stand can be used for projectors with
or without built-in blowers. For this reason
there was no interference with the wiring
of the projector itself so that it can be used
on or off the stand with or without blower.

Hardwood is used in readily obtainable
" planed " sizes. It is important that the
dimensions of the legs and the positions of
the bolt holes are accurate or it will not
stand rigid when erected. The platform is
simple in construction but this, too, must
be accurately made and assembled so that

Fig. 3.-Detail in circle enlarged.

--f---
sr* Counters

.1.; deep,

Ai." die. j4 dia.
Rotes
for bolts

Fig. 2.-Underside
view of blower unit, showing motor,

fan, transformer, etc.

/

Fig. 4.-Outer and inner legs
made in opposing pairs.

the action of folding is smooth
and easy but without looseness.
The completed stand is shown
in Figs. 5 and 9.

The Legs
The four legs should be cut

first and Fig. 4 shows the plan
and elevation of the " inner "
and " outer " legs, while their
relative positions are shown in
Fig. i. which shows the stand
folded for storage or transit.

Fig. 5.-
Completed

stand,
blower

and
projector.

Two of each leg are required, in pairs,
opposite hand. Cut the timber to exact
length and radius the ends as shown at
the top and cut the opposite ends to an
angle of 25 deg. Mark out the positions of
the slots to take the cross and angular
battens but carefully note the direction of
the sawn angles in relation to these slots.
It is better not to cut these slots at this
stage but merely mark their approximate
positions for guidance.

Being satisfied that the slots will come in
the right places, particularly with respect to
the sawn angles, the assembly of the legs
can be carried a stage further. Nail a batten
across the bench, select the pair of " inner "
legs (0- and 12 in the diagrams) and lay
them in their positions, parallel and with
their angle ends against the batten on the

Dowel
rod

Fig. 6 .- Stand

32'

erected without platform
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Locating battens
for Blower Unit

14"

2 screws
countersunk

Underside

-Battens fitted after
54't dia bolt hole assembly

Fig. 7.-Platform details'.

bench. Nail two more battens to the legs,
one at each end, so that the legs are held
truly parallel and 81 in. apart. The cross
batten and the two angular battens can now
be offered up and their positions accurately
marked. The slots for them can be cut and
they should be made as good a fit as
possible because these battens give sideWays
rigidity. They can then be fixed into place
using tin Nd. 6 woodscrews well counter-
sunk.

The outer legs (o' and 02) are assembled
in the same way and it is best to turn the
inner legs over on the bench so that the
battens, now fixed in position, are under -

Transformer

1]. r 1

Fan

---10/12v
Shaded pole

motor

neath. The outer legs are placed outside
the inner legs with i/i6in. between them
and these are secured in their correct posi-
tions by means of temporary battens nailed
on.

Again the permanent cross and angular
battens are " offered up " and the positions
of the slots marked and cut. The battens
are then fitted and screwed in place. Mak-
ing quite sure that everything is in order.

Switch plug
for Projector
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The Platform
This i, quite straightforward as Fig. 7

shows. The sides and ends of the platform
are of the same size of timber as the legs,
and a simple method of making the joints
at the corners is shown. Note the position
of the holes for the bolts and bore them
accordingly. The two battens i4in. X tin.
X kin. can be prepared, stained and
varnished with the platform but they are

size,
used

34. diameter

40
V= Countersinks for

Projector feet. Number,
and position as Projector

II"

3c
#

16

Side

Fig. 8.-Section of blower unit.

Fig. 9.-View of
stand folded,
with blower unit
and projector.

Fig. io.-The blower unit.

t

5' -

ha -2f5; --t I'

00

Fig. i.-Support for motor.

and that both sets of legs are in contact
with the batten nailed to the bench, mark
out where the inner legs will require slots
cut in them to allow the outer legs to lie
nearly flush with them. It is not suggested
that the two pairs of legs will be absolutely
flush with each other when the stand is
closed as this will make it difficult to open
it when required. They nearly close, as
shown in the side elevation in Fig. i.

Making sure that the legs are in proper
contact with the batten nailed to the bench
the lin. dia. holes for the bolts can be
marked out and drilled. Again
absolute accuracy is necessary.
Remove the battens used for
holding the legs in place and
separate the assembled pairs.
With a gouge or chisel cut a
countersink for the bolt heads
on the inside of the outer legs.
If this is not done it will be
seen that the bolt heads will
prevent the legs being closed.

The legs can now be finished
by sanding and staining and
then are bolted together with
washers between the surfaces
and under the nuts. The dowel
rod can be put in place, care
being taken to see that the
inside dimension of 8in. is
not altered by not fitting the
dowel rod accurately. The legs
will now appear as in Fig. 6.

Flex connector
for Mains

1" No 4 woodscrew

_0_

4 holes
2BA clear

1:i

'

-* /-47--'-e-----2''' ...-- 1

Back

is

.rtl.
Front

Dill

1:11

not fitted until the legs have been bolted
to the platform. All screws should, of course,
be countersunk and the holes filled with
plastic wood before sanding to give a neat
appearance. If the blower unit is to be
made, the battens for it should be made and
fixed to the upper surface of the platform
as shown in Fig. 7.

If the dimensions given have been
accurately adhered to, it will be found that
the legs will fit inside the platform with

dearance. Insert the bolts with a
washer between each bearing surface and
under each nut Saw off the excess thread
on all four bolts and burr over to prevent
the nuts becoming loose. The joints should
be a little stiff, but not too stiff to prevent
easy manipulation. Finally, turn the stand
upside-down and fix the two battens under-
neath the platform. These prevent the legs
swinging out if the stand is picked up by
the platform.

Mains connections to Transformer
(AC only)

200v Zags 6 and 7 210V. Tags 5,7
220v 6 -8 230v 5,8
240v. ,.4 8

Mains connection
according to voltage

A 3 811 A
A 4600 -35

A a1 A

Transformer tag board

Fig. I2.-Circuit details

Optional Earth connection

Green
or

.._Eartn
\w/re

Flex Connector

Switch
Plug

Connection
to Mains
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The Blower Unit (For A.C. Mains Only)
The actual size of this unit will depend

upon the projector used and the dimensions
given in Fig. ro are suitable for an " Aldis
250." The centre of the 34 -in. hole is
arranged exactly under the projector lamp
and thus a current of air is sent up the
" chimney " surrounding the lamp. At the
same time there is an overspill of air that
finds its way up past the transparency thus
keeping it cool. The depressions marked
" Y in Fig. ro accommodate the feet of the
projector and locate it in the correct posi-
tion relative to the fan.

The blower motor, which is of the
" shaded pole " type and self-starting, is
secured to a piece of steel strip (Fig. II).
This is fixed inside the unit so that the fan
is central with, and slightly below, the hole.
As the fan is fixed to the motor spindle by
means of a setscrew there is scope for
experimental adjustment after assembly.
Inside the unit is also fixed the transformer
that feeds the motor and its position is
clearly shown in Fig. 8. Connection to the
mains is made by a length of flexible cable
terminating in a suitable plug for the mains
socket and having, at the other end, the
female half of a " flex -connector." The male
half of this connector is fixed to the blower
unit as shown in Fig. ro and the connections
are given in Fig. 12. Fig. 2 shows this unit
complete.

The authoes projector is fitted with a
3 -pin plug for convenience and so a 3 -pin
socket is provided for this on the unit. This
was done so that the projector could be
used with or without the stand or the blower
unit as previously explained. If 2 -pin plugs
are used then a 2 -pin, socket should be
fitted. If it is desired to do the right thing
and have the whole thing earthed then the
mains lead should be three core and
vision made for completing the connection
to the blower unit of the " green " or earth
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wire via the earth pin of the switch plug.
This will necessitate the provision of an
additional " flex -connector," only one pin of
which is used and wired, as shown in Fig. 12.
It seems that newer projectors are provided
with a 3 -core flex and are earthed, while
earlier models arc not.

Wiring the unit in this manner with a
separate switch plug for the projector means
that as soon as the unit is connected to the
main supply the blower will start. The
projector can then be switched on as
required, and when switched off after use the
blower will continue to run. This will cool
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inside these battens and the central slot in
the platform will ensure adequate ventila-
tion. If the blower unit is to be used with-
out the stand, it must have corner pieces
fitted to it so as to leave a space between
its lower edges, and whatever it is standing
on, in order that air may be sucked in by
the fan. Failure to allow the air to enter
the unit will prevent the fan from produc-
ing any cooling draught.

The transformer used is an ex -Govern-
ment component having the number
Yo452o on its external packing and
A4600-35 on its terminal board. (See

r""'"'''''"'"-"4"-------.--- MATERIALS REQUIRED .--.----.---.----..-,-.-,
I Hardwood Stand ' Blower Unit
1 Legs 4 off 52in. x 'gin. x ;in. Top 1 off 'tin. x Sin. . 7/r6in.

Cross Sides 2 off "in. .( 2;in. x 7/16in.
Struts 4 off Approx. r6in. x x lin. x off Sin. 2in.,' x 7/16in.Ends 2

I or 2 flex connectorsgin. (diagonal) r-, 2- or 3 -pin switch plug to1 off 'tin. x Ilin. x gin. suit projector.1 off rosin. ,, I gin. x gin. I-, 2- or 3 -core mains lead with
plug, of convenient length

2 off 4 2 BA x sin. brass bolts with
2 off nuts and washers
2 off Wire for internal connections

Platform
Top
Sides
Ends.

Locating
Battens 2 off 13in. x tin. x gin.

2 off 7;in. x sin. x sin.

14in. x 5;in. x. gin.
r3in. x Ilin. ;in.
14in. X rgin. x iin.

Safety
Battens 2 off 14in. x tin. x gin.

4 2iin. long, gin. dia. stove bolts with
nuts and 8 washers. Quantity rin. by No. 6
woodscrews, stain, etc.

;41Mot FMNI.I.M110.1=11.1,...0.11.1.11.101.1.0.04111.14111110t .OPM......1..=1.111=1.011111,01,i11.1.M. .111.11111M.141111111.04114=01,111.04110.104=1.1

the projector so that it can be stored away
after the show.

The blower unit should be a snug fit
within the battens on the platform which
locate the unit and prevent it being moved
whilst slide changing. If the blower unit
is not to be used, the projector will stand

Transformer. Ex -Govt. pattern Yo452o
(A4600-35) from West End Radio Ltd.,
Lisle Street, London, W.I. (to/6 inc.
postage).

Motor and fan. 12 V. 5o cycles A.C.
shaded pole motors with 21in. fan.
Midland Instrument Co., Moorpool
Circle, Birmingham 17. (11/6 inc.
postage)

materials list.) The tag terminals are
arranged in an unusual manner and the
motor is connected to the secondary
terminals tags t and 3. Tag 2 is a centre
tap. are connected to the
primary terminals tags 4 to 8 as detailed
in Fig. 12.

Lightweight Jet Engine
AMERICA'S General Electric Company

have developed a small jet engine for
aeroplanes which weighs only 2501b.,
measures r6in. in diameter and is 55in. long.
The engine delivers a thrust of r,o5o horse-
power.

Aircraft Pilots' Blackouts
AN American psychiatrist at the European

Congress of Aviation Medicine has
said that anxious pilots black out quicker
from high speed manoeuvres than do hot-
tempered ones. When a pilot is subjected
to greater gravitational pulls than on the
ground a blackout may occur. Resistance
to these, blackouts is called " g " tolerance.
Experiments were carried out to find the
relationship between a pilot's emotions and
his " g " tolerance; with the result that
experimental subjects who blacked out at
low levels of acceleration stress showed a
high degree of anxiety and high levels of
adrenaline in their body. Feelings of aggres-
sion and anger, however, were associated
with increased " g " tolerance.

Radioactive Fallout
IT is already known that the danger in

radioactive fallout was strontium -9o,
but now another lethal compound has been
found-manganese-54. The discovery was

made when a fallout sample which was
giving out gamma rays was chemically
analysed. Calculations show that a large
amount of manganese -54 is produced at the
time of the explosion.

Drinking Water from the Sea
SCHEMES for the purification of large

amounts of sea water by freezing have
been perfected technically, but are too
expensive to be a useful answer to water
shortage problems.

Chromium Plating
and Sound Waves
SLIGHT but

definitely bene-
ficial is the des-
cription of the
effects of sound
waves on chromium
plating. It is
reported that the
sound waves make
the plated surface
less porous, make
the chromium plate
harder, stick better
to the base metal
a n d increase in
brightness.

The Convergatron
THIS is a new

device which
will enable a n
atomic reactor to be
built which is free
from the danger of
explosions. T w o

new types have been designed to use it,
a fast neutron breeder reactor and a natural
uranium and water system.

The convergatron is a neutron amplifier
in which the neutron output is greater than
the input. A series of these convergatrons
would amplify neutrons from a weak source
to a large power reactor, yet the power
plant itself would shut off on removal of
the source. There is no danger of losing
control of the chain reaction as all parts
are subcritical.

The first of the B.T.H. series of main line diesel electric locomotives to
be built for the British Railways Modernisation Plan. This locomotive
is of Boo h.p., has a maximum speed of 6o m.p.h., and is the first to be

completed of ten locomotives of this type.
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An Alarm Clock Timeswitch
The Clock May be Used

Separately
THE possibility of using an alarm clock

as the basis of a timeswitch has often
excited the interest of the experi-

menter, but the usual arrangement provides
only for the switching of low voltages and
currents because the clock itself is part of
the circuit.

The advantages claimed for the one shown
in Figs. i and 2 are

It can safely be used on the mains.
2. No alterations are required to be made

to the clock itself which may be used for
its normal purpose.

3. It is capable of switching on or off.
If two outlet sockets are provided instead
of the changeover switch, it will switch two
circuits on and off simultaneously.

4. The construction is simple. No special
skill or tools are necessary.

The measurements given suit the Westclox
" Good Morning " clock and alterations may
be required for others. Reference to the
drawings and photographs make the con-
struction clear. Fig. 3 shows the front
view indicating the position of the aperture
which is wide X 3/16in. high. It is
3/16in. down from the top and r 7/16in.
in from the right edge of piece G. Also
shown are the side view and the plan view.

Fig. 1.-Three views of the
timeswitch. (Above) rear
view ; (right) front view with
clock removed ; (below) view

with top removed.

By S. W.
Clements

Fig. 2.-The alarm clock timeswitch ready
for use.
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Fig. 4 shows the shapes of
pieces A, J and K, which are not
given in the cutting list. Fig. 5
shows alternative wiring dia-
grams.

Parts Required
One two-way toggle switch.
One two-way microswitch

obtainable from Government
surplus stores.

One two- or three -pin -soeket
(or two sockets if simultaneous
switching is required).

SIDE VIEW Another socket or
change over switch
next to this

Fig. 3.-Front, side and plan elevations.

Two I lin. X 4BA bolts and nuts, rubber
grommet, insulated connecting wire, flex,
plug, plywood and screws.

Construction
Cut out the parts as detailed in the

cutting list and Fig. 4. Remove a shaving
about 1/32in. thick from along edge of
each of pieces B. This is to allow the
flange of the wedge-shaped base of the clock
to enter. Sandpaper all the pieces smooth
and assemble with pins and glue or fin. X
2 csk. screws by first taking the base A and
fixing it to the clock retaining pieces B and
C. Add pieces D and E and the front
section is complete. If pieces B and C are
screwed on it will be found that there is
enough flexibility to enable the clock to be
pushed in or out and yet remain firmly held.

Next, put on the side pieces F and the
front G with the aperture at the top. Now
position the microswitch behind G so that
the top of the button, which should be at
the forward end, comes no more than t/16in.
above the lower edge of the aperture, and
mark the inner face of the front where the
top of the body of the microswitch comes.
This will be about 13/3zin. from the top.
Measure this -distance down, the tlin. sides
of pieces J and clamp the microswitch
between them by bolting right through.
There are two holes in the switch for this
purpose. Then fix the whole switch assembly
inside the front by screwing through from
the outside.

Take piece K and place it on top of the
microswitch so that it protrudes through the
aperture, then pack up the rear end with
cardboard so that it is horizontal. Screw
down piece L on top of pieces K and J and
K will be firmly held, but will not be depres-
sing the button. Test for satisfactory
working by pressing the protruding end of K
which should operate the switch.

Wiri .

It remains only to drill the back H (or
the sides F if preferred) for socket/s and/or
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Fig. 4.-Dimensions for cutting pieces A,
and K.

switch and mains lead before wiring up.
Thread the mains lead through the grommet
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in a hole in H or F and connect one side
to a terminal of the outlet socket. The other
lead goes to the common terminal of the
microswitch. The common .terminal of the
changeover switch is connected to the other
side of the outlet socket. The other two
terminals of the'changeover switch are con-
nected to the remaining two on the micro -
switch. If two sockets are used instead of
the changeover switch, one side of the mains
lead is connected to one side of each of the
two sockets and the other to the common
terminal of the microswitch. The -remaining
terminals on the switch are connected to each
of the two sockets. The wiring completed,
screw on the back H and the top M.

Finish by rounding all corners and edges
and varnishing or painting as desired.

Set the alarm as usual and push the clock
CUTTING LIST

Piece B
C
D

F
G
H
L

DI

33

33

13

35

cut two On. x in. x tin.
two xin. x x tin.
one 21 -in. x x
one slip. x 2, in. x in.
twa 3;in. x Sin. x
one x
one 4in. % 3 7in. x
one 'in. x x
one x Stin. x :!;in.

53

33

33

33

35
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into the slot formed by pieces A, B and C.
The position of the alarm winder key will
determine how long the bell will ring before
the switch is operated. If it is underneath
piece K, then it will have to make almost
half a complete revolution before being
stopped by contact with the top of K. If it
is nearly horizontal but above K then the
switch will operate after a short warning
ring. Contact with K automatically stops
the bell.

Microswitch

Microswitch

Fig. 5.-Alternative wiring diagrams.

An Easily -made Mortiser
A Home,made Device for Use with One of the Portable Drill Units

MANY owners of " Wolf Cub " and
similar kits must have wished for a
mortiser, especially if they have not

thought it worth while to buy the vertical
bench drill attachment. This simple device
will enable them to make their drills do the

hard work in
using, and also
make drilling dowel
holes a simple
matter.

The device con-
sists of a base to
which a d r i 11
clamp is fixed,
and an adjustable
horizontal plat-
form. Apart from

Constructional details and dimensions of the mortiser.

nuts and bolts, glue, wood screws and two
Or three small G clamps, nothing but a few
pieces of unwarped hardwood is needed.

By J. C. FRISBY

The dimensions given may be modified to
suit the maker's convenience.

The platform is 4in. X 9in. X din., and
its pillar is join. X tin. X .in., and is fixed
in the centre of the platform, using a 4in.
X tin. X fin. piece let into the pillar, and
two triangular angle brackets (preferably let
into the platform to give added rigidity).

For the base one piece t4in. X 41in. X
-4in., and one piece I tin. X 41in. x
are required. Chisel out a hole tin. X 4in.
through the larger piece, as shown inset.
Firmly screw the smaller piece on top of
the larger so that one end is flush with the
inside edge of the hole. On the bottom of

the larger piece
screw a block 41in.
X tin. X tin., and
two blocks ti X

in. X '4in, so
that they are flush
with three sides
of the hole (dotted

in the sketch).
The platform pillar

should now be pushed
down through the hole
about as far as it will go
and secured in position
with a G clamp as shown.

A lin. bit should be put
in the drill and the drill
fixed in its clamp. Then
the most suitable position
on the base for the clamp
can be determined. With
" Wolf Cub " equipment it
was found that it is con
venient to have the holes
for the two bolts fixing the
clamp to the base 7in.
from the inside edge of the
pillar hole. These bolts
should be countersunk.

Since it is easier to
stand behind the drill and pull the work on
to it, the device should be clamped or bolted
across the corner of the bench with the

platform end projecting sufficiently to allow
easy adjustment of the platform.

It is advisable to have a piece of wood
about tin. X tin. in cross section to clamp
on the side of the platform facing the
drill. Quarter -inch holes should be
drilled through this piece at suitable
distances (e.g., /in., Agin., lin.) from one
face. If the drill bit is put through
the appropriate hole and the platform
pushed up till it meets the piece of
wood, then the platform will be the right
distance from the bit and can be clamped.
This piece of wood also acts as a stop and,
equally important, keeps the drill bit stable.

When making holes for dowels, it will
be found easier to be exact if a small chisel
cut from either side to what is to be the
centre of the hole is made; in this way the
bit is guided as it enters the wood.

Mortising
To use the device for mortising, the

mortise hole should be marked out in the
usual way and then as much as possible of
the waste should be removed by pulling the
work straight on to the bit. The final
clearing is done by sliding the work gently
so that the bit passes along the hole. Either
the ends of the hole can be squared with a
chisel or the edges of the tenon can be
rounded with a file.

It is simple to cut mortise holes that are
not at right angles to the face of the wood.
To do this a hole is drilled through the
stop at the appropriate angle, the drill bit
inserted in this hole and the stop clamped
to the platform in the ordinary way. The
work is then held parallel to the stop as it
is pulled onto the bit.

THE " PRACTICAL MECHANICS "

HOW -TO -MAKE -IT BOOK
12/6 (I3/- by post)

From George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C.2.
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THE latest source of power makes its
appearance in the form of the nuclear
power plant. The nuclear power

plant is far more revolutionary than the
internal combustion engine, forthe internal
combustion engine is only an alternative
means of converting the heat of a chemical
reaction into work. The power from a
nuclear power plant, on the other hand, does
not stem from a chemical reaction at all.

Hot coolant

Reactor
Nuclear

fuel
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Fig. 1.-Outline of a nuclear power plant.

Just as the steam engine ushered in a long
period of power production from a chemical
reaction, the nuclear power plant opens up
the prospect of power production from quite
a different sort of reaction, a " nuclear "
reaction.

The Alliance of the Heat Engine and
Nuclear Fuel
In the nuclear power plant, as in an engine

running on hydrocarbon fuel, the reaction
from which heat is evolved takes place in
the fuel. In this case, however, it is a nuclear
reaction in a nuclear fuel. It takes place
in a nuclear furnace, known generally as a
" reactor " or " pile." Once the heat has
been released from the nuclear fuel in the
reactor, it is transferred to the reactor
coolant, which may be a gas or a liquid.

This process is illustrated in Fig. r and
is as if the nuclear fuel were an array of
immersion heaters in a domestic storage tank
and the coolant a domestic hot water supply.
The hot coolant then forms the heat source
of a heat engine. It may, for instance, pass
through a boiler to generate steam for
driving a steam turbine, or through a heater
of a closed cycle gas turbine. It follows that
an engine producing power from nuclear
energy doss not differ from any other

Cold
working fluid

atom.

externally fired heat engine
in so far as concerns the
working fluid circuit. The
difference is one of fuel
and of transfer of the heat
liberated from it to the
working fluid. With this
transfer accomplished, the
specialities of nuclear
energy are behind and"' in
front is the conventional
machinery; boilers, heaters,
pumps, compressors, tur-
bines and heat exchangers.
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The nuclear power plant is, then, a heat
engine drawing upon the heat evolved by
a nuclear reaction in a nuclear fuel.

Outline of Nuclear
Technology

The Atom
According to present-day ideas, the atom

consists of a comparatively large particle,
the " nucleus," around which are situated, in
successive orbits, very much smaller par-
ticles, called " electrons." This concept is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

In chemical reactions, such as that of com-
bustion, the atoms merely regroup themselves
by a rearrangement of their electrons, as
shown in Fig. 3, and the nucleus is com-
pletely unaffected. In nuclear reactions, such
as that of fission, the nucleus itself is
changed and the part played by the electrons
is vefy small. From now on, therefore,
attention is confined to the nucleus.

As shown in Fig. 2, the nucleus is built
up of a number of pahicles of very nearly

Heat

1\1',

Fission products

Fig. 4.-Nuclear fission.

Fissile
nucleus

Atom of oxygen + Atom of carbon + Atom of oxygen
0 0
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CO, molecule of carbon dioxide

Fig. 3.-A chemical reaction shown diagrammatically.

 Neutron

 Neutron

Neutron

equal mass and carries an
electric charge. This electric
charge completely determines
the chemical properties of the
corresponding atom. The
total number of particles a
nucleus contains is called its
" mass number," which is
very nearly the same as what
is known as the atomic
weight. Although the mass
number is of no consequence
in chemical reactions, it is of
very great importance in
nuclear ones.

Atoms of the same sub-
stance, and carrying, there-
fore, the same nuclear electric
charge, may yet have different
mass numbers. Such atoms
are said to be " isotopes " of
one another. Having the
s a me chemical properties,
isotopes cannot, therefore, be
chemically separated. They
may, however, be separated
physically, such as by gaseous
diffusion through a porous
membrane or by centrifuging.
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Nuclear Fission
A particle which plays a prominent part

in nuclear energy is the " neutron." This
particle has the same mass as one of the
particles in a nucleus but carries no electric
charge.

If a neutron collides with the nucleus of
what is known as a " fissile " material, the
nucleus of this material may split into two
" fission fragments " of approximately equal
mass and at the same time emit further
neutrons. This process is illustrated in
Fig. 4. It is the process of " nuclear
fission," and is accompanied by the release of
an immense amount of energy, which is mani-
fested as heat. The energy released per
atom of fissile material in nuclear fission is
some 5o million times as great as that
released per atom in the combustion of hydro-
gen, which is the primary heat producing
constituent of coal or oil.

The amount of energy released from one
atom alone would be of little use but since
the number of rcutrons emitted per fission
exceeds one, there is the possibility that each
fission will give rise to a further fission and
so on, as shown in Fig. 5. The process
then becomes a " chain reaction " releaSing
heat from many more atoms, just as the pro-
gressive combustion of a length of fuse
constitutes a combustion chain reaction. If
only one fission is induced in a fissile
material, therefore, it may give rise to a
chain reaction and thus be capable of
releasing large quantities of heat over a
considerable period of time and the objective
of a nuclear fuel will have been attained.

Uranium
Only one fissile material occurs in nature,

namely uranium, which is a very dense, black
metal. Only one type of uranium is fissile,
however, and that is an isotope of uranium
having a mass number of 235. It is there-
fore called " uranium 235." Unfortunately,
natural uranium consists almost entirely of
the non -fissile isotope, uranium 238, and
only t/4oth part of it is the vital uranium
235. Immediately the importance of mass
number in nuclear reactions is emphasised.
U.235 and U.238 are chemically indis-
tinguishable, yet the one is fissile
and the other is not.

When a neutron produces fis-
sion in a nucleus of
uranium 235 the loss of
this neutron is made N
good by the emission,
on the average, of a further 21 -
neutrons. A chain reaction would
thus appear to be possible. In
the case of natural uranium, however, so
few and widely separated are the uranium
235 atoms that these 2} neutrons have little
chance of finding them before being
absorbed elsewhere. So slender is this
chance that a chain reaction in a bare solid
mass of natural uranium is impossible.

The Behaviour of Neutrons
A means of overcoming this setback is

revealed by a closer study of the behaviour
of neutrons. The neutrons ejected by the
-fission process travel at a speed of about

o,000 miles per second. Even to nuclear
physicists, this is considered quite fast and
so neutrons of this speed are called " fast "
neutrons. These fast neutrons as they travel
strike other atomic nuclei on all sides,
becoming either inextricably attached to
some or slowed up by collision with others.
There is, however, a limit to the speed to
which a neutron can be slowed and this
speed is that of the normal thermal agitation
of the surrounding atoms. A neutron which
reaches this speed is therefore said to be a
" thermal " neutron. In contrast to their fast
counterparts, thermal neutrons move about
at only a mile per second or so, and are
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thus often called " slow " neutrons.
There is an important point to note about

this slowing down process. As the neutron
slows down to some speed intermediate
between fast and thermal, its chances of
being captured by an unproductive uranium
238 nucleus increase greatly. Below this
speed, however, the chances of absorption
in this way rapidly diminish and become

Fig. 7.-Caider nuclear power

virtually negligible for thermal neutrons. Nor
is this all, for as the neutron slows down
its chances of producing fission in any
uranium 235 nucleus that it hits are
continually rising and are very high indeed
by the time it has become thermal.

The Moderator
By taking advantage of these properties of

a neutron,
NJ a chain re-

action can
MY be achieved

even innatural
uranium.

N2 Instead of
NJ forming the

2 uranium in -

NI

N2

N2

N2

2

N3

NJ to one solid
mass, it is broken

NJ
down into a

NJ

N3

NJ

NJ

Fig. 5.-Divergent chain reaction.

large number of small pieces, and
these are arranged in a dispersed
manner in another material called
a "moderator." The moderator
must have a very small absorp-
tion for neutrons but a strong
tendency.to slow them down to
thermal energies. In this way,
as shown in Fig. 6, quite a
large number of fast neutrons
will leave one piece of uranium
and be slowed down in the
moderator to become thermal.
When they reach the next
piece, therefore, they are
unlikely to be absorbed by the
238 atoms and highly likely to
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produce fission in the 235 ones. By suitably
proportioning the uranium and moderator a
chain reaction can be achieved and it is pre-
cisely in this way that it is achieved in what
is known as the " thermal reactor."

Suitable properties for a moderator can be
deduced by regarding a moderator nucleus
as one billiard ball and a neutron as another.
If the moderator nucleus is much larger than

the neutron, t h e
neutron is likely to
rebound with the speet.
at which it hit it, and
no slowing down
would be achieved. If,
however, the modera-
tor nucleus a n d

,neutron are identical,
the neutron may be
completely stopped. It
follows that a modera-
tor should consist of
very light atoms, so
that among suitable
materials are carbon,
beryllium or water.

The Nuclear
Reactor

The Core
As a first example

station. of a nuclear reactor,
a description will be

given of the nuclear reactor recently com-
missioned at Calder Hall having a net
electrical output of 35MW. Fig. 7 gives
a general view of this station and Fig. 8 a
diagrammatic section through the reactor.

The moderator of the reactor consists of
a large number of graphite blocks built up
into the form of a solid cylinder having a
diameter of 36ft. and a height of 27ft. This
mass of graphite forms the " core " of the
reactor and weighs over I,000 tons.
Vertically through it run a large number of
parallel holes, or " channels " as they are
more usually called.

Rods of natural. uranium, I.15in. in
diameter, are lowered into the channels and
stacked one on the other until each channel
is filled with rods standing end to end.
Each rod is contained in a magnesium alloy
can, partly to prevent oxidization of the
uranium, partly to contain any gaseous
fission fragments and partly to provide a
finned surface for cooling purposes.

Thermal neutron strikes
0235 nucleus causinifission

FP
1/235

Neutron slowed to
thermal speed by

collisions /
in moderator

(1238

\Moderator

Uranium
bars

Fast neutron captured by
11238 nucleus

Fig. 6.-Chain reaction in a thermal reactor.
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The Coolant
The heat generated in the uranium rods

is removed by a coolant in the form of
carbon dioxide gas. This gas passes up
the clearance space between the calls and the
channel walls. The blowing power is
reduced as gas pressure is increased and a
pressure of roolb. per sq. in. gauge is
chosen.

gas, which has been heated in passing
up the core, leaves at
a temperature of 35o
deg. C. for the heat
exchangers. Here it
gives up its heat to
generate steam which,
in turn, is used 'to
drive conventional
-steam turbines
coupled to alternators.
The gas leaves - the
lower end of the heat
exchangers to pass
thrOugh the blowers,
which re -circulate it to
the lower end of the
core.

The Reactor Vessel
and Shield

The use of a pres-
surised coolant
demands that the
whole core be con-
tained in a steel pres-
sure vessel. In this case the vessel is
some 4oft. in diameter and 6oft. high, and is
fabricated from zin. steel plate.

The reactor vessel is surrounded, first, by
a steel shield and, outside this, by a thick
concrete shield. The primary duty of the
steel shield is to absorb the thermal neutrons
escaping from the core. It is therefore
often known as a " thermal " shield. In this
case it is of 6in. mild steel plate.

The fast neutrons escaping from the core
are scarcely affected by the steel shield, how -

Chimney for
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0
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be raised or lowered in special channels in
the core. The control rods contain boron,
which is a strong absorber of neutrons.
When they are lowered right into the core
neutrons are absorbed at such a rate that
out of the 21 produced by each fission, less
than one is left to produce a further fission
and a chain reaction is impossible.

If the control rods are now gradually
raised there will come a time when they

-The charge face at Calder.

absorb so few neutrons that a chain reaction
becomes a possibility.. In fact, due to the
few stray neutrons invariably present in
fissile material, a chain reaction is now not
only a possibility but a certainty. Nuclear
fission will take place at an ever-increasing
rate and the power of the reactor will rise.

When the power output has reached the
desired level, the control rods are lowered
back into the core just so far that, out of
the 21 neutrons produced by fission, exactly
one, on the average, is left free to produce
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Fig. section through Calder nuclear power station.

ever, and these are attenuated to the point
of biological safety in the concrete shield,
which is thus called a " biological " shield.
The biological shield of the Calder Hall
reactor is of octagonal plan form and is 7ft.
thick. The space between the thermal and
biological shield is used for induced draught
air cooling.

The power output of the reactor is regu-
lated by means of control rods, which can

Motor generator

a further fission. The other r neutrons
'are lost by absorption in the uranium, the
control rods or the materials of construction
of the reactor. The rate of fission now
remains constant and the power output
levels off.

To increase the power still further, the
control rods are first raised from the con-
stant position and then returned to it. In
the same way, to reduce the power, the
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control rods are lowered below the constant
power position and then returned to it.

Each control rod has a working travel of
2rft. and is suspended by means of a flexible
stainless steel cable. This cable runs up
through one of the " charge tubes " to the
" charge face," where it is attached to its
individual winch mechanism and electric
motor combined. A view of the charge face
is shown in Fig. 9, in which the motors at
the head of each control rod mechanism
are clearly visible.

Charge and Discharge
Charging and discharging of the fuel

elements are carried out through the charge
tubes. To charge the reactor, the cover
plate over the appropriate charge tube, or,
in certain cases, a control rod mechanism, is
first removed.

A " charge chute " is then lowered into
the charge tube to come to rest on the top of
the core. It can be actuated to serve any
one of the sixteen neighbouring channels.

A " charge machine " containing a num-
ber of fuel elements is next traversed over
the charge face until it is immediately above
the particular charge tube. This machine
is equipped with_a winch by means of which
the fuel elements are lowered into the
appropriate channel.

The operation of discharging is carried
out in a similar manner after the reactor
has been shut down and the pressure
released.

The .charge and discharge machines can
be seen in Fig. 9.

Critical Size
Having established an idea of the prin-

ciples of the nuclear reactor, consideration
can be given to some of its important fea-
tures-firstly, how big does it have to be ?
This question is answered by considering
the possible fates of a newly -born fission
neutron. It may be slowed down in the
moderator and produce a further fission, or
it may be captured in uranium 238, or in
any of the materials of construction. A
further possibility still exists, however. It
may escape from the core altogether. Its
chances of escaping may be quite large,
especially when it is realised that the dia-
meter of an atom, complete with orbital
electrons, is some 20,000 times the diameter
of its nucleus. So many neutrons may be

lost in these various ways that, even
with a moderator, a chain reaction
may yet not be realised.

(To be continued)
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G. Haskell Discusses the Relative
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Various Materials Now on the Market

IF you are still undecided about how to
build a workshop or garage, then these
practical suggestions are worth con-

sidering when choosing the covering material

labour of subsequent paintings must be
borne in mind.

Creosote is cheap and easily applied, but
not always suitable for a particular outdoor

colour scheme. Inci-
dentally, the local gas
works usually, supply
creosote very cheaply.

Fig. r.-Three types of timber cladding material.

and for reducing the total cost and subse-
quent maintenance.

You will have studied the price lists of the
various firms who specialise in these build-
ings and will know the purchase price of the
size of shed you have in mind, as there is
not much variation between firms. By
building your own you can expect to save
about one third of that figure.

Choice of Cladding Material
Consider the three chief materials. The

points to take into account are set out in
the table at the foot of the page.

The chief item in this list is probably that
of outside treatment. For a timber shed the
initial priming, undercoat and finishing
coats are expensive items and the cost and

0 41 +1++++   4+ +4  -++++ 41:1

Ordering New
Material
The cost of these

three materials is
approximately t h e
same to cover a given
area.

T h e cheapest
timber covering is
the sawn weather-
board, but the cost
rises with the extra
refinements of planed
rebated weatherboard
and shiplap (Fig. I).

 4.4444-44444+4+4 444  4444+4 +4+14+4 +4+444+4 444+44 +4 +4+441 +444 
Advantages Disadvantages

Timber

Asbestos
(flat)

Galvanised
Iron

Most easily handled of all, in con-
struction, repair and transport. Re-
duces internal condensation to a
minimum.

No outside treatment required.
Neat appearance.

Strong, rigid structure.

Requires protection against
weather. Timber roof needs
additional protection of
Pluvex covering.

Liable to damage necessitating a
new panel. Some difficulty in
cutting to size.

Requires protection against
weather. Almost impossible
to cut.

In estimating quantities, remember that
the coverage of a 6in. weatherboard is 51in.

Inquire the price of timber required from
various sources, at the too -foot rate, which
is cheaper than the price per foot.

It may be possible to order weatherboard
and 2in. X 2in. from an importer direct at
a cheaper rate than from a local source,
including a charge for carriage.

Timber is available in specified lengths
(that is, multiples of a foot), or in random
lengths from stock. The latter is about
to per cent. cheaper, but, of course, entails
some wastage in cutting.

Standard Sizes
In using asbestos or galvanised sheet,

account must be taken of their standard

Scored with
chisel

/or" file

Fig. 2.-Method
of cutting asbes-

tos.

sizes in planning the framing of the shed
so that complete shcc s can be secured
direct to it, thus avoiding wastage or diffi-
culties of cutting. These sizes are set out
in the table on page 240.

Cutting flat asbestos sheet is done by
scoring deeply along the line to be cut,
using the corner of a file or a cold chisel.
The sheet is then supported as shown in
Fig. 2, and steady pressure applied down-
ward on the shorter length.
Combining Two Materials

A practical and pleasing combination of
asbestos and timber is suggested by Fig. 3.
for a sectional workshop i2ft. X 8ft.

(Concluded on page 240.)
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ASSUMING that the battens are now in
place (with the exception of the
fastenings to the stem post) the

chines can be fitted.
These are made from oak tin. X

planed finished sizes, and each rift. long,
and are fitted in exactly the same manner
as the seam battens, but care must be taken
to see that the point where they meet the
stem post is the absolute bottom so that
when the slot is cut it will be partly in the
side and partly in the bottom.

The gunwales are fitted in the slots at the
top of the frames. The method of fitting is
similar, but a little difficulty may be experi-
enced in making the rather sharp bend
downwards and outwards from the transoms
to frame No. 6. If so, it may be as well to
soak this end of the timber for a quarter of
an hour in very hot water or to apply steam-
ing hot rags for an equal period ; the bend
should then be easy.

When the rail reaches the stem post do
not attempt to bend the timber up to the
top of it, but allow it to sweep round in its
own natural curve. The stem post is
longer than necessary, some extra length
being allowed for shaping. Mark off the
position on the stem post, as for the other
rails.

The stem post now marked off may be
removed from the setting -up batten and
notched out where the seam battens are to
be secured to the post tin. X 5/16in. for
a distance of fin. This will give sufficient
landing.

The chines and gunwales are dealt with in
a different manner. These, owing to their
thickness, must be half -jointed into the post
so that the slot will be tin, wide but 7/16in.
deep. A notch must be cut in the chines and
gunwales 7/16in. deep; when they have been
trimmed off the required length on
assembly, fin. will be sufficient landing, so
the slots in the post will be fin. long, tin.
wide, 7/16in. deep, whilst the rails will be
notched fin. X 7/16in. deep.

Fig. 21 shows the stem post ready for fit-
ting. It is simply put back on the setting -
up batten, the rails cut off to the required
length and secured, in the case of the seam
battens, in a similar manner to the method
used in fixing them to the frames. The
chines and gunwales should be secured with
ain. No. 6 brass screws well countersunk.

Although the main framing is now com-
pleted, the temporary battens, shore and
supports should not be removed until the
sides are partly planked, which will be the
next operation.

Planking the Sides
The material used for the side planks may
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A Sturdy All -wood Craft, Ideal for the
Week -end

(Continued from
page ar., January

issue.)

be either spruce or
mahogany. Spruce
is lighter, but
supplies of good
quality are more
difficult to obtain.

Planks 8in. wide, 5/16in. thick and lift.
long will be required, three being used on
each side.

Since the seam battens run behind the
seams of the planks it is obvious that the
distances between the centre lines of these
battens represent the shape of each plank.

The centre plank should be fitted first,
and to do this tack one end of the plank
on to the bevelled side of the stern post,
allowing a little surplus wood to project
beyond it, and bend it round the frames till

Plank edges at the
stem before planing.

Bottom of boat.

cover the seam, and form a landing for the
remaining planks. Therefore, it will be
necessary to mark a line in. inside each
line previously scribed.

This requires patience and must be care-
fully done, and when completed the plank
can be sawn down these lines a fraction
clear of the mark, and afterwards trued up
with a plane. Mark out and cut the centre
plank for the opposite side before fitting the
first so that both can be dealt with at one
sitting and the framework not subjected to
the pull of an odd plank for any time.

When ready to fix these planks, smear the
seam battens, frame edges and stern with
a mixture of half white lead and half putty
mixed to the density of soft butter, with
linseed oil, and coloured pink with red lead.

The stern end of the plank should now
be drilled with a row of four holes, to take
No. 8 screws, and countersunk for the heads.
Now tack the plank back again, using the

original tack holes as a guide
to ensure its going back in the
same position.

It is now possible to counter -

The plank edges
planed off square

and in line with the
quarter flat front of

stem post.

Fig. 22.-Before and after trimming the side planks square
to the front edge of the stem.

it reaches the transom, to which it may be
secured by a clamp.

Secure the plank to the other frames in
a similar manner.

The plank should now cover the two

Batten let
into stem

Battens
let into chines

bore for the screws, as they
cannot be driven directly into
the oak without doing so. When
all is ready, secure the plank by
driving in the screws, which
should be if in. No. 8 brass
countersunk head.

The plank is now clamped
back as before to the frames and
transom, and is bored and

screwed to each frame with four screws per
frame. These screws may be if in., as there
is plenty of thickness of wood for them to
enter.

The edges of the plank will ultimately

Battens rh, 5/6" CheRS.

Fig. 23.-Method of fitting the seam battens and planking.

seam battens, and is ready for marking off,
which is simply done by running a pencil
round the upper edge of the top batten
and round the lower edge of the lower
batten.

Now remove the plank and it will be
seen that a dimension which is the overall
distance from top to bottom of the battens
has been marked.

The plank, however, is required only to
come half -way up them as they have to

Edge of s,de
plank

have to be secured to the seam battens, but
that part of the job can be left until all
the planks are on. Any surplus wood over-
hanging at the stern or transom can now be
trimmed off.

When the centre planks are on each side.
the next ones will be the top planks, which
it will be noted, are shaped. To do this
place the edge of the plank along the edge
of the one just fitted and clamp it to the
frames, tacking the end to the stern as
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before. If the contact is not regular the
high places must be planed down until it
is a perfect fit.

When this has been done and the plank
clamped up in position, it is only necessary
to run a pencil round the top of the gun-
wale, remove the plank and cut out to this
line.

The plank will then be fitted in exactly
the same way as the centre one.

When both sides are 'finished the lower
plank can be taken in hand, but since it will
be an awkward job in this position, and
since the boat is now strong enough, the
shore and supports can be taken away and

Surplus stem sewn off
flush with gunwales.

Flat front ready for
fitting false stem

Fig. 24.-Boat with stem post cut flush and
awaiting false stem.

the boat turned over, when the operation
of putting on the remaining planks is in
every way similar to the top ones.

The planking so far completed, the edges
must be secured to the seam battens, which
is best done with small copper nails, driven
right through and clenched. It may, how-
ever, be necessary to drill small holes to
prevent the wood splitting. A nail every
two inches should be put in, but do not put
the top and bottom row opposite each other;
they should be staggered or the batten will
be appreciably weakened.

For the chine and gunwale fastenings,
screws are preferable. Use No. 6 screws
tin. long every inch and a half along the
chine and every two and a half inches along
the gunwale.

Provided the fastenings have been well
driven and plenty of white lead mixture
applied, there need be no fear about these
seams being water -tight. If there are any
irregularities in the seams they can be
caulked with ordinary putty. Slight gaps
will take up when the wood swells.

Bottom Planking
The temporary setting up batten can now

be removed and the bottom prepared for
planking. The bottoms of the frames will
have to be faired up in a manner similar
to that of the sides, with the exception of
the fact that in this case they are done in
position and not removed. By placing a
batten down the length of the boat the
high edges can be seen, and these must be
carefully planed down so that the planking,
when put on, will be fair on them all.

The seam battens can now be fitted in
a manner similar to the side ones, and
letting them into the chines when they
meet it ; do not, however, let them into the
side planking.

Where the centre batten meets the stern
post this must, of course, be let into it.
The battens should be tacked at each frame
position, but care must be taken with the
centre rail not to put the tack in the centre
of the slot, ..as a screw will ultimately pass
through this point to secure the keel.

Provided that all these battens fit flush,
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the planking of the bottom, which is a
comparatively simple job, may be com-
menced.

The planks are 6in. wide with the excep-
tion of the two centre ones, which are Sin.
wide. Although the boat is only loft. long,
it is as well to order the planks in ift.
lengths, so that any end splits which fre-
quently are found in timber can be cut
away ; further, the planks will be easier to
bend if a little longer. The planks are laid
very simply, and no marking off is called
for because this was taken into consideration
when working out the positions of the
batten slots.

The first plank to be laid will be one
of the Sin. ones. Lay this along the boat so
that its edge falls along the centre line
of the middle seam batten, and clamp it
in this position. It may now be secured by
screws to the transom and each frame, until
the stern is reached, where it is secured
by a screw into the bottom of the post. You
can now trim the plank off round the
chine line and flush at the transom ; the
forward plank end is now screwed to the
chine with No. 6 brass screws tin. long,
spaced every rain.

It is, of course, taken for granted that
the edges of the frames, battens and chines
have been liberally smeared with the white
lead putty mixture previously mentioned.
The next 5in. plank may now be fitted on
the other side of the centre line in a similar
manner. Having fitted the two centre planks
it will be observed that the outer edges fall
on the centre line of the two next battens,
that is if they have been spaced correctly.

The remaining planks are put on alter-
nately, gradually working outwards on each
side from the centre, and trimming each
one off as it is laid.

Trimming Off
In trimming off the planks, it is as well

to cut somewhat wide with the saw and
complete the work with a small, sharp
and finely -set plane. When all the planks
are laid, the edges must be secured to the
seam battens. Nailing is rather an awkward
job, since it is necessary to drive them all

1-"N Front.

A

l-6,.
A

/1/2"

Section on A -A.

Fig. 25.-Details of
the false stem.

Front

first and then turn the boat over to clench
them. If assistance can be obtained, the
boat can be raised up on blocks, and with
the assistant inside, the hammer can be kept
on the nail heads while he clenches them.
An alternative method is to use screws
which should be sin. No. 6. It is more
expensive and a longer job, but gives better
results than doubtful single-handed nailing.
If you use the screw method turn the boat
over and screw through the batten into
the plank. If the screw heads are put on
the outside, filling in over each head with
putty will be necessary to make a sound job,
whereas if they are put on the inside, this
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labour is saved. Fig. 23 shows the bottom
partly planked.

With the boat still upside down run a
very sharp plane down the outside of Lite
stem until the edges of the side planks are
square to the ;in. flat or front edge of the
stem. Fig. 22 shows the state of affairs
before planing, and the desired result.

Now the planking is 5/16in., but since it
has been planed on the diagonal, the result-
ing cross section of the plank is a fraction
under gin., thus there should be a flat sur-
face, a bare tin. wide, made up, of course,
of the two planks each gin. and the lin.
front of the stem.

Get this true right along the stem and

Screw through stem into end
of keel.

Brass shoeing (optional)along tree/
and up stem for 3".

Fig. 26.-Fitting the false stem.

with a straight edge see that the surface is
fair for its entire length. Next turn the
boat over -and cut off the surplus top of the
stem post flush with the chines. Fig. 24
shows the work at this stage. The false
stem can now be made from a piece of tin.
X riin. oak about r8in. long ; this is
bevelled so that the back edge or, rather,
surface, is sin. and the front 1 -in. One end
is rounded off as shown in Fig. 25.

Starting from the top end make a dot
3M. down, and then one every zin. for a
distance of rein. Now bore holes to take
a No. 8 screw and countersink them. Apply
some white lead putty mixture to the planed
front surface of the boat, and with some

screws fix the false stem, as shown
in Fig. 26, screwing into the actual stem
post, the screw holes, of course, being on
the centre line of the false stem.

(To be concluded next month)
S'ls1,-"V.M.,..ine""\r"1,ronlawkr-'"\r"
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"TELESCOPE MIRR
Grinding the Mirror Disc : Testing for Accuracy :
Polishing and Figuring

The Foucault Test
AT this ,tage the polished mirror is

approximately spheroid in form. In
this condition it is optically unsuit-

able for use in a telescope; parallel light,
such as would be received from a star, when
received by a spherical mirror, could not be
reflected to a true point image ; the more
central rays would be brought to a focus
farther away than those from the periphery
of the reflector. This defect must be cor-
rected before the mirror can be incorporated
in the telescope.

To do this the spheroidal surface must be
made paraboloidal, as shown in Fig. i t. At
first sight, this might appear to be a con-
siderable undertaking with the limited
resources at our disposal; yet the methods
used are quite simple, and consist of polish-
ing away minute amounts of glass from the
central zones of the mirror, using a suitably
modified pitch tool. This reforming of
the mirror surfaces, or " figuring," is con-
trolled by frequent testing.

The apparatus used for testing, whilst
making possible results of the utmost accu-

. Fig. 9.-The Foucault test ap
racy, can be simply constructed from odds
and ends. The type of apparatus required
is shown in Figs. 9 and to; details can be
modified to suit such equipment as may be
available so long as the principle of the test
remains unaltered. The essentials are these :
an approximate point source of light; this
must be a radiant source, that is to say, the
light emitted from the point must radiate
evenly in all directions, and must not be
parallel or convergent; the other essential is
the knife edge, which is a straight, sharp
edge capable of smooth lateral movement in
or about the plane of the light source. The
knife edge and light source should be as
close as possible.

In the diagram showing the Foucault test
the knife edge is assumed to be on the
right of, and approaching, the light source.
The positions of light source and knife
edge can be reversed if more convenient, but
this must be kept in mind when interpreting
the shadow figures, which would be
reversed.

The apparatus must be fixed securely
upon a common base, which in turn must
be secured in a ,permanent position. This,
for comfort, should be about eye level, and
a similar position provided for the mirror,
at a distance equal to the radius of curva-
ture, which in this case is ten feet.

(Concluded from the January issue)

paratus.
gradually
advances.

Should the knife edge be within the focus
a shadow will advance across the surface
of the mirror, the
movement being in
the same direction as
that of the knife
edge; outside the
focus the movement
will be in the
opposite direction.

The radius of
curvature c a n b e
determined exactly by
measuring the dis-
tance between the
knife edge or the
pinhole and the
mirror. Since half
this distance is equal
to the focus of the
mirror, a note should
be made of the
measurement for later
reference when constructing the telescope.

Once the principle is grasped the shadow
phenomena exhibited by the Foucault test
are easily interpreted. In the Foucault set-
ups illustrated in Fig. II, two types of
surface are shown under test: (a) is a true

The pinhole light source should be
sighted on the mirror, which is adjusted so
that an image of the pin hole is formed
upon the knife edge ; this is best carried
out in a darkened room, using a piece of
white card to find the image. A support
should be made for the mirror, so that it
can be replaced in exactly the same posi-
tion when required.

The image on the knife edge should be
the same size as the pinhole light source and
in sharp focus.

The eye is placed directly behind the
knife edge, which is moved to the right,
thus permitting the light reflected from
the mirror to fall upon the eye ; the mirror
will then appear as a bright disc of light.
This is because the image of the pinhole
is formed so close to the eye that the eye
lens is incapable of forming an image upon
the retina ; the aperture of the mirror being
so small, however, all the reflected light
enters the eye through the iris ; the result
is that whilst the shape of the mirror and its
surroundings are in focus on the retina, the
pinhole light source is not, and the mirror

appears brightly and
evenly illuminated.

The knife edge is
now advanced
slowly from right to
left until the edge
begins to encroach
upon the light from
the mirror; if the
mirror surf ace is
exactly spherical and
the knife edge at the
focus the light -
filled mirror will
appear to darken

and evenly as the knife edge

By I PARKER

spheroid, with shadow figures for three posi-
tions of the knife edge. These are inside
focus, showing the shadow moving in the
same direction as the knife edge ; at focus,
where the mirror darkens gradually as the
knife advances (this is rather difficult to
illustrate, as the mirror fades from full
illumination to darkness without any move-
ment of shadow either from right or left
as the knife advances) ; and outside focus,
with the shadow moving towards the knife
edge.

Fig. I I (b) shows a paraboloidal surface, at
the centre of curvature,' no posit:on can be
found for the knife edge, where the mirror
darkens evenly over its entire surface ; this
is because the radius of curvature increases
gradually from the centre outwards. In
Fig. i s, for the purposes of illustration, two
zones are shown, inner and outer, and thhe
knife edge is placed at the focus of the
inner zone, at the mean focus, and at the
focus of the outer zone.

At the focus of the inner zone the centre
portion of the mirror is darkened by the
advancing knife edge, whilst a fainter shadow
advances from right to left around the outer
edge.

At the average focus the inner zone
shadow moves from left to right, whilst the
outer zone shadow moves from right to
left.

At the focus of the outer zone only the
right-hand portion of the inner zone is free
from shadow.

Other types of shadow figures are
depicted, in Fig. 12 (a) is a mirror with a
turned -down edge and (b) has a depressed
centre.

Figuring
This operation is the " bogy " of amateur

telescope makers ; with a little extra care,
however, together with common-sense inter-
pretation of the Foucault test, the beginner
may tackle figuring without undue trepida-

Pinhole Light Source --IN.

To Batter:

Knife -Edge

Slides

Cut -Away To
Al/ow Eye To Be

1/aced C/o3e To
Knife -Edge

Thin Shear
Lead Pierced
At Centre With

Needle
Short Focus

Lens Forming Image
Of Filament On Pinhole

Scale, Piece Cut
From Woocler,

Pule

Brass Curtain Pail
Fittings

Fig. M.-Details of the Foucault test apparatus and pinhole light source.

tion and with every expectation of produc-
ing an efficient reflector.

Figuring consists of altering the spheroidal
surface of the mirror to that of a parabo-
loid, as mentioned earlier ; the difference in
form between the two types of surface
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shown in Fig. it is greatly exaggerated for
the sake of clear illustration.

In practice, the more central zones of the
mirror are polished away to form the
required paraboloidal form. The amount
of glass removed by this operation is
extremely minute, and is measured in
millionths of an inch. This small surface
difference, impossible to detect by mechani-
cal methods, is easily and accurately con-
trolled and measured by the Foucault test.

After the initial polishing, the mirror is
tested by means of the Foucault knife-edge
test ; if the test shows an imperfect surface,
such as a turned -down edge, time will be
saved by returning the mirror to the glass
tool and repeating the fine grinding. A
turned -down edge, or a depressed centre,
which amounts to the same thing, is very
difficult to correct on the pitch tool. It is
because of the possibility of having to return
the mirror to the glass tool for regrinding
that the writer prefers to use a hardwood
base for the pitch tool.

If the preliminary test shows the surface
to be spherical, then parabolising can be
proceeded with. The pitch tool must be so
modified that the polishing action is greatest
towards the centre of the mirror ; this is
accomplished by trimming as shown in
Fig. 13. The facets are thus made to
decrease in size as they approach the edge
of the tool.

The mirror is then polished for a short
period; it is wise to err on the side of
caution in the first stages of figuring, so this
first spell should be a short one, say
to minutes. There are so many variable
factors involved that it is impossible to give
an estimate of the time required, such
things as hand pressure, stroke and pitch
temper all influence the cutting speed.

The mirror is cleansed of rouge and the
surface polished with a clean cloth, it is
then placed in position on its stand on the
shelf for the Foucault test and allowed to
stand there for at least half an hour. This
is to allow the heat generated in polishing
to dissipate ; if the mirror is tested imme-
diately this heat, small as it is, will so
distort the surface as to give an unreliable
knife-edge reading.

At the end of the half-hour period the
mirror is tested: the surface is carefully
inspected by means of the knife edge for
traces of tool edge zones, these are charac-
teristic of hard pitch and regular polishing
strokes, and are caused by the tool edges
reaching the same radial distance from the
centre of the mirror at each stroke. The
remedy is to stagger the lengths of the
strokes.

Two or three short spells may be required
before the mirror exhibits the characteristic
paraboloid shadows shown in Fig.

A perfect paraboloid would exhibit an
infinite number of different radii of curva-
ture, increasing in focus from the centre
outwards. It is obviously impossible to
measure the focus of each tiny zone separ-
ately, so for practical purposes the mirror is
imagined to have two or three separate
zones, each with its own centre of curva-
ture, the inner zone having the shorter
focus.

In Fig. it the knife edge is shown in three
positions-at focus of the inner zone, at the
average centre of curvature, and at the
focus of the outer zone (focus in this case
refers to the focus when the radiant is at
the average centre of curvature).

The difference between the foci of the
inner and outer zones when measured from
the centre of curvature is a definite quan-
tity for any paraboloidal reflector, and is

r2obtained from the formula where r is
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the radius of the mirror disc, and R is the
mean radius of curvature.

In this case, where r = 3in., and R =
zoin., the difference should be 9/12oin., or

o.o75in., and represents the difference in
focus between the centre zone of the mirror
and the outer edge zone.

A cardboard mask (Fig. 14) placed over
the mirror will permit the measurement of
three zones-centre, inner and outer, the'
formula 1.-; is applied for each of the two
radii zin. and 3in.

The two differences to be measured will be
between the centre and inner, and centre
and outer zones, and are found as follows :

22di -
'120

o.o33in., and d, = --32 = o.o75in.
120

The scale (see Fig. to) is used for these

Spheroid

r

Spherical

Fig. method

Paraboloid

Inside
Focus
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edge or a depressed centre is to return the
mirror to the glass tool. Repeating the
fine grinding until the turned edge or de-
pressed centre has been removed, followed
by polishing, is preferable to long sessions
on the polishing tool, with irritating delays
for testing.

Ring zones, on the other hand, are caused
by the edges of a hard pitch tool, and zones
caused by the polishing tool must be re-
moved by the polishing tool. It is difficult
to give precise instructions for correcting
these defects, which might have widely
varying characteristics in individual mirrors;
in other words, the remedy must depend
upon the symptoms, and it is this stage
which requires common sense and correct
interpretation of the shadow test.

Ring zones are invariably depressed zonei
-raised ring zones are not
likely to occur. The treatment
is to polish the entire surface
evenly until the level of the
depression has been reached.
The edges of the pitch tool
are kept clear of the depressed
zone at the 'end of each stroke,
and to this end shortened, stag-
gered strokes are employed; the
mirror should not be permitted
to stop at the end of a stroke,
but should be kept in motion,
using an oval stroke, and work-
ing the centre of the mirror in a
small circle around the centre
of the pitch tool.

Sometimes it is possible to
figure a mirror to a satisfactory
paraboloid, but which exhibits
faint tool edge zones. These

faint zones can beremoved by
" smoothing " on
a full-scale soft
pitch tool. Soft
tools need to be
handled with
circumspection
owing to the
tendency of the
outer facets to
become depressed,
thus causing a
seriously depressed
central zone.

of testing mirrors by the
shown diagrammatically.

measurements ; the procedure is as follows
The knife edge is adjusted so that the centre
disc darkens evenly-this is the focus of
the centre, and a note is made of the scale
reading, which will be termed The
knife edge is then withdrawn a little, and
f,. the focus of the inner zone, determined.
Similarly, f3, the focus of the outer zone, is
found.

Then, eh = f, - f,, and should be o.o33in.
and cl, = f3 - f, and should be o.o75in.

Actually, it is not likely that a perfect
paraboloidal form will be obtained quite so
easily as might be inferred from the preced-
ing paragraphs. Knife-edge tests are likely
to show up various imperfections, such as
turned -down edges or various forms of ring
zones.

As mentioned earlier, the quickest and
surest method of dealing with a turned -down

(b.)

1
Parabolic

Focus Of
Inner

Zone

Mean
Focus

Silvering
(Chemical
Method)
T h e silvering

process consists of
depositing a thin
film of pure silver
upon the surface
of the glass; this
film will take the
character of the
surface upon which

it is deposited; that is to say, silver deposited
upon a surface which has not been fully
polished will exhibit a corresponding lack of
reflectivity in the silvered surface. A fully
polished surface, on the other hand, will
take a silver film of maximum efficiency.

It is evident, therefore, that since two
reflecting surfaces will be required (objective
mirror and prism) the mirror surface should
be fully
polished
before any
attempt is
made to
d e positsilver'
upon it,
so as to
keep light

Focus Of
Outer Zone

Foucault apparatus

a b.

Turned -Down Depressed
Edge Centre

Fig. I2.-Shadow formations on
the surfaces of mirrors.
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losses to a minimum.
A cleansing operation of the most

thorough nature is necessary before, silvering.
The mirror, after the polishing and figuring
have been completed, is first of all well
rinsed under the tap; the disc is then laid
face downwards on a soft dishcloth in the
sink, and the back and sides well scrubbed
with soap and water. When all traces of
rouge and pitch have been removed (a little
paraffin is useful for removing any traces of
adherent pitch) the disc is turned over and
the surface well soaped, using a pad of
cotton wool. Particular attention should be
paid to the edges; pitch and rouge and other
contaminations lodge very readily in. the
innumerable tiny chips and splinters which
are usually to be found around the edge of
the worked surface. When the soap washing
is finished the disc is thoroughly rinsed.

The surface is now treated with precipi-
tated chalk; a swab of cotton wool is wetted,
dipped in the chalk, and rubbed over the
surface of the disc; the chalk must be very
thoroughly rubbed in to every portion of the
surface. The swab must be used until nearly
dry and then discarded, the disc is then
rinsed and the treatment repeated with a
fresh swab. It will be found that an
appreciable amount of rouge, etc., will be
removed by this treatment. Repeated
applications of the wet chalk will have the
effect of removing the surface greasiness, it
should be possible, after the precipitated
chalk treatment to wet the surface without
the water drawing back and leaving the edges
dry. When this condition has been achieved
the disc is rinsed to clear it of all traces
of chalk. From this
stage onwards the
mirror surface should
not be touched by the
fingers or allowed to
become dry until the
silvering has be en
completed.

The next operation is
to swab the surface
with concentrated nitric
acid.

The acid is poured
on and mopped over the surface with a swab
made from cotton wood tied to the end of a
smooth -ended glass rod.

'The acid is rinsed off under the tap and
all surplus water drained away.

A concentrated solution of stannous
chloride is now prepared and poured on so
that it covers the entire surface; this is
allowed to stand for a few moments and then
rinsed off under the tap. No traces of
chloride can be permitted to remain and
this rinsing must he very thorough.

After the
tap rinsing,
the disc is
rinsed in dis-
tilled water.
The cleaning
operations are
now com-
pleted a n d
the surface isready to
receive i t s
deposit o f
silver.

If it is not
convenient to
silver immedi-

ately, the mirror should be kept immersed
in distilled water. On no account should
the surface be allowed to become dry until
the silvering is completed.

Silvering-Brashear's Process
The following solutions will be required

for the silvering process.

Fig. r3.-Pitch tool modified
for parabolising.

;i0,4,14;h1,

Solution A. 75 c.c. water.
5 grammes silver nitrate.

Solution B. 25 c.c. water.
3.5 grammes potassium

hydroxide.
Solution C. 15 c.c. water.

gramme silver nitrate.
Concentrated ammonia.
Rediker Solution:

3o c.c. water.
2 grammes dextrose.

All water must be distilled.
The method of preparation is as follows:

Solution A is poured into a clear tumbler

Fig. 14.-
Mask used
when measuring
the focus of
different zones.

Cut Out

and ammonia added to it drop by drop,
using a medicine dropper. A brown precipi-
tate will be formed, and the solution should
be stirred with a glass rod as the ammonia
is added. As the cloudiness begins gradually
to disperse, the liquid should be stirred
vigorously between each drop until the
solution just clears. Great care must be
taken not to add too much ammonia, and a
few drops of the second silver nitrate solution

Eyepiece

90.Prism Mounted /n Tube

Flat Strip Metal Mounted Cell
Edge On To Reflector

Fig. I5.-A telescope tube part broken away to show prisnt mounting
and eyepiece.

-Solution C-are added until the liquid
assumes a faint straw colour.

The solution is now ready for the
addition of Solution B. This should be
added cautiously, using a clean medicine
dropper, and stirring constantly. There is a
possibility, under favourable conditions, of
the solution forming crystals of the explosive
silver fulminate; for this reason the solution
should be stirred constantly, and the prepara-
tion of these solutions should be carried out
in a cold room if possible.

When all of Solution B has been added,
more ammonia should be added, drop by
drop, until the mixture just clears, as before
drops of Solution C are added until a brown
precipitate begins to appear.

The solution is filtered through cotton
wool, and is then ready for use.

The temperature at which the silvering
is carried out is most important-it should
be not less than 65 to 7o deg. F. The
solutions and mirror should both be at this
temperature for satisfactory results.

If the operation is being carried out on
a warm summer day, silvering can proceed
without further delay; but in cold weather
steps must be taken to take the chill off the
mirror and the solutions.

The mirror disc can be allowed to stand
in warm water for a short time until the
glass feels warm to the touch, taking care,
of course, to handle only the back and sides
of the disc.

A strip of clean stiff paper is obtained tin.
to 3in, wide, and long enough to wind once
or twice around the edge of the mirror; a
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length of the red paper backing used on
camera films is ideal for this purpose.

The paper is wound tightly around the
edge of the disc and secured by binding
with string.

The two solutions already prepared are
then filtered through cotton wool into clean
glasses; to each solution is added an equal
volume of distilled water.

The glass containing the reducer solution
is also allowed to stand in warm water until
it has absorbed sufficient heat. The silver
solution is not heated.

Assuming that the disc has been warmed
and bound with its paper " collar" the
silvering operation can now be carried out.

The solutions are mixed by pouring the
reducer into the ammoniated silver nitrate
solution in the proportion t to 2; that is to
say, if there is too c.c. of silver solution,
then so c.c. of reducer would be poured
into it.

The mixture is stirred, when it will
become straw-coloured, and then dark
brown. At this stage it is poured immedi-
ately over the mirror. The whole of the
solution is poured on, and the mirror gently
rocked. If properly bound on, the paper
will prevent any serious loss of solution over
the edge.

By this time the liquid will be quite black
with broken films of silver floating on the
surface. As the disc is rocked a heavy black
precipitate will be seen in the solution; this
must not be allowed to settle on the surface
of the mirror but must be kept in motion;
if necessary, the surface can be lightly
swabbed with cotton wool.

In a short time -5 to to minutes-the
liquid will clear; the disc is immediately
rinsed clear of solution and the paper
removed.

The mirror, which should now have a
perfect silver surface free from stains, is
immersed in clean water and allowed to stand
for an hour. At the expiration of this period
it is removed and excess water rcmo-.-ed with
clean blotting paper. A little alcohol is then
run over the surface and removed with dry
blotting paper; the mirror should then be
completely dry in a few minutes.

The silvered surface is then burnished
using small clean pieces of chamois leather.
The pressure applied should be very light
at first, and very gradually increased. Each
piece of chamois leather should be used for
a short period only, and then discarded.

A little dry rouge may be used after the
first two or three pieces of chamois, but
this is usually not necessary.

The Telescope
The actual construction of the telescope

is outside the scope of this article; in any
case since design is likely to be dictated by
available materials it is unlikely that any
two home -constructed telescopes will be
alike.

As mentioned in the opening chapters,
the optical system is very simple and con-
sists of a 6in, reflector, small 90 deg. prism
or silvered flat mirror (surface silvered-an
ordinary back -silvered mirror would be use-
less, producing a doubled image) and eye-
piece. It is important that the prism or
silvered flat should possess hi:eh quality
worked surfaces; it is of little avail to spend
long hours working the 6 in, reflector to a
high state of perfection if the resulting image
is to be marred by prism distortion.

The design of the telescope tube is shown
in Fig. 15; the reflector is seen mounted in
a cell, which should be removable, so that
the mirror can be covered up when the
telescope is not in use. The author's tube
was made cheaply and efficiently of tinplate
by the local tinsmith, with a simple bayonet
type release for the cell. There is no
necessity for the tube to be cylindrical-

(Concluded on page 238)
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THE pump and fountain unit shown in
Figs. 2, 3 and 6 is inexpensive to
construct and costs nothing to run,

its motive power being the wind. The unit,
built two years ago, has given quite satis-
factory results, starts to work whenever
there is a slight wind, and has required only
the minimum of maintenance.

How It Works
The mode of operation is quite simple-

a wind -wheel works a small oscillating air -
pump by means of a simple crank and
piston -rod. At each delivery -stroke air is
forced through a non -return valve and down
a small -bore rubber pipe leading to the
ornamental pool. This pipe is joined to the
bottom of a simple jet -tube which slopes
from the bottom of the pool up to the
surface, where the fountain -jet is situated.
A simple leather flap -valve, also fixed in the
bottom of the jet -tube, admits water
when no air is being delivered, that is, on
the up:stroke of the piston.

As soon as air is admitted, the pressure
inside the tube increases and the valve
closes. The whole column of water is then
forced by the air beneath it up through the
jet, reaching a height of several feet, while,
the spray produced towards the end of the
operation is thrown even farther. When the
piston reaches the end of the delivery stroke
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and the air pressure falls, the flap -valve in
the bottom of the tube is forced open by
the depth -pressure of the water. The tube
then fills with water ready for the next
operation. It should be noted that the bore
of the jet -tube is small enough to prevent
the air from by-passing the water and break-
ing up the column before it is ejected.

The depth of water in the pool is 18in.-
but if the jet -tube is installed in one of a
depth of several feet it should be possible to
do away with the flap -valve, the fountain
then would work on the principle of the
air-lift pump, which is sometimes used in
oil wells.

Construction
The wind -wheel is constructed first, and

is a bicycle front wheel equipped with 14
curved blades cut out from light gauge
sheet iron. A suitable shape for these is
shown in Fig. r, and they are attached to
the spokes by a fold along the straight edge.
being afterwards clinched by pliers. The
blades are attached to the spokes at what
will be the back of the wheel, and are then
bent in a slight curve towards the front at
an average angle of 45 deg. A narrow slot
is cut as shown, in order that the blade may
clear the adjacent front spoke, which would
otherwise foul it. It will be found possible
to spring the blade into place, and if the
slot has been positioned correctly the blade
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to length, a brass disc is
prepared to fit the end of the
barrel and then drilled with
a tlin. hole, this being where
the non -return valve will be
soldered.

The non -return valve con-
sists of a short piece of tin.
brass rod drilled with a *in.
hole to within about lin. of
one end, after which the
hole is continued right through
with a lin. drill.

A ball -bearing is selected
to give a loose fit in the
larger hole, and is well
hammered down upon the
shoulder formed in the tube
to give a good seating, using
a small pin -punch to reach it.

A light spring will be re-
quired in order that the ball
will be just held upon its seat.
This can be formed by wind-
ing a strand of thin steel wire
tightly round a piece of stiff,
thicker wire. The spring is
inserted in the hole and cut
off roughly flush with the
end ; it should just bear
lightly upon the top of the

VAIllak,letted
An Attractive and

Each blade bent forward 45°

/1"

4 (6

Fig. 1.-Wind
wheel and pumping

assembly.

Economical Unit for Your Garden

Fixing bolt

will be automatically secured
without any further fitting.

A multi -blade wheel was
chosen, instead of a simpler
two -bladed model, on account
of its slower speed and greater
torque.

To mount the
wheel, a 2ft. length
of 2in. X lin. strip
steel is drilled, as
shown in Fig. 4,
and the wheel
bolted to it, the
spindle passing
through the top
hole and being
secured by one of
the original spindle
nuts.

The Pump
The air -pump

shown in Fig. 4
was actually made
from a cut -down
motor -tyre pump,
using the upper
end complete with
the screwed cap.
It may be noticed
that this is dram
the right way up,
but in the photo-
graphs is shown
upside down. The
only reason f o r
this is that it pre-
vents water enter-
ing the pump.
Having been cut

11) y Co J. Pike
ball. It is kept in place by means of a plug,
made by slightly tapering down a short
piece of copper tubing. This is driven
lightly into the open end. The ten -

Fig. 2. (left).-A
view of the author's
fountain playing.

Fig. 3 (right).-A
view of the wind
wheel and, pumping

assembly.
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sion should be che4ed by pushing a pin
into the small hole and lifting the ball, then
adjusting the length of spring if necessary.

The hollow plug also forms the air -outlet
where the rubber pipe will be fitted. When
the job has been completed and the pump
has been tested, it can be lightly soldered in
place if necessary.

The oscillation bush fitted in the bottom
of the pump is made from a piece of brass
tubing of approximately 5/16in. bore.

This is located across the tube at the
bottom, holes being drilled in the wall into
which it will be soldered.

Soldering
The quickest and easiest

way to solder these fittings
into the end is to fit them in
place first, after thoroughly
cleaning them. Killed spirit
is then applied to the end
of the pump-which is
stood upright - and the
melted solder simply run
straight into the cavity con-
taining the fittings and
finished off with the blow-
lamp. Finally the brass
bush is cleaned out to take
a 5/16in. steel rod.

Concerning the remaining
pump parts, the original rod
and piston may be used, if
in good condition, renewing
the leather washer if neces-
sary. Should the piston rod
prove too short, the length
may be conveniently made
up by fitting a longer
wooden bearing at the top.

Hardwood Bearing
This bearing, or big -end,

is made from hardwood
(maple) and is drilled as
shown in Fig. 5, slots being
provided for adjustment.
Wood was chosen as it was
found to be quiet in opera-
tion and-especially when
well soaked in oil-to a large
extent self-lubricating.

The crank was made by
bending a piece of 5/16in.
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steel rod. The portion which passes
across the hub of the wheel is reinforced
by sleeving it with a piece of tightly -
fitting iron pipe. It is secured to the hub
as shown in Fig. 5, by means of a Jubilee
clip-this will hold it- quite firmly and per-
mits a simple means of adjusting the stroke
to suit the pump. When loosened, the
crank can be turned round to allow the
crank -pin to move away from or to approach
the centre of the hub.

Finally a bottom bracket is made up by
bending a piece of the 2in. X lin. strip
steel, which is then drilled and bolted to the
bottom of the other strip (see Fig. 4). This
will carry the outer end of the 5/16in. steel
pin, upon which the pump oscillates.

The bracket is marked off and drilled to
take the pin after it has been bolted to the
strip to ensure that the pin will be horizontal.
The pin itself is held in place by means of
a hole each end fitted with a split -pin, and
the pump located at the correct distance
along it by means of distance pieces cut
from piping,

Assembly
Finally, a'11

these parts can
b e assembled
and adjusted,
the stroke being
adjusted by
swinging t h e
crank' until the
whole move-
ment is a little
less than the
length of the
swept portion
of the barrel.

T h e 'piston
rod, which
should be a

Tubular bush

Fig. 4.-Pump,
non - returnvalve and

bracket.

sliding fit in the bottom of the big -end, is
eased downwards until the leather cup -
washer just clears the bottom of the pump
when the crank is at the bottom of its stroke;
it is then locked in place by means of the
two bolts passing through the big -end.

When the wheel is slowly rotated, all the
parts should work quite freely; make certain
that the piston clears the top and bottom of
the pump.

The whole unit is then finished off with
a coat of paint, and the moving parts oiled.

When dry, the unit can be bolted to the
top of a pole, approximately 12-15ft. high,
using the two free holes in the steel strip
and recessing the protruding bolt heads into
the wood.

The air -line is then connected. This
should be ;in. -bore rubber or plastic tubing
but not much larger than this otherwise the
flow of air will tend to be too continuous
owing to the greater capacity.
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THE pump and fountain unit shown in
Figs. 2, 3 and 6 is inexpensive to
construct and costs nothing to run,

its motive power being the wind. The unit,
built two years ago, has given quite satis-
factory results, starts to work whenever
there is a slight wind, and has required only
the minimum of maintenance.

How It Works
The mode of operation is quite simple-

a wind -wheel works a small oscillating air -
pump by means of a simple crank and
piston -rod. At each delivery -stroke air is
forced through a non -return valve and down
a small -bore rubber pipe leading to the
ornamental pool. This pipe is joined to the
bottom of a simple jet -tube which slopes
from the bottom of the pool up to the
surface, where the fountain -jet is situated.
A simple leather flap -valve, also fixed in the
bottom of the jet -tube, admits water
when no air is being delivered, that is, on
the up:stroke of the piston.

As soon as air is admitted, the pressure
inside the tube increases and the valve
closes. The whole column of water is then
forced by the air beneath it up through the
jet, reaching a height of several feet, while,
the spray produced towards the end of the
operation is thrown even farther. When the
piston reaches the end of the delivery stroke
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and the air pressure falls, the flap -valve in
the bottom of the tube is forced open by
the depth -pressure of the water. The tube
then fills with water ready for the next
operation. It should be noted that the bore
of the jet -tube is small enough to prevent
the air from by-passing the water and break-
ing up the column before it is ejected.

The depth of water in the pool is 18in.-
but if the jet -tube is installed in one of a
depth of several feet it should be possible to
do away with the flap -valve, the fountain
then would work on the principle of the
air-lift pump, which is sometimes used in
oil wells.

Construction
The wind -wheel is constructed first, and

is a bicycle front wheel equipped with 14
curved blades cut out from light gauge
sheet iron. A suitable shape for these is
shown in Fig. r, and they are attached to
the spokes by a fold along the straight edge.
being afterwards clinched by pliers. The
blades are attached to the spokes at what
will be the back of the wheel, and are then
bent in a slight curve towards the front at
an average angle of 45 deg. A narrow slot
is cut as shown, in order that the blade may
clear the adjacent front spoke, which would
otherwise foul it. It will be found possible
to spring the blade into place, and if the
slot has been positioned correctly the blade
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to length, a brass disc is
prepared to fit the end of the
barrel and then drilled with
a tlin. hole, this being where
the non -return valve will be
soldered.

The non -return valve con-
sists of a short piece of tin.
brass rod drilled with a *in.
hole to within about lin. of
one end, after which the
hole is continued right through
with a lin. drill.

A ball -bearing is selected
to give a loose fit in the
larger hole, and is well
hammered down upon the
shoulder formed in the tube
to give a good seating, using
a small pin -punch to reach it.

A light spring will be re-
quired in order that the ball
will be just held upon its seat.
This can be formed by wind-
ing a strand of thin steel wire
tightly round a piece of stiff,
thicker wire. The spring is
inserted in the hole and cut
off roughly flush with the
end ; it should just bear
lightly upon the top of the
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Each blade bent forward 45°

/1"
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Fig. 1.-Wind
wheel and pumping

assembly.

Economical Unit for Your Garden

Fixing bolt

will be automatically secured
without any further fitting.

A multi -blade wheel was
chosen, instead of a simpler
two -bladed model, on account
of its slower speed and greater
torque.

To mount the
wheel, a 2ft. length
of 2in. X lin. strip
steel is drilled, as
shown in Fig. 4,
and the wheel
bolted to it, the
spindle passing
through the top
hole and being
secured by one of
the original spindle
nuts.

The Pump
The air -pump

shown in Fig. 4
was actually made
from a cut -down
motor -tyre pump,
using the upper
end complete with
the screwed cap.
It may be noticed
that this is dram
the right way up,
but in the photo-
graphs is shown
upside down. The
only reason f o r
this is that it pre-
vents water enter-
ing the pump.
Having been cut

11) y Co J. Pike
ball. It is kept in place by means of a plug,
made by slightly tapering down a short
piece of copper tubing. This is driven
lightly into the open end. The ten -

Fig. 2. (left).-A
view of the author's
fountain playing.

Fig. 3 (right).-A
view of the wind
wheel and, pumping

assembly.
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sion should be che4ed by pushing a pin
into the small hole and lifting the ball, then
adjusting the length of spring if necessary.

The hollow plug also forms the air -outlet
where the rubber pipe will be fitted. When
the job has been completed and the pump
has been tested, it can be lightly soldered in
place if necessary.

The oscillation bush fitted in the bottom
of the pump is made from a piece of brass
tubing of approximately 5/16in. bore.

This is located across the tube at the
bottom, holes being drilled in the wall into
which it will be soldered.

Soldering
The quickest and easiest

way to solder these fittings
into the end is to fit them in
place first, after thoroughly
cleaning them. Killed spirit
is then applied to the end
of the pump-which is
stood upright - and the
melted solder simply run
straight into the cavity con-
taining the fittings and
finished off with the blow-
lamp. Finally the brass
bush is cleaned out to take
a 5/16in. steel rod.

Concerning the remaining
pump parts, the original rod
and piston may be used, if
in good condition, renewing
the leather washer if neces-
sary. Should the piston rod
prove too short, the length
may be conveniently made
up by fitting a longer
wooden bearing at the top.

Hardwood Bearing
This bearing, or big -end,

is made from hardwood
(maple) and is drilled as
shown in Fig. 5, slots being
provided for adjustment.
Wood was chosen as it was
found to be quiet in opera-
tion and-especially when
well soaked in oil-to a large
extent self-lubricating.

The crank was made by
bending a piece of 5/16in.
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steel rod. The portion which passes
across the hub of the wheel is reinforced
by sleeving it with a piece of tightly -
fitting iron pipe. It is secured to the hub
as shown in Fig. 5, by means of a Jubilee
clip-this will hold it- quite firmly and per-
mits a simple means of adjusting the stroke
to suit the pump. When loosened, the
crank can be turned round to allow the
crank -pin to move away from or to approach
the centre of the hub.

Finally a bottom bracket is made up by
bending a piece of the 2in. X lin. strip
steel, which is then drilled and bolted to the
bottom of the other strip (see Fig. 4). This
will carry the outer end of the 5/16in. steel
pin, upon which the pump oscillates.

The bracket is marked off and drilled to
take the pin after it has been bolted to the
strip to ensure that the pin will be horizontal.
The pin itself is held in place by means of
a hole each end fitted with a split -pin, and
the pump located at the correct distance
along it by means of distance pieces cut
from piping,

Assembly
Finally, a'11

these parts can
b e assembled
and adjusted,
the stroke being
adjusted by
swinging t h e
crank' until the
whole move-
ment is a little
less than the
length of the
swept portion
of the barrel.

T h e 'piston
rod, which
should be a

Tubular bush

Fig. 4.-Pump,
non - returnvalve and

bracket.

sliding fit in the bottom of the big -end, is
eased downwards until the leather cup -
washer just clears the bottom of the pump
when the crank is at the bottom of its stroke;
it is then locked in place by means of the
two bolts passing through the big -end.

When the wheel is slowly rotated, all the
parts should work quite freely; make certain
that the piston clears the top and bottom of
the pump.

The whole unit is then finished off with
a coat of paint, and the moving parts oiled.

When dry, the unit can be bolted to the
top of a pole, approximately 12-15ft. high,
using the two free holes in the steel strip
and recessing the protruding bolt heads into
the wood.

The air -line is then connected. This
should be ;in. -bore rubber or plastic tubing
but not much larger than this otherwise the
flow of air will tend to be too continuous
owing to the greater capacity.
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Finally the pole is erected at a spot not
too far away from the pool and provision
made for turning the wheel into the wind
(by hand, for simplicity).

The Jet
A piece of tin. O.D. copper tube, roughly

2ft. in length, is well annealed at one end
and drawn down by hammering to form a
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Slotted for
adjust/no bearing

4 B.A.screws

Fig. 5.-Details
of the hub,
crank and big -

end.

Fig. 6.-A further view of the wind wheel.

tapered jet, approximately tin. bore. It may
be necessary to re -anneal at intervals during
this operation, the jet being finally cleaned
up with a gin. drill.

The tube is bent to the shape shown in
Fig. 8 so that the jet will be vertical and
protrude tin. above the water when put in
place.

Next, the pipe is flattened in a vice, as
shown in Fig 7, the final measurement of
this portion being about 4in. between the
flats formed. These flats are then drilled,
and any burrs inside the pipe carefully filed
down, as the bottom row of holes will form
the valve -seat. A short piece of

4

in. 0,0.
copper tube is soldered into the top hole, this
is the air -inlet.

The Flap Valve
The flap -valve is

cut from a piece of
soft leather-prob-
ably rubber would
do instead - a n d
secured in place
with a small nut and
bolt as shown in
Fig. 7. It should
be tested by mois-
tening with water

and the unit tested, the pipe being tem-
porarily mounted on a wire stand resting on
the bottom of the pool.

There are numerous ways in which the
pipe may be hidden or camouflaged when
finally installed, probably one of the simplest
is to completely embed it in an ornamental
concrete block, leaving access to the valve,
and with just the tip of the jet protruding,
as shown in Fig. 8. An ornamental jet will
improve the appearance of the fountain, as
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.-Pipe embedded in
concrete block.

and trying to blow into
one of the openings of
the tube, the others
being temporarily
plugged up. It may be
necessary to move the
flap about until the best
pasition for closing the
holes is found. Having
done this the lower end
of the tube is carefully
plugged by a well -fitting
cork, or better still, a
rubber bung. Finally,
the air -line is connected

Fig. 9.-A view of the fountain equipped with
a shaped nozzle.

"V4 00Cooper tube.
Cork

Solder

CZ -.1 EMI =I

2'

Fig. 7.-Flap valve details.

Alternatively, the apparatus can be used
to lift water to a second pond, about zft.
above the first, and allow the water to
drain steadily back through an ornamental
spout.

Making a 6in.
Telescope Mirror

(Concluded jr:771 page 235)
it can be square section and built of wood,
if more convenient. Indeed, a tube is not
entirely necessary, and many o the world's
largest reflectors are of open-work girder
cooE tructioo.

The prism fitting should he constructed
of flat strip metal, edge on to the reflector
to minimise the effect of silhouetting.

The completed telescope tube will be quite
heavy, and will require to be mounted on a
stout base, with provision for horizontal and
vertical mo7e.ment.

The image is inverted, as in a refracting
astronomical telescope, so it is not convenient
for use as a terrestrial telescope, although
n ere: image can be obtained by turning

one's back to the view, and looking down
into the eyepiece.

The construction of the telescope mount-
ing may present many difficulties; but the
consruc:or who has the patience to grind,
polish and figure a 6in. reflector and who
constructs a makeshift mounting, is not
likely to abate his efforts until he is the
proud possessor of a first-class home-made
telescope with an efficient equatorial mcunt-
ing.
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THE amateur printer can, of course, buy
type from stock for the reading
matter, but an illustration requires a

" block," which must be specially prepared
for each illustration. It is quite possible for
an enthusiastic amateur to make his own
blocks by a method similar to that used by
process engravers, but modified to avoid the
necessity of special apparatus.

Making the Negative
Usually a special camera fitted with a

mirror for reversing the image is used for
this, but if the original drawing-exactly as
required in the illustration-is made on

Cloudy frothy solution

Glass funnel

Cotton woo,

Clear ye//ow solution

Fig. t. Filtering through cotton wool.

tracing paper or tracing linen the negative
can be made simply by placing a process plate
or film in contact with the tracing in an
ordinary printing frame, exposing to electric
light and developing in the ordinary way. A
negative can be made on an ordinary plate
or film but a process plate will give a better
result, the dark parts will be denser and
the light parts clearer. The tracing must be
made very firm and black, so that the lines,
etc., appear quite opaque when examined
against the light, 'and the negative when
finished should be very dense in the back-
ground, with the lines showing as clear glass.
When viewed on the film side of the negative
the image must appear the right way round.

The Material Required
The next step is to obtain the

actual material which is to form the
block. Sheet zinc is used for this,
generally of 16 gauge with a specially
polished surface. You can get this zinc cut
to any size required from Messrs. Hunter
Penrose, Ltd., 109, Farringdon Road,
London, E.G., who will also supply the other
special materials required.

Details of the Complete Process
for the Amateur Printer

The zinc must be coated with a sensitized
solution of albumen. To make this obtain
a new laid egg, crack it open and pour the
white only into a glass measure; the yolk
is not required at all. Add 4oz. of
water to the white of egg and beat it up
thoroughly with a stirring rod. In another
vessel dissolve 15 grains of ammonium
bichromate in toz. of water, and when
dissolved, pour the solution into the
albumen (i.e., the white of egg), and stir well
again. This mixture must be filtered
through cotton wool as shown in Fig. t, and
all the vessels used must be quite clean.
Do not use any culinary articles as the
ammonium bichromate is poisonous.

Preparing the Zinc
Prepare the zinc by scouring it with a

moistened pad of clean rag and some finest
levigated pumice powder; you may obtain
this from a chemist, the sort used by
painters for scouring paintwork is apt to be
coarse and scratchy. Do not touch the
surface of the zinc with the fingers, but wash
off any loose pumice under the tap and then
put the zinc into a
dish containing very
weak nitric acid (r
part acid to too
parts water will do
very well). Rock the
dish to and fro to
keep the acid mov-
ing, and after about
a minute the zinc
will acquire a dull
grey matt appear-
ance. Lift out the zinc, taking care not to
touch the surface (the acid is not strong
enough to harm the fingers), rinse under the
tap, and at the same time rub the surface
with wet cotton wool until the wool comes
away quite clean. The zinc is then ready for
sensitizing.

While the zinc is still wet hold it by one
corner and pour a small pool of the albumen
solution into the middle of the zinc plate as
shown in Fig. 2. Tilt the
zinc about until the albumen
solution runs all over then

Fig. 2.-Pouring the albumen.

stand it up in a negative rack to drain for a
few minutes. When the albumen ceases to
drip off, but before it begins to dry, coat the
plate with albumen as before, but this time
put it in the rack so that the corner which
was at the bottom after the first coating is

now at the top; this procedure helps to pro-
duce a coating of even thickness. The nega-
tive rack and the zinc
plate should then be
placed in a warm, dark

Fig. 3.-Powdering
with dragon's blood.

place to dry. The
plate becomes sen-
sitive to light as it

dries hence the necessity for darkness,
though total darkness is not required.

The Exposure of the Negative
When the zinc plate is quite dry, but not

before or it will stick and spoil the negative,
warm the negative slightly to make sure that
it is quite dry. Place the zinc and the
negative (film to film, of course) in an
ordinary printing frame.

The exposure must be found by trial and
error, and should be about one minute in
full sunlight, but it may take half an hour
or more on a dull day.

Plate Development
When the exposure is completed the zinc

plate is taken into a darkened room and
covered with Litho printing ink; it should
be thinned down on a slab with a little
turpentine to the consistency of cream, and
applied with a roller. The object is to
cover the zinc with a thin film of ink; the
surface should be of a dull olive green colour
if the inking is correct; if very black, the
ink is probably applied too liberally. After
rolling with ink, the plate is warmed slightly
(not more than hand warm, or it will be
spoilt) and left for a few minutes in the dark
to dry the turps out. It is then laid under
the tap or placed in a dish of water. After
a few minutes the film of ink should begin
to lift, owing to the albumen washing away
where the light has not acted, leaving a
perfectly sharp reproduction of the original
picture on the zinc. If the ink all washes

4
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away, the exposure was insufficient but if it
does not wash away at all, either the
exposure was excessive, the plate was over-
heated, or the ink too thick to allow the
water to reach the albumen. The zinc plate
may be mopped over with wet cotton wool
to assist the development, but if rubbed too
hard the ink may smear.

After the development is complete, shake
off as much water as possible and dry the
plate by heating gently, and white still warm
and dry, dust the surface of the plate with
finely powdered bitumen, applied with a
loose pad of cotton wool. Wash off the
surplus bitumen under the tap, at the same
time wiping over with wet cotton wool to
remove every trace of bitumen from the
bare zinc Dry the plate by gentle heat as
before, then place it on a gridiron and heat
strongly until the bitumen and the ink fuse
together, giving a glazed appearance to the
black parts. When nearly cool, paint the
back of the plate and the edges of the front
up to within tin. of the work with shellac
varnish and the plate is ready for etching.

The Etching Process
Dilute nitric acid is used for zinc etching ;

for the first bath mix t part of strong acid
(this need not be pure and the commercial
quality will do quite well) with 26 parts of
water. Place the plate in a photographic
developing dish several sizes larger than the
plate, pour the acid solution over and rock
the dish to and fro fairly vigorously, so that
bubbles do not collect on the zinc. Keep
the surface of the 'zinc bright by brushing
over with a camel hair mop from time to
time ; the plate need not be removed from
the bath for brushing. After about two
minutes in the acid bath, the plate should
be removed, rinsed and mopped under the
tap and then dried off over a gas stove.
An examination of the plate at this stage
will show the lines, etc., standing up in
slight relief ; but it is impossible to continue
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the etching until the plate is deep enough
for printing, because the acid will attack the
sides of the lines and etch them away.

Four-way Powdering
To preVent this the sides of the lines

must be protected. Obtain an ounce or so
of Dragon's Blood," which is a sort of
resinous powder obtainable from the address

O

it

Fig. 4.-Before and after the fin'shing etch.

mentioned earlier ; also obtaIn two flat
camel hair brushes about Sin. wide as used
by photographers. Spread a large sheet of
newspaper on a table and put a small heap
of dragon's blood on the paper ; now with
one of the flat brushes brush the dragons'
blood across the plate from left to right.
This will bank it against the left side of the
lines. Brush off the surplus from the back-
ground with the clean brush, working the
brush from left to right only, then heat the
plate over a gas stove until the bright
red dragon's blood powder fuses up against
the lines and turns to a much deeper colour.
This protects the left side of the lines.

When cool the plate is brushed again, but
from right to left this time, then heated
again exactly as before, thus protecting the
right-hand side of the lines ; repeat the
procedure, dusting from top to bottom and
heating, then cool off, dust from bottom to
top and heat again. This series of opera-
tions is called " four-way powdering," and
the result is to protect the sides of the lines
from the action of the acid.

The Second Bath
The plate is now ready for the second
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bath, for which the acid should be diluted
in the proportions of i part acid to 12 of
water. Place the plate in this bath, rock
and brush as before until the zinc between
the lines becomes clean and bright. Do not
continue the etching after this or the lines
themselves may become attacked by the
acid. Take out the plate, -brush it over
under the tap and dry it, then powder again
four ways as before. The third bath may
be about I part acid to to of water and the
plate should be etched in this for about five
minutes.

The zinc plate will require at least another
four-way powdering and a fourth acid bath,
say about one part acid to six of water,
before it is deep enough for printing. The
acid is now fairly strong and care should
be taken not to get it on your clothes. Also,
if it gets on your fingers, rinse it off as soon
as possible, or it will leave a yellow stain.
About to to 15 minutes in the fourth bath
should give sufficient depth for printing.
The plate should then be cleaned off with
a mixture of methylated spirits and turpen-
tine and a proof can be pulled.

An examination of the sides of the lines
with a magnifying glass will show a series of
steps as illustrated in Fig. 4 at A. As these
steps sometimes show in the proof it is
usual to give the plate a " finishing " etch
to smooth off the shoulders of the steps. To
do this the plate is thoroughly cleaned with
hot soda solution, dried and rolled over
lightly with a roller and litho printing ink.

The inked plate is then dusted with
powdered bitumen, the surplus bitumen
being washed off as after the development
of the print. The plate is then heated until
the bitumen becomes glazed, and when cool
is ready for the finishing etch ; acid as used
for the first bath will do for this, rock the
dish and brush gently for one to two
minutes, leaving the lines as shown in Fig. 4
at B. If you carry this too far, the lines will
become " underbitten " and ragged.

Shed and Garage
Building Materials

(Concluded from page 230)

This method reduces outside maintenance
to a minimum but allows for gable ends,
door and window sections to be fitted easily
with weatherboard. One end and one side,
not fitted for door or window, are covered
with 6ft. X 4ft. asbestos sheet.

Second-hand Materials
Demolitions are a fruitful source of

material for shed construction. Demolition
is invariably going on somewhere or other
in most districts. Ask the foreman on the
site if any material is for sale-he is often
authorised to dispose of it personally, or
he may refer you to his firm's office.

In addition to all kinds of timber, gutter-
ing, drain pipes, doors and window frames
are but a few of the many items which can
often be acquired at a fraction of their
present-day value.

In this connection, it is worth while
noting that most of the framing of a
sectional building is of 2in. X 2in. wood..

Plenty of demolition timber is 4in, X 2in.
from floors and roofs, and your local timber,
yard will saw down the
length of this heavier stuff 4Ifor a moderate charge, thus

A -6ft.x 4ft.
asbestos.

W= Additional
window space.

STANDARD BUILDING MATERIAL SIZES
441.44.1-.14-011-....444. El

Asbestos -flat ... I 8ft.x 4ft., 6ft. x Oft.

31 corrugated 2ft. 6in. width, Sin. corrugation, lengths 5ft. to 'oft. Expensive.

Galvanised imn I eft. Sin. width, lengths 5ft. to 'oft.

12

Fig. 3.-Combining
asbestos and weather-

board.

providing a quantity of 2in. square section
very cheaply.

The householder's main problem before
commencing any job is invariably how to
get the maximum result from the minimum
outlay. It is hoped that these notes have
Made some contribution towards solving
this problem.

4
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TOUGHENED

INSULATION

FOR YOUR

SAFETY

WIDEST RANGE OF OPERATIONS

Ugi
DESIGNED

FOR HAND LND
BENCH USE

QUARTERMASTER
HOME POWER ! EQUIPMENT

 MOST POWERFUL There's nothing to compete with
the 'Quartermaster' for power and non-stop, trouble -
free performance. It costs only f9. 9. 0 (or on easy terms).

 SAFEST Switch cover and switch trigger built from
toughened insulating material, completely isolating the
double poleswitch.

Nov- wic/Eiser The only power unit with a special
high-speed, cool running, continuously -rated motor-
essential for really efficient sawing, sanding, buffing,
woodturning, etc. Gives an improved finish and appear-
ance to all your jobs. j NAME

I ADDRESS

* Materials and Workmanship liNCONO/T/ONAILY Ot/4RANTEE*0 L

To: WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.,
Dept. 12 H Q Hanger Lane, London W.5

['lease send illustrated brochure and
EASY TERMS PLAN details

" MY BENNETT
COLLEGE TUTOR

MIGHT HAVE
BEEN IN

THE ROOM"

WHAT CAREER DO YOU WANT?
Architecture Machine Design
Building Mechanical Eng.
Carpentry Motor Engineering
Commercial Art Plumbing
Diesel Engines Power Station Eng.
Draughtsmanship Quantity Surveying
Electrical Eng. Radio Engineering
Electric Wiring Sanitary Science
Forestry Surveying
Locomotive Eng. Telecommunications

Television
Wireless Telegraphy

& Telephony
Textiles

Book-keeping
English
Geography
Journalism

Languages
Mathematics
Modern Business

Methods
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others

OR WHY NOT OBTAIN A QUALIFICATION?
A.M.I.C.E. A.M.I.Struct.E.
A.M.I.Mech.E A.M.I.Mun.E.
A.R.I.B.A. A.M.S.E.

A.A.C.C.A.
A.C.W.A.
A.C.I.S.

A.C.C.S.
A.R.I.C.S.
A.A.I.

GENERAL CERTIFICATE of EDUCATION & R.S.A. Exams.

Post this coupon NOW!

PERSONAL
POSTAL
TUITION

Every Bennett College student enjoys this
friendly, intimate coaching right through his
Course. A few of the Courses are listed
opposite. Tell us your subject. We will send
you The Bennett College Prospectus and the
famous FREE book " Train your mind to
SUCCESS." This will show you how you can
advance to a better, finer future by Personal
Postal Tuition. Fill in and post the coupon today.

BENNETT COLLEGE
(Dept. K.77 PT) SHEFFIELD

Please send me the Prospectus on

and my free
copy of " Train your mind to SUCCESS." 

NAME

ADDRESS

TOWN

AGE (if under 2!) Please write in BLOCK letters

Mb MM... =MEM mmMel. .11===
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THE ' MAGSTAT
This is a precision bi-metal thermostat for
the control of alternating currents of up to
1 cn.p. at 240 volts. The temperature range
lies between minus 50 deg. F. and plus 250
deg. F. An ingenious magnetic snap action is
incorporated which gives freedom from radio
interference. The operating temperature is
altered by rotation of the adjustment screw,
clockwise for increase and anti -clockwise
for decrease. Dimensions tin. x lin. x

, 516 each. Post 3d.

9

-

L------

* SUPPRESSIT*
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Comprises
two chokes and two condensers
mounted on a card with wiring
instructions. Ideal for Vacuum
Cleaners, Hairdriers, Sewing Motors.
etc., up to I amp. Price 3.'6, Post Free

WE HAVE A REPUTATION
MOSTATS AND LIST SOME

THERMOSTAT. CS. Convector Thermo-
scat for Space Heaters and Low tempera-
ture Ovens. 15 amps., 250 volts
40/80 deg. F. 25/-, post 5d.
THERMOSTAT. MB. For control
Electric Immersion Heaters up to 3
90/190 deg. F, 15 amps., 250 volts
121010, post 9d.

THERMOSTATS. PF. Room Thermo
scat, 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C. 5in. x
x tin. A beautiful instrument. Temp.
ranges 30/90, 40/100, 40/80, 60/100 deg.
as required. 62.0.0, post 6d

REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS

FOR DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

We stock over 200 types of element replacements
for Fires, Irons, Kettles, Hairdriers, Toasters and
Boiling Rings. Send for Catalogue.

OF

A.C.

of
kW.
A.G.

-

Ilin.

F.

FOR HIGH QUALITY THER-
OUR STOCK ITEMS HERE :

THERMOSTAT. BW/1. 3 amps., 250
volts A.G. For control of hot -plates, vul-
canisers, etc. 50/550 deg. F. 15,6, post 4d.
We are only too glad to send illustrated
leaflets on any of these Thermostats if

you will send a S.A.E. stating which model
interests you.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from 2 to 4 kW
and in stem lengths I lin. to 42in Please

send for our catalogue

GREENHOUSE THERMOSTAT Model P). Miniature Thermostat

Type ML. Constructed especially for the amateur for control of domestic Electric

gardener. The scale plate is calibrated " High- Irons and special-purpose

Medium -Low " and has a temperature range of machines where space is limited.

40-90 deg. F. Current capacity is 10 amp.. 253 volts Capacity : 5 amps., 250 volts A.C.

A.C. Differential 4-6 deg. F. Size Olin. x tin. x in tin. x tin. x 11/16M. Single

PRICE : 35:-. Post 6d.
<crew fixing. Price 913 Post 3d.

40 NEON INDICATOR

I0/6d.
i

i
.4=

'%,

FIT THIS TO YOUR ELECTRIC BLANKET
UP TO DATE.

Double Pole Break, A.C.-D.C. SUITABLE

Silver Contacts. Improved Cord OTHER

Grip, Simple Wiring. Modern REQUIRES

Streamline Styling in Cream CATION

Bakelite. (SOLDERING

SWITCH!
Post free.

,

i-- ii7---

[..(
I ---

AND BRING

ALSO FOR

APPLIANCE WHICH
A VISUAL INDI-

THAT IT IS

IRONS, ETC.)

..

IT

ANY

ON

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO.
SHRUBLAND WORKS BANSTEAD SURREY
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HANDY MIXTURES
SPECIAL HOUSEHOLDERS' PARCEL. Contains 5 Gross Mixed Steel
Wood Screws. 24 Sheets Mixed Sandpaper. 24 Sheets Mixed Emery Cloth.
I Gross Mixed Metal Thread Screws with Nuts and Washers to Fit.

LI only Post Paid (Inland).
Item No.
8010 SPECIAL MOTORIST'S MIXTURE. This very special mixture con-

tains I gross of Bolts and Screws Steel 1--5/16' and t" chiefly Cadmium
Plated with one nut and I washer, 432 parts in all. 20/- per Parcel Post Paid.

8003 STEEL WOOD SCREWS up to long. 2/- per Gross.
8003A STEEL WOOD SCREWS over Ir long. 4/- per Gross.
8003B BRASS WOOD SCREWS up to I)' long. 4/- per Gross.
8003C STEEL WOOD SCREWS Plated (Nickel Cadmium Zinc., etc.), up to

II; long, 2,:6d. per Gross.
8003D STEEL WOOD SCREWS Plated (Nickel Cadmium Zinc, etc.), over

11e long, 4/6d. per Gross.
80008 4 B.A. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers to fit.

I Gross each (432 Parts) over 90% Cadmium Plated. 7/- Pkt.
8000C 2 B.A. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers to fit.

I Gross each (432 Parts) over 90% Cadmium Plated. 8/6 Pkt.
8000E I" B.S.F. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers

to fit. jI Gross each (216 Parts) over 90% Cadmium Plated. 9/6d. Pkt.
8000G 5/16" B.S.F. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers

to fit. I. Gross each 1216 Parts) over 80% Cadmium Plated. II/- rkt.
8000) t" B.S.F. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers

to fit. Gross each (216 Parts) over 80% Cadmium Plated. I2/6d. Pkt.
8000L 7/16' B.S.F. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers

to fit. I Gross each (103 Parts) over 80% Cadmium Plated. 9/- Pkt.
8000N I," B.S.F. HEXAGON BOLTS various lengths with nuts and washers to

Gross each (103 Parts) over 80% Cadmium Plated Pkt.

1948-TEN YEARS TRADING-I958

2'6 FREE PURCHASE VOUCHER
WITH EVERY REQUEST FOR MY 1,000 ITEM LIST

(Voucher Valid ti:1 August 31st, 19531

Cash With Order. All Goods on 28 Days' Money Back Guarantee.
Orders over LI (Inland) Post Free. Smaller Orders send 2/6d. Postage.

Surplus will be refunded.

K. R. WHISTON
(DEPT. P.M.2), NEW MILLS, STOCKPORT

TAKE UP PELMANISM
And Cultivate Your Natural Ability

101 A N
IN every

man and

g0certain quali-
10i woman are' IX

-.%.% AV"e oped or

ties already
being devel-

4' awaiting de-
' velopment.

AND WOO Social life
and the exi-

gencies of earning a living develop
these qualities, but sometimes
slowly and often unevenly so that
whilst there may be progress in
one direction there is stagnation
and frustration in another. The
Pelman Course is designed to
quicken the development of all
qualities and aptitudes, the more
significant of which are :
--JUDGMENT -SOCIAL -EASE
-INITIATIVE -DECISIVENESS
-WILL -POWER -SELF-CONTROL
-OBSERVATION -CONCENTRATION
-PERSONALITY -SELF-CONFIDENCE

AND A HOLD -FAST MEMORY

HOW TO LEARN LANGUAGES
The Pelman Languages Insti-
tute teaches French, German,
Spanish and Italian, without transla-
tion. Write for particulars and
specimen lesson of the language that
interests you, which will be sent gratis
and post free.

Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London, W.I.

Pelmanism develops these quali-
ties quickly, and permanently.
They become habitual processes
manifesting themselves smoothly
and evenly, and largely without
conscious effort.

The Pelmal Course is taught by
c3rrespondence only. There are
no classes to attend. The problems
cf each Pelmanist are considered
separately by highly trained, sym-
pathetic instructors. Under this
understanding system, even the
most timid gains self-confidence.

Remember-Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.

The Pelman training for success-
ful living has been proved by over
a million men and women of every
type and calling.

Send for Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple

and interesting and takes up very
little time ; you can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
Course is fully described in a
book entitled The Science of
Success, which will be sent to
you gratis and post free, on
application to :

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
I'VELbeck 1411

Established over 60 years.
PEL41.4N (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES. DELHI,
10, Alipur Road. MELBOURNE: 396, Flinders
Lane. DURBAN : Natal Bank Chambers
(P.O. Bat* 1489). PARIS .T 116, Boulevard
Hausmann. AMSTERDAM : Prinsengracht
1021,
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RATING RECTIFIERS'
The Various Types Discussed

FOR charging accumulators, electro-
chemical processes and many other
purposes direct current is required.

There are various types of rectifiers which
may be used to obtain direct current from
alternating current supply mains, one of the
least known types being the vibrating
rectifier.

Essentially this consists of a vibrating
switch which opens and closes its contacts
in synchronism with the A.C. supply so that
a contact is closed during the half cycles
when the A.C. supply is in one direction and
opened during the other half cycles when
the supply is reversed. Fig. r shows the
arrangement and connections of one type
of full -wave rectifier, which depends on the

A.0 Input

Transformer
Q0000900.00.00.0QQ)0 Primary

Secondary

D.C. Output

L

Fig. 1.-One arrangement of a vibrating
rectifier.

fact that poles of unlike magnetic polarity
attract each other, whilst poles of like
polarity repel each other.

The coil of the electromagnet is fed from
the single-phase A.G. supply through the
centre -tapped secondary winding of the
transformer, and acts on a light pivoted
magnet N -S which carries the contacts D
and E on light springs. During the half
cycles of the A.C. supply when G is positive
and H negative the poles A and B of the
electromagnet will have north and south
magnetic polarity respectively. The north
(N) pole of the pivoted magnet will then
be repelled by A and attracted by B, so that
the pivoted magnet will swing to the right
to close the contacts E and F. The output
terminal L will then be connected to the
negative pole H, so that half the secondary
voltage of the transformer will be applied
to the terminals L K from H I. As the
A.C. voltage falls to zero the electromagnetic
pull is reduced and the pivoted magnet
swings back to open the contacts E F. After
passing through zero the A.C. supply then
reverses so that the end H becomes positive,
causing the pole B to have north magnetic
polarity and A to have south polarity. The
magnet then swings to close the contacts
C D, thus connecting the output terminal L
to the negative pole of the A.C. supply again.
Assuming that the moving magnet system is
sufficiently light this will vibrate with the
same frequency as the A.C. supply, in which

By J. L. WATTS

case the output terminal K will be main-
tained positive to L during both halves of
the A.C. cycles.

It is, however, necessary to take into
account certain practical points. The mov-
ing contacts D and E are mounted on
flexible springs and are normally arranged
to close just after the magnet has moved
from its mid point, the contact springs being
slightly compressed as the magnet completes
its swing. Contact is then maintained almost
until the magnet returns to its mid point.
The D.C. supply to the terminals K and L
is discontinued during the instants after the
contacts C D have opened until the con-
tacts E F close and vice versa. This period
can be adjusted by mounting the fixed con-
tacts C and F on screws, by which means
the rectifier can be arranged so that the
circuit is only completed to the terminals
K L after the A.G. voltage has risen to a
value equal to the back E.M.F. of an
accumulator which it may be desired to
charge.

Effect of Inertia of the Vibrating System
It is advisable that the vibrating magnet

should pass through its mid point when the
A.C. voltage is zero; and should have maxi-
mum displacement from the centre position
when the A.C. voltage has its maximum or
peak value. Thus the best results are
obtained by using a vibrating system which
has a natural frequency equal to
A.G. supply. The oscillations of the magnet
can then be kept practically in phase with
the alternating current voltage wave.

Fig. 2 shows the effects of inertia of the
vibrating system. If the contacts are
adjusted equally about the mid point they
will break circuit at equal intervals after
and before the magnet passes through its

W

rU

tYA

-T-, AC Voltage

Displacement
\A-- of magnet

T F Pl
G

One cycle

Time

(a)

One cycle
Time

(C)

Fig. 2.-Characteristics of a vibrating rectifier.

mid points U and V. The vertical distances
A -B, etc., of the dotted curve in Fig. 2a
represent horizontal displacements of the mag-
net from its mid position. When the contacts
close at the instant A, the output voltage at
the D.C. terminals will immediately rise to the
value A -W, 2nd the voltage will have fallen to
the value C -J when the contacts open at the
instant C. All the contacts will be open
between the instants C and D, during which
instants the output voltage will be zero. With
such a setting of the fixed contacts the out-
put terminal voltage will be as shown in
Fig. 2b. It will be noted that the output
voltage then contains a small reverse voltage
due to the lag of the vibrating system.

This reverse voltage can be eliminated
from the output terminals by adjusting the

A °C. Input

Transformer

60VUOTNI` [2`

fffiNfiffigari c

MOM

Battery

Fig. 3.-One arrangement of a battery -charging
vibrating rectifier.

fixed contacts so that the moving contacts
touch them for shorter periods. Thus, if
-the contacts are adjusted to close at the
instants L and M and to open at the instants
N and F, the voltage at the output terminals
will be completely unidirectional as shown
in Fig. 2c. This adjustment may, however,
reduce the average output voltage slightly.
In addition the shorter periods during which
the contacts are closed will result in them
closing at instants when the A.C. voltage
has an appreciable value, so that a high value
of current may rush through the contacts
as they touch. This may cause sparking and
burning of the contacts.

Vibration in Phase with Voltage
It will thus be seen that an important

feature of a vibrating rectifier is that the
vibrations shall be as nearly as possible in
phase with the A.C. voltage. If the natural
frequency of the vibrating system is the
same as that of the A.C. supply, the vibrating
system will then act as though it had zero
inertia, and the electromagnet will then only
require to create sufficient pull to overcome
the slight frictional losses at the contacts
and pivot. In some cases the vibrating
system is suspended by means of a fiat
spring. A disadvantage of using a vibrating
system of the same frequency as that of the
A.G. supply is that the rectifier is then only

'Ye
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suitable for that particular supply frequency;
and trouble may be experienced if the fre-
quency of the vibrating system alters, as may
occur due to a screw working loose, or wear
of the contacts. The natural frequency may,
however, be adjusted by means of a very
small weight, which can be screwed up or
down like the pendulum of a clock.
Vibrating Rectifier with Soft Iron

Armature
Practical difficulties in using a permanently

magnetised vibrating system are that a
permanent magnet of sufficient power tends.
to be heavy ; furthermore continuous vibra-

A.c Input 0

I0_000000000000()000.,

Fig. 4. -Another arrangement of a vibrating
rectifier.

tion tends to destroy the magnetism. These
difficulties may be overcome by using a light
soft iron armature which can vibrate inside
a fixed coil connected to the output D.C.
terminals. Unlike a system in which a
permanent magnet is employed the polarity
of the output terminals cannot be pre-
determined when a soft iron armature is
thus used. When the A.C. supply is switched
on to the rectifier coil the armature will be
attracted in one direction, but the direction
will depend on the polarity of the residual
magnetism in the soft iron armature, as well
as the polarity of the A.C. supply at the
instant of switching on. The energising coil
of the armature is connected to the D.C.
output terminals, the connections being such
that the energising coil will assist the resi-
dual magnetism when the armature starts to
vibrate; thus the D.C. terminals will retain
the polarity they acquired at the instant of
switch on until the rectifier is switched off again.

When such a rectifier is used for battery
charging, therefore, the battery should be
connected to the output terminals just before
switching on the A.C. supply. This ensures
that the armature will be magnetised by
current from the battery, with a fixed polarity
as determined by the battery connections.
When the A.C. supply is switched on the
direction of the armature movement will be
determined by the polarity of the A.C. volt-
age at the instant the switch is closed.
Assuming that the internal connections of
the rectifier are correct, the rectified output
at the D.C. terminals will then be main-
tained of the required polarity for charging
the battery, whichever way the battery has
been connected.

Other Types of Vibrating Rectifier
Various arrangements can be used in

vibrating rectifiers. One design employs a
fixed permanent magnet, with a vibrating
armature of soft iron which is magnetised by
alternating current. The construction of this
rectifier is somewhat similar to that of a
small spark coil, the primary and secondary
windings of the transformer being wound on
a straight core consisting of a bundle of soft
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iron wires. Thus the magnetic flux in the
transformer core passes partly through the
straight iron core and partly through air.
The vibrating armature lies parallel to the
transformer core, and is thus magnetised by
the alternating magnetic flux passing along
the armature. The armature vibrates between
the poles of a U-shaped permanent magnet.

P.M. Armature Rectifier
Fig. 3 shows a rectifier having a perman-

ent magnet armature, its magnetism being
augmented by the charging current of the
battery which is passed through a fixed coil
surrounding the top of the armature. The
connections are such that the armature is
attracted to the left when the contact X is
positive, and to the right when Y is positive.

The rectifier shown in Fig. 4 has a soft
iron armature which is acted upon by an
electromagnet which is energised by a coil
which has A.C. and D.C. component
currents. The coil is fed from the D.C.
output terminals through an auxiliary second-
ary winding on the transformer. When
used to charge a battery the auxiliary second-
ary winding is designed to develop a peak
voltage approximately equal to the voltage
of the battery, as shown in Fig. 5. During
one half of each A.G. cycle the voltage of
the auxiliary winding thus assists that of the
battery so that a comparatively high current
flows through the electromagnet coil. Con-
sequently a considerable attractive force is
exerted on the armature, so that it closes
the contacts A to connect the main secondary
winding B of the transformer to the battery
and charging current flows. During the
other half cycles of the A.C. supply when
the input voltage is reversed the voltage of
the auxiliary secondary winding C opposes
the battery voltage and reduces the current
through the electromagnet coil. Since the
secondary voltage of C never exceeds the
battery voltage, the coil current always flows
in the same direction, but is a pulsating
current. The coil current has maximum
value when the A.C. voltage is in one direc-
tion and falls practically to zero when the
A.C. voltage reaches its peak value in the
reverse direction. The armature is thus
attracted to close the contact A for one
period during each complete A.G. cycle,
charging the battery by half -wave rectifica-
tion as indicated in Fig. 5.
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When used to supply a purely resistive
circuit, a vibrating rectifier can be arranged
to close its contacts practically as soon as
the A.C. voltage has reversed, giving a
unidirectional, but pulsating, c u r r en t
through the D.C. load circuit. The average
value of the voltage applied to the D.C.
circuit will in all cases be less than the peak
value of the A.C. voltage applied to the

Charging current

Batter

One cycle

voltaaa

Time

Auxiliary
ondary

voltage

Fig. 5. -Characteristics of a battery -charging
vibrating rectifier.

rectifier contacts. If the rectifier can be
arranged so that its contacts -remain open for
a split second only, the average value of the
D.C. output voltage might be about 75 to
85 per cent. of the rated value of the A.C.
voltage applied to its contacts. For battery
charging, however, the contacts must remain
open for a longer period until the A.C. volt-
age has reached a value at least equal to
the voltage of the battery, otherwise reverse
currents may flow from the battery. Charging
current will thus flow for only part of each
A.C. cycle. Thus a fairly high A.C. voltage
should be applied to the contacts of a
battery -charging rectifier in order to charge
the battery in a reasonably short time. The
A.C. voltage may be about twice the battery
voltage. If required the charging current
can be controlled by means of tappings on
the transformer windings, or by connecting
a variable resistor between the rectifier and
battery.

Spare a Copper
THERE were five collection boxes in a

church, each begging money for a
different purpose. We will call them, a, b, c,
d, and e. Here are some facts about them.

(1) In all the boxes there was a total of 3os.
(2) In a and b there was together 6s.
(3) In b and c there was together ins.
(4) In c and d there was together 14.s.
(5) In d and e there was together 18s.
With the particulars supplied can you say

what was in each box ?

Answer
Ld+e=3os.

Also, aH-b+b+c 1-c+d-l-d+e-48s.
Subtracting, b c d=r8s.
And as b c = Jos. it follows that d =8s.
We are told that d e =18s. Therefore e

= I OS.
Also d=i4s. Therefore, as d=8s., then

c =6s.
Similarly, a =2s., and b =4s.

Another Old One !
THREE tourists go into a guest-house and

stay overnight. The next morning, on
enquiring for the bill, the maid -of -all -work
says, " It will be los. each." The tourists pay,
and the girl takes the money to her boss.

" You have asked them far too much," says
he. " The correct charge is not 3os., but 25s.
Take this 5s. back." The girl, however, is
somewhat shrewd. She knows that the
tourists did not quibble at paying los. each,
and were not expecting any change. The odd
5s. might just as well go into her pocket. But
it would not do if her boss got to know that
she didn't give any change, so she com-
promised with her conscience by giving the
tourists 3s. change and kept 2s. herself.

Thus, the tourists have paid los. each and
got back is. each, i.e., they have paid 9s.

Three at 9s. equals 27s. The girl has 2S.
Total ... 29s.

What has happened to the other shilling ?

Answer
Work it out another way. We know for a

fact that the girl has 2s. The tourists have 3s.
and the boss has 25s. Total 3os.

The correct charge is 25s. for the three, i.e.,
8s. 4d. each. With the extra shilling rebate
this is 9s. 4d. Three at 9s. 4d. equals 28s
This, with 2s. for the girl, totals 3os.
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For garage or workshop

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER

MOTORS
A.G. or D.C.

BTH motors and associated control
gear are second to none in quality
and proved performance.
Types and sizes are available to
suit any application.

THE

BRITISH THOMSON -HOUSTON
CO. LTD., NEWCASTLE (STAFFS). ENGLAND

an A.E.I. Company. A SIE6

GAMAGES
RENOWNED SCREWCUTTING BACK GEARED

PRECISION LATHE
Sri in. x 16.1, in. approx.

Today's Finest Value!
Special price up AP',1
to 31 March only LJ4

(gyletlith(1)1 78/10
Part Carr. & Pkg.. outside
our van area. 1213 Gt. Britain.

*6* plus 20/ -for crate, returnable.
Brief details Swing in gap of 3Bn. model, iWn. 10 change wheels. Equipment includes :
Faceplate, Catchplate and Extra Backplate in rough screwed to fit mandrel nose.
16lin. approx. between centres.

...reYOURSELF

geedouing KIT
DO-IT-YOURSELF SOLDERING KIT

It is the most versatile, simple -to -use kit devised, in
fact, a child can use it!! Kit includes Solder Paste, Putty,
Tinning Salts (for removing rust and
tinning surface in one operation), Valtock
Blow Lamp (which takes the place of a
soldering iron). Brush. Cloth and Glass
dish.

VALTOCK BLOW LAMP
As used in the Valtork Kit. Gives a heat
around 2,000

2716
rest & fkg. I S

14'7
Post & Pkg. 9d.

FERROUS ELECTRIC ARC
WELDING PLANT

If you are interested in joining or reinforcing Mild Steel,
Wrought or Malleable Iron THIS IS AN OUTFIT YOU CANNOT
BE WITHOUT. 23) A.C. mains for 10 amp. plug. For weldirfi
material of any thic:tness by repeat runs after prepan.t:on i
necessary. Uses 14 s.w.g. electrodes. Air cooled.
Robustly constructed and fitted with neat handles
for portability Sizo lain. x 121n. x 10in. high
Weight 821k.

£23110 PATAEVEV., 55 19
Part (' . OU fSid? our ertensivc Brita,n.

Scud for (iAAIAGES
FREE:

tirliaht7;1
Toni,

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, E.C.1. HOLborn 8434. Open Thursdays 7 p.m.

A FASCINATING HOBBY made
Simple %.Ssuccessful

hy meansof
this BOOK

Or,

8to
SAMUEL JONES &

06a(%frtaaefrantalifforiifsellees or+ refaim

Lampshade making can give endless fun
beautify your home and delight your

friends. There are 83 practical and easy -to -

follow illustrations and ideas to show you
how to do it.

Published by C. Arthur Pearson Ltd., Tower House,
'outhampton Street, Strand, London, or obtainable from :

SAMUEL JONES & CO., LTD.

R d

BUTTERFLY BRAND

4%.1141Aft)
%TIM`

PAPV.Ik
WHIOLLIANC.
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ENROL with
ems/

E.M.I. Factories
at Hayes, England.

fo Ira*
for your

CAREER -1.1088r
OR NEW INTEREST

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL HOME TRAINING IN :-
Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Eng.
A.R.B. Licences
Art (Fashion, Illustrat-

ing, Humorous)
Automobile Eng.
Banking
Book-keeping
Building
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemistry
City & Guilds Exams.
Civil Service

Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Computers
Customs Officer
Draughtsmanship
Economics
Electrical Eng.
Electrical Installations
Electronics
Electronic

Draughtsmanship
Eng. Drawing
Export

Heating & Ventilating
Eng.

High Speed Oil Engines
Industrial Admin.
Jig & Tool Design
Journalism
Languages
Management
Maintenance Eng.
Mathematics
M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical Eng.
Metallurgy

Photography
P.M.G. Cert.
Police
Production Eng.
Production Planning
Radar
Radio
Radio Amateurs

(C & G) Licence
Radio & Television

Servicing
Refrigeration
Sales Management

Secretaryship
Servo Mechanisms
Shorthand & Typing
Short Story Writing
Short Wave Radio
Sound Recording
Telecommunications
Television
Time & Motion Study
Tracing
Transistors
Welding
Workshop Practice

General Certificate Motor Eng. Sanitary Eng. Works Management
of Education Painting & Decorating Salesmanship and many others

Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, A.M.I.H. & V.E., A. M.S.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E..
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.,
A.C.W.A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.T.E.B. Serv. Certs. R.S.A. Certificates, etc.

Courses with PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT
in RADIO  TELEVISION  MECHANICS

CHEMISTRY ELECTRICITY  DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
PHOTOGRAPHY etc. etc.

INSTITUTES

COURSES FROM

15/ -

PER MONTH

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
To:- E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I44K, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS.

Age.
(If under 21)

I am interested in the following subject(s) with/without equipment

(Feb 58) (We shall not worry you with personal visits)

BLOCK

CAPS

PLEASE

IC 104
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No. 1 of a Short Series for the Junior Woodworker
IN this series of articles it is proposed to

give details of the construction of the
main joints used in woodworking pro-

jects, and the tools used in their making.
Here we shall deal with- the halved joint
which is extremely useful when not-too-
paricular -.jobs must be dOne. Typical

Stem Fence

Fig. 1.-Marking depth
with a gauge.

Equal

examples of these jobs are
racks for the workshop,
kitchen cupboards, etc., where
the more complicated joints are not
strictly necessary.

Marking Gauge
Fig. r shows the marking gauge in

use and it will be seen that the tool is
employed to mark the depth of the
joint. The gauge consists of three main
parts, the stem, the fence and the marker.
It will be found that the fence is fitted with
a screw which holds it in position against
the stem. When setting the gauge, this
screw is slacked off and the fence moved
until the distance from the marker to the
front face of the fence is equal to half the
thickness of the wood. The main parts of
the marking gauge and the position of the
line it scribes are clearly shown in Fig. r.

The marking gauge can only be used with
the grain or across the end grain and the
method of holding it can be seen in Fig, 2.
Note that there is an angle formed by the top

Fig. 2.-Head on view_ showing tilt of gauge.
The arrow shows direction - of movement.

v W. J. Stannage
face of the wood and the lower face of
the stem. This angle is by no means
critical, but should be in the region
of 45 deg. The angle is deter-
mined by the amount of marker pro-
jecting through the stem, so this
should be adjusted accordingly.

Both sides of the timber are marked
in this manner, also the end ; that is,
a mark is made across the end grain.

Using the Try -square
To mark the length of the joint-which is

equal to the width of the timber-the try -
square is required. This consists of a blade
which is riveted through the stock, and the
tool in use is illustrated in Fig. 3. The stock
must be held firmly against the timber to

Stock

Blade

Fig. 3.-Try square in use.

Shaded portion to be

0

Fig. 4.-Timber
marked off for

cutting.

ensure that the blade
sits at 90 deg. across
the wood. The required
distance is, of course,
set off with the rule.
When the square is in
place the shoulder line
is marked against the
blade with a sharp
knife.

Fig. 4 shows two
pieces of timber marked
off ready for cutting.

removed

0

One half of the joint-A-is at the end of
the timber, and the other half-B-is in
the centre of the wood, and this forms a
typical joint in many construction jobs. The

En/egged side view
at groove

Fig. 6.-Groove cut with chisel to guide saw.

shaded portions in the drawing must be
removed and we will deal with " A" first
of all.

Sawing the Joint
Sawing must be done on the waste side

of the line, and to achieve this it is a good
idea to aim at leaving the guide line still
showing, but only just. The saw required
is a tenon saw which has a firm blade,
strengthened by the strip of steel or brass
along the back. The timber is clamped in
the vice and cutting commenced at the
furthest corner as seen at " A " in Fig. 5.
While cutting, the saw handle is steadily
lowered until it is horizontal, as shown at
" B," and then lowered still further until
the position shown at " C " is reached. At
this stage the job is reversed in the vice and
the operation repeated until finally the cut
is finished as shown at " D."

Ihi

Fig. 5.- Four
steps in making

the saw cut.
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For the second part of the joint (" B,"
Fig. 4), two saw cuts are required. Two
grooves are cut with the chisel to guide the
saw as previously described and the two saw
cuts made down to the gauged lines. The
bevelled chisel is used to remove the waste
as illustrated in Fig. 7 " A." The first
cuts are made at an angle starting at the
outer edge and working towards the centre.
It will .be noted that no attempt is made at
this stage to cut the full distance across the
wood. Working in this way the cutting is
progressiYely deepened until the position
shown at " B ". is obtained. The work is

Fig. 7.-Removing waste.

The next operation is to cut
a groove along the shoulder
line as shown in Fig. 6.
Particular attention is drawn to
the enlarged view which shows
the groove in greater detail, and
it will be appreciated that again
the actual cutting is done on the
waste material which will be
removed and that the rear face
of the groove is at 90 deg. to
the face of the timber. Cutting
is again done with the tenon
saw. A cut is made down to
the lines marked with the gauge
and when this point is reached
the waste material will fall
away. If cutting has been done
as close to the guide lines as is
practical there will be very little cleaning
up to be done. However, a certain amount
will be necessary if the joint is to be close
fitting and this operation requires a bevelled
chisel. A keen edge and light strokes will
remove the still -remaining surplus and
reduce the cut -away section to the required
final dimensions.

Fig. 8.-Variations
of the halved joint.

then reversed and cutting commenced from
the other side. The result of this is to leave
a " hill " of wood in the centre of the joint,
the sides of which slope away to the gauged
lines. This " hill " is now cut away starting
at the highest point and working down to the
reqtired depth which will result in a flat base
or bottom to the recess.

Fig. 9. - Notched
joint.
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At this stage the two halves are tried
together. and any final adjustments made.
The idea is to have both pieces of timber
flush. Fixing is done with glue and wood -
screws which should be of the countersunk
variety. Joints such as these are usually
specified as " halved, glued and screwed."

Although we have covered only one variety
of this particular type of joint, there are
several as will be seen from Fig. 8. All
have their own place in constructional wood-
work, but in each case the method of marking
out and cutting is the same.

Not unlike the halved joint is the notched
joint which can be used when it would be
impractical or unnecessary to employ the
halved variety. It is quickly and easily made
and is much stronger than a plain nailed
joint which is frequently used in the rougher
carpentry jobs. Fig. 9 shows a simple type
of notched joint. It will be obvious that
only one piece of timber must be cut, in
fact all we require is a simple notch wide
enough to house the second piece of timber,
and deep enough to give it some support. -
A joint of this type is usually only skew
nailed, but the addition of glue will add
greater strength.

(To be continued.)

Items of Interest to Junior headers
Model Boat Enthusiasts
SAILING model boats is a favourite

pastime with boys of any age and at
any time of the year, and in London the
Round Pond in Kensington Gardens is a

Model boat enthusiasts
in Kensing on Gardens.

rendezvous for all kinds of model boat
enthusiasts.

The all -electric cabin cruiser shown in
the photograph is radio controlled and.
the transmitter with aerial erected can be

seen on the bank. The
boat is called t h e
" Jackie " and has a

helmsman who moves his
arms and is equipped with
a searchlight.

Computor Built by
Schoolboys "

SIXTH form boys at
St. Albans School

are building an electrical
computor, which works
on a relay system com-
parable with the set-up
of a telephone exchange.
Construction of the s ft.
high machine is being
supervised by the assis-
tant mathematics master,
and many parents have
helped to provide parts
for the machine, which is
valued at £75.

The photograph shows some of the boys who built the
computor, also the, machine itself: A fuse is being re-
placed in the power pack by one of the yoUnger- boys.
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RE A DERS' Zhal2Z hAD WhAlt
The pre -paid charge for small advertisements is 6d. per word, with box number 1/6 extra (minimum order 6/-). Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Director, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton

Street, London, W.C.2, for insertion in the next available issue.

HANDICRAFTS

MUSICAL
BOX MOVEMENTS

14/9 post free.
More new kits and tunes available from
21/9 complete. Please send 3d. stamp

for new FREE illustrated brochure.
The SWISSCROSS Co. (Dept. V116),
Winifred Road, COULSDON, Surrey.

ELECTRICAL
ALL TYPES OF FLFCTRICAL

GOODS at extremely competi-
tive prices, e.g... 5 amp. Twin Cable,
48/- 100 yards ; Larnpholders. 7/-
doz. ; 5 ft. Battens. 51/6; quality and
immediate despatch guaranteed.
Request list. Jaylow Supplies, 93,
Fairholt Road, London, N.16. (Tele-
phone: Stamford Hill 4384.)

ANTI -RADAR STRIP
DISPENSER UNITS

These comprise 2 1/20th h.p., 24-v. shunt
wound motors, with train of gears, both
25 and 50 to I reduction. The unit is
mounted in an aluminium chassis and
consists of over 100 gears, pinion shafts,
etc., of the Meccano pattern, with variable
speed switch and indicator light, bag
of spares, and electrical diagram. These
are all new and in original waterproof
packages. They are something entirely
new and have never been offered before.

PRICE 30/- each. CARR. PAID.
H. MIDDLETON

639 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, 7.

1.41LUORESCENT LIGHTING FIT-
TINGS for workshop and home.

Complete range from Mt. to 18ins.
(also circular) at lowest prices any-
where. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflets
and list of Control Gear Kits.
Callers welcome. We are Fluores-
cent Lighting Specialists: E. Brill,
Dept. C., 125A, Northcote Rd.,
London, S.W.11. (Battersea 8960.)

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Singly Phase. A h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E7.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. L9.12.6
h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. L9.12.6
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. Ell. 0.0

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. LI I. 0.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval
against cash. Carriage paid mainland, State

voltage.
P. BLOOD & CO.

ARCH STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS.

AIODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS.
Amazingly powerful and econo-

mical " Minimo " 9/6, Maximo "
13/6, pest paid, 3 to 6v and 3 to 9v,
speed 4/5,000 r.p.m., size 'fin; x
1)in.; weight. 11oz. Drives: Boat
Propellers, 'in. and 1 ; Aero-
plane, 5in. and 8in. Model Elec-
tric Motors (Dept. LI, High-
land," Alkrington Green, Middleton,
Manchester.
`PARES, REPAIRS, REWINDS.

Replacement Armatures and
Fields for most Vacs. and Drills.
Emergency Rewinding Service. to
30 h.p. available. Hodson - (Croydon),
Ltd., 75A, George Street, Croydon,
Surrey.

ENTER TRANSISTORS
You can build a simple Transistor Radio
Receiver to work a loudspeaker. The only
power required is a 41 volt flash -lamp bat-
tery. Parts for Amplifiers for Crystal Set
or One valve Set, 27/- and SC-. Completely
built Amplifier, 5716, post free. Details
and notes on transistors, 8d. in stamps to :

MORCO EXPERIMENTAL
SUPPLIES

8-10, Granville Street, Sheffield, 2.

ASBESTOS RESISTANCE WIRE, 10,
30, 40, 65. 220 ohm. Per yd.

1/3, p.p. Semple, The Mount. lies -
wall, Cheshire.

ItC* EON INDICATOR LAMPS, A M10E6,
striking voltage 70/90, 10/- per

dozen. Exposure Meter Photo -cells,
40 x 22mm., 7/6 each. G. R. Products,
22, Runnymead Avenue, Bristol, 4.

SAW SALES AND SERVICE
QAW SERVICE BY POST-Circular
" Saws set and sharpened, 5d. per
in. diameter tensioned, set and
sharpened, 8d. per in. ; recut. 1/3
per in. ; minimum charge per saw,
3/-. (Prices include return postage.)
48 -hour postal service ; cash with
order.

"AW SALES.-Special offer. Circu-
lar Saws made to your require-

ments, e.g., 5in., 12/6 ; 6in., 15/- ;
state bore and if rip or crosscut
tooth ; cash with order ; postage
paid. Dept. " C," J. A. Fowls, 18-22,
Bell Street, London, N.W.1. (Estab-
lished 1840.)

PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTO -ENLARGER Castings and

Bellows, for 35mm., 21in. x 21in.,
2/in. x 31in., 35/- per set; s.a.e. for
details. V. J. Cottle, 84a, Chaplin
Road, Easton, Bristol, 5.

BELLOWS, Camera, Enlarger, Pro-
cess. Industrial Collapsible

Machine Guards. Beers, 4, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby. (Tel.:

'41263.1

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING

MACHINES, all
cast-iron constructed. Complete

Saw Benches. 7in., 24/15/- ; 8in.,
£5/10/- ; 10in., complete motorised,
£30. Planers, 5in., £12; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads, £4t with Sin. Saw Tables,
57/10/, Lathes, 57/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, 510/10/-. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refunded guaran-
tee. 4d. stamp for illustrated -book-
let. James Inns (Engineers),
Marshall St., Nottingham.
S AW FIF1sIC HF-S 6in., motorised, com-

plete, £13, multi -purpose, con-
vertible for sanding, mortising, drill-
ing, turning, dovetailing, polishing:
12in. Joiner's Sawbenches. £12:
motorised. Z2'7 ; 12in. Portable
Petrol Sawbenches, £44 ; Saw Spin-
dle Assemblies from 37/6. Planers,
Engines, Motors ; deferred terms.
Send 1/6 for Handbook -Catalogue.
Price list free. Beverley Products,
Sturton-leZteeple, 8, Notts.

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-

rivalled for reliability and
speed, coupled with reasonable
charges. Part jobs welcomed.
Material supplied. Hereford Watch
Co., 13, Castle Street, Hereford.

LEARN to be a Watch and Clock
Repairer in your spare time and

earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at
unbeatable prices, including instruc-
tional books, Swiss watchmakers'
tools, watches. watch and clock
movements, lathes, cleaning,machines,
all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine
selection of musical box movements
and kits. Send 9d. P.O. for bumper
bargain catalogue. The Watch-
makers Supply Company (Dept.
P.M.), Carterton, Oxford.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instruc-
tional books. etc. Special Hits for be-
ginners. Send 6d. for " Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER (Dept. 13),
Watchmakers Mail Order Sery
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford.

YOUNG & SON, Watch, Clock and
Jewellery Repairers, ToOl and

Material Dealers. 133, London Road,
Clappenham, Wilts.

TOOLS
THE NEW 1958 fully illustrated

Catalogue of Hand Tools, Port-
able Electric Tools and Machinery,
now available ; price 6d., postage
3d. Parry & Son (Tools) Ltd., Dept.
P.3.1.6, 329. Old Street, London. E.C.1.

FOR SALE
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

.and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical,
221, City Road, London, E.C.1.

"
pERSPEX " for all purposes,

clear or coloured dials, discs,
engraving. Denny & Company Ltd.,
15, Netherwood Road, W.14. (SHE
1426, 5152.) '

BOLTS, SCREWS AND
WASHERS for Mechanics, 2 B.A.,

4 B.A., and 6 B.A., 7/- packet, 432
parts, post 1/4. Available Hex. Hd.,
Rd. Hd., Ch. Hd. and Csk. State
which, 3 or more packets post free.
1,000 item list free. K. R. Whiston
(Dept. P.M.S.), New Mills, Stockport.
SEND s.a.e. for free list New Tools,

" Drills, Taps. Dies, Reamers,
Milling Cutters. Thread Chasers, at
bargain prices. A. King, 152, Half-
way Street, Sidcup, Kent.

PERSPEX
EMPIRE GLASSES, sizes

100 up to 360, 4/6 dozen ; Fancy
Shapes, 4/6 dozen. Perspex Water-
proof Glasses, sizes 175 up to 350, 7/6
dozen. Calibrated Balance Staffs, 9/ -
dozen ; Winding Stems, 3/6 dozen ;
Mainsprings, 10/6. 14'- and 16/- per
dozen, plus postage. Criterion Stores,
21, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.

SENSATIONAL REDUCTIONS!
ELECTRIC DRILL ACCESSORIES

Usual Our
Sanding & Polishing Kit : Price Price

.5in. Sanding Pad and 12 Discs,
Lambswool Bonnet, Arbor ... 20!- 1016

Grinding & Buffing Kit :
Sin. Grinding and Wire Wheels,
Calico Buff, Arbor ......196 JAYS

-0/Saw Blades}'
6in.

Wolf, 13.8:1!). 21/- 8/-TReleptir 4 n. Bridges 211- 10/-

T/Carbkle Masonry Drills
Nos. 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 Each 10! -

IN WALLETS, tin. R. Shanks :
5 Wood Boring Bits 1-1 ... 151- 9/6
5 Twist Drills ,-1 ... 18/8 12/9
7 Twist Drills 'hrome Vana-

SI- 4/-
11161n. -1/41n. dium

}CGen. lf,Speed 161-
POSTFREE QUALITY GUARANTEED

Free List of Many Other Bargains from :
THE TOOL SERVICE CO. (Dept. M),

39, Arlington Road, Surhiton, Surrey

!TELESCOPES.-Make your own-
non-Achro Object Glasses

2fin. dia 40in. focus, 14/6; x 60 Eye-
pieces, 15/6. S.A.E. list Athro
Object Glasses, Mirrors, Eyepieces.
W. Burnet, Grand Sluice, Boston,
Lincs.

COMPRESSORS FOR SALE.-Twin
Piston, with tank. 2f c.f.p.m..

£4. Single Cyl., £2. All types
Motors. S.A.E. for list. Wheelhouse.
13, Bell Road, Hounslow. (HOU
3501.)

AMMETERS.-Moving coil, scaled
0-20, tin. round, complete with

shunt, 5 MA basic movement. M.O.S,
boxed, new, 10/6, postage 1/6.
Ammeters, 6in, round, moving iron.
50 cycles, A.C. 0-50, switchboard
mounting, new, boxed. M.O.S., £4,
postage 3/6. Voltmeters, moving
coil, 2in, round, 10,000 ohms. resis-
tance, scaled 0-50, M.O.S., new.
boxed, 10/6 postage 1 '6. Speed
Electrics, 91, Nottingham Rd., East-
wood, Notts.

HARDENING FURNACES.-Cham-
ber. 5in. x Mn. x 1 lin.. pains

1 kW., 2,000'F., 35'6 ; few 1.200°C.,
67/6, p.p. 4/-. Paytox." 57, New
Rd., Rubery, Birmingham.

ELECTRIC WELDER. 200,250 AC_
complete with heavy welding

transformer (weighs over 121b. in
case): cable, welding torch, spare
carbons, instructions: 7 tappingS
from 6 volts to 100: absolutely as
new, and perfect : 60-- the lot. Will
pay carriage, will send c.o.d.
McGrath. 584,- North Drive. Cleve -
ley s, Lancs.

CLEARANCE.-in. Cadmiunt plated
Ch/Hd Bolts, 6/- 1.000: 6 B.A.

Nuts to fit above, 6/- 1,001 ; post
2/- 1,000. 5,000 upwards post free.
Peter Edward & Co., 37, Marine
Drive, Paignton, Devon.

BARGAINS ! ! Tools, Vices, Drills,
Envelopes, Pumps, Wire, Tables,

Drawers. Many others. Catalogue
free. Greens, 927, Albert St.,
Lytham.

COMPLETE HOME WORKSHOP,
£10 ; -amazing value. Details

free. Barkers (PM), 70, West Street,
Leeds, 1.

EDUCATIONAL
LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT-we

provide practical equipment
combined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics.
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM47, London, W.4.

FREE l Brochure giving details
of Home Study Training in

Radio, Television, and all branches
of Electronics. Courses for the
hobby enthusiast or for those aiming
at the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds, R.T.E.B., and other profes-
sional examinations. Train with the
college operated by Britain's largest
Electronics organisation. Moderate
fees. Write to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM28, London, -W.4.

HOBBIES
,TAKING YOUR OWN ?-a-Tele-scopes, Enlargers, Projectors

or, in fact, anything using lenses.
Then get our booklets " How to Use
Ex -Gov. Lenses & Prisms." price 2/6
ea. Comprehensive lists of optical.
radio and scientific equipment free
for s.a.e. IL W. EfigliSh, Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

SEREN
ASTRONOMICAL MIRRORS

12 Jeymer Drive (PM)
Greentord, Middx

EQUIPMENT FOR ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces. focusing mounts,
spiders, etc. Do-it-yourself kits.

S.A.E. for free details.

'ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE No. 13.
Containing over 450 Items of

Government Surplus and Model
Radio Control Equipment, 2/2, re-
funded on purchase of goods ; 2/6
overseas sea -mail. Arthur Salim
Radio Control Ltd., Department
P.M., 93, North Road, Brighton.

CHEMISTRY
LOTT'S CHEMISTRY. Convert your

chemistry set to a student's
laboratory by easy stages. Supplies
of spare apparatus and chemicals are
always available. Write to the manu-
facturers for current price list
enclosing a stamped addressed
envelope for 2d. Lott's Bricks
Limited (Dept. 9A), Watford, Herts.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A M.I.MECH.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

C-1 City and Guilds, etc., on " No
Pass-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-
cesses. For details of Exams and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook-Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
967B), 29, Wright's Lane, London,
W.8.

PATENTS

! A GOOD IDEA !
CAN MAKE MONEY FOR YOU

LET US ASSIST YOU
PROFESSIONALLY TO SELL YOUR

INVENTION.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS.

PATENT, DEVELOPMENT &
MARKETING CONSULTANTS
16 Gore Court Rd., Sittingbourne, Kent.

PATENTING Services. Advice.
Qualified agent. C. L. Browne.

114. Greenhayes Ave_ Banstead.
Surrey.

(Continned on next page)
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MISCELLANEOUS
AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment. Ballraces and Mis-
cellaneous Items. Lists 2d. Pryce,
157, Malden Road, Cheam.

"
FORTUNES IN FORMULAS," 900 -

page American book of formulae.
American technical hobby .and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2
Hastings.

SUPERTONIC SUNLAMPS, listed
£7/10/-, 80/- ; s.a.e. brochure.

Scientific Products, Dept. 1, Cleve-
leys, Lancs.

DUBBER MOULDS for Plaster
Ornaments, Wallplaques, etc.

Sample and list, 4/11 ; trade en-
quiries in " Castmoulds (Dept.
MI, 43/45.vited. reWaller Stet, Hull.
IlUILD YOUR OWN Refrigerator.
-R-P Everything to make Built-in or
Cabinet Refrigerator. S.A.E. for
Sealed Unit List and Schematic
Diagram, or 1/- (refundable) for 32 -
page catalogue, including details of
free 4 cu. ft. Cabinet Diagram offer.
Hire purchase available. Wheelhouse,
13. Bell Road, Hounslow. (Phone:
HOU 3501.)
BUILD YOUR OWN Refrigerator.

New sealed units and access.,
etc. S.A.E. list. Deepfreeze, 24a.
Cookson St., Blackpool.

THERMOSTATS.-Open type for
air, with heavy silver contacts,

will carry 15 amp. at 250 volts to
break contact. set temperature
35 c. with adjusting screw, price 5' -
post, paid. H. Middleton, 639.
Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, 7.
" HAVE YOU AN IDEA? " Engin-

eering concern with design.
financial and manufacturing facili-
ties are ready to consider it. Apply,
in confidence, to Box No. 139, c/o
PR ACT/CAL MECTiANICS.

ADEPT SHAPERS
for Hand or Power operation

Particulars on receipt of stamp.

F. W. MACHINE
TOOLS, LTD.,

Adept Works, 141a, Nicholson Rd.,
Heeley, Sheffield, S.

TILL ORLD'S GREATEST
BOOKSHOP

FAMED CENTRE FOR

Technical Rooks
STOCK OF OVER THREE

MILLION VOLUMES
119.125 CHARING CROSS RD.

LONDON WC2
Gerrard 5660 (20 lines)

Open 9-6 (inc. Saes-)
Nearest Station : Tottenham Court Rd.

GALPINS
have now been taken over by

THE JEFFERY TRANSFORMER CO.
199, EDWARD ST., NEW CROSS,
LONDON, S.E.14. TIDeway 4458
Leaflets sent gladly, on request.

92,000 PIANISTS
have learned to play the piano beautifully

with the aid of my POSTAL
lessons. Everything is so
clearly explained that,
even if you do not know a
note, you will, with onlyhalf an hour's practice
each day, become a pro-

ficient pianist in 9-12 months.
Ordinary music : no freakish
methods. I have taught over
92,856 pupils and 1 CAN TEACH
YOU. Free Book and advice. Say
if Beginner, Mod. or Adv. pianist,

Please add stamp for pos-
tage. Dlr. H. BECKER,

738, The Hall,
Centurion Road,
Brighton, Sussex.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

FOR THE ENTERPRISING "PRACTICAL
MECHANIC"

We offer the following sets of machined castings
Power Hacksaw, Drilling Machines, Hand Shaper,
Compound Milling Table and Machine Vice.
These sets are obtainable with all the heavy
machining carried out by us and each set can be
finished with the aid of a Nin. lathe.

Full details of all the above 11- post free.

E. W.- COWELL LTD
SYDNEY ROAD WATFORD HERTS

For all " ED " Lathe Requirements I
Consult ; WANSTEAD Sl PHA' Co.

TIM L.D. 21' 10" Convertible
Lathe

Is so simple. You can buy the basic
model and by the addition of inexpen-
sive conversion units possess a machine
tool unrivalled in its class. Special
features :- Plain or gap bed  Micro-
meter feedscrew collars  Ground bed
and slides  Instrument finish  Power-
ful headstock drive * Exceptional
accuracy. And the price £17.0.0 for the
basic model " A" Lathe.

Send S.A.E. for comprehensive
brochure. No fuss, no interest, credit
terms. Quickest delivery. Best service.

Full range of accessories from stock.
WANSTEAD SUPPLY CO.

30, The Broadway, Woodford Green,
ESSEX.

LU BRISTYL
OIL PEN

Simply press point of
needle on the spot
to be oiled.

12/9
post free.

Specify
Normal,

Medium or
Fine Needle

for Household
use, small mach-

ines or high preci-
sion instrument

lubrication. Colours
red, blue, green or clear

holders.
Send. 12/9 to :

BENSALES (Dept. P.M.!)
152 Walton Street, London, S.W.3.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
" Experi-

ments " 1/2
"Formulas"

1/2
" Home

Chemistry"
new ed. 2/9

(Post Paid.)

(scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

You Can Become a

HANDICRAFTS
TEACHER

Experience not essential
Men who enjoy making things in wood
or metal can turn their hobby into a
permanent and interesting career.
Short hours, long holidays and security
in a job you would really enjoy can
be yours if you becomea Handicrafts
Teacher. Let us send you details
of the easiest and quickest way to get
the necessary qualification.

We definitely guarantee
 NO PASS-NO FEE "

If you would like to know about our
unique method of preparing you for
one of these appointments write
to -day, and we will send you an
informative 144 -page Handbook-FREE
and without obligation. Mark your
latter " Handicrafts. Teacher."

BIET
BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY
591, College House,

29-31 Wright's Lane, London, W.S.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit '
For Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal construe.
tion & repairs in the home, ou
the car or cycle. Instant heat
6,00(1° F. Works from fiv. or Me
car battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ng Tool, 9 ft. cable, clip, carbons.

cleansing fluid, fluxes, filler rods, gog.
glee, Instructions, hints. Thousands
in daily use. As supplied to Depts.
of R.N. Government, Standard -
Telephones, etc. Welds allMetals.
Up to one -eighth inch. 57/6C.O.D. IF REQUIRED.
Terror Available. (Post Preelf.K. only.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dent. P.M.20

269 King:laud Road, London, 8.2.

Save on Repairs
Plus
Post

KIT I 15/- 21 -

KIT II 25/- 2/3

KIT III 30/- 216

KITS FOR CARS,

with

GLASS
FIBRE
These kits
carry a corn -

ETC. L5.10 £9.10 prehensive
range of

carriage paid itcioanntes

to

rials, with

all forms of car body repairs and model

nstrsuL-

"Glass Reinforced Plastics "
Booklet, 1/9, including Postage.

WESTPOLE MOTORS LTD.
88. BRAMLEY RD., LONDON, N.14. PAL 83:/i
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GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
TRIPODS. Unused. 38" long, only 5 lb.
wt. Immensely strong. Carrying sling.
Brass cap easily adapted to camera.
etc., etc. Each 12/8. carriage 3/6.
LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS withREDUCTION GEAR, approx. 411
(24-45-90) 6-12 v. D.C. 1 amp.. ea. 15/,
post 1/9.
MOTOR ONLY as above (dimensions
3" x 2' x 2") ea. 7/6, post V-.
BATTER CILAItGING TRANS-
FOIELMERS. 10 v. & 16 v. A.C. (for 6 &
12 v. charging at 1 amp.), ea. 17/6, post
1/".
RECTIFIERS to suit above. ea. 7/6.
post 3d.
(These transformers & rectifiers will
run the above low voltage motors.)
BLOWER MOTORS, 24 v. D.C. Pro-
vide sufficient draught for Car Heater on
6 v. (12 v. preferably controlled by
variable resistance), es. 25/-, post 1/6.
VARIABLE RESISTANCES to suit
for 12 v., ea. 3/6, post 6d.
MOTORS. 200/250 V. A.C./D.C. FHP,
approx. 80 watts. High speed. i" shaft.
(Converted ex R.A.F. motor generator-
power abbot equal to sewing machine
motor.) Useful addition to workshop,
ea. 30/, post 2/3.
Send 3d. stamps for list of other Motors,

-Transformers, Pumps, Lamps, Switches
etc.. etc.

MILLIGANS
24. Harlow) Street, Llserpoos, 3.

Money Back Guarantee.

MAKE A
RADIO

NO SOLDERING-only a screwdriver
and pliers required. Easy -to -follow building
instructions FREE with each kit. Send
stamped, addressed envelope for urther
details.
" WINNE " CRYSTAL SET. Only
screws to fit. Can be built in an hour.
STANDARD kit, 15/6 post free. DE -LUXE
kit, complete with high-grade headphones,
aerial wire, etc., makes ideal present, E2.
post free
" CONQUEROR " I -VALVE SET.
Receives 20 to 30 stations, IS screws only
to fit, STANDARD with valve and
batteries, 12/2/. post free. DE -LUXE kit,
complete with high-grade headphones,
aerial wire, etc., 66/6 post free
" CONQUEROR " 2 -VALVE SET
For loudspeaker reception STANDARD
kit, E4/5/- post free, loudspeaker 11141.
extra. DE -LUXE kit, ES/12/6 complete.
HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohm, IL- or
higher grade, 21/- post free.

Send your order to .

BLANCHARD'S RADIO
(Dept. PD7)

13 Gainford Gardens, Manchester, 10

Movements by THOR-
ENS AND REUGE of
Switzerland ranging from I tune/18 teeth -
3 tunes/72 teeth are guaranteed for 12 months

POST TODAY
for super 16 page illustrated
Catalogue and Tune List (please
enclose 2d. stamp for return post-
age) also plans to make your own
Musical Box available. 1 /3 post-

age free. P.O. please.
METWOOD ACCESSORIES (PM12)

65, Church Street. Wolverton, Bucks.
Importers and Manufacturers.

BATTERIES
PAY AS YOU USE

GOLDEN R.G.W. VERY HEAVY DUTY.
2 years' unconditional guarantee with the
new micro porous rubber separators! and
new hard rubber container! 20!.6v., 30/-
12 volts deposit and only four monthly
payments 6v. 13/9, I2v. 23/9. Illus.

catalogue free. Express delivery

R.G.W. BATTERY COMPANY
164 High St., Brentford. London.

Tel. Ealing 8711
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1.-Details of the completed
board.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

GAME
An Amusement for the

Whole Family
THE board shown in Fig. t is -simple

to make, strong and light in weight.
The material used is 3/16in. plywood

and a sheet somewhat larger than the I4in

ft

4".

/4"

4"
40,

Fig. 2.-Marking out for drilling and supporting
blocks.
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square used for the -board should be
obtained. The waste plywood can be cut
into strips I4in. X lin. to form the border.

The positions of the hooks are marked
out as shown in Fig. 2 and each position
drilled. The edging strips are then glued
and pinned in position, using very fine nails.
If the corners are mitred, the appearance is
improved.

Small blocks of wood about tin. square

Fig. 3.-Fixing the hooks and plate for hanging.

and tin. thick are glued behind each drilled
hole in the board so that the hooks may
be screwed into them, as shown in Figs. 2
and 3. A somewhat larger block is fitted
at the top corner, providing a fixing for the
top hook and the wall hanger, as shown in
Fig. 3.

Before the hooks are screwed into place
the board should be tainted and numbers
painted in the positions shown in Fig. I.
Rubber rings zin.-21in. in diameter should
be used. Needless to say, the idea of the
game is to score more than your opponent
by throwing rings over the higher numbers.

Making a Small Kite
A Smaller Version of the Giant Kite Described

Last Month
LAST month's kite design is

tindoubtedly a very fine one,
but some readers may wish

to make something not quite so
large, and so a smaller version, but
one using the same principle, is
described here.

In Fig. t are given details of the
smaller kite which can be made from
a single width of 36in. calico. It
should be hemmed at the top and
bottom, but will not need a cord in
these hems. The
sticks can be of
either very light
bamboo, strips of
deal or some care-
fully selected round
dowel sticks of about
5/16in. dia. The
side stays can be
tin. tape sewn to
the cloth, and here
the greatest care
must be taken toFin or keel -4,
make them all
exactly equal in
the length. For
attaching the
corners and middle
of the side to the
sticks the largest of
dressmakers' hooks
can be used. These
can be hooked
tightly into the ends
of bits of brass tube 44,
pushed tightly over
the ends of the
sticks. A single
bridle only will
suffice for a kite of
this size, although

Kee/
bar

By J. WYNER

Cross bars
r-/1/2"

se

Fig. a.- Perspective
view and details of Kite

construction.

6"

Spine
spar
3=1/"

Cloth
3/-/O"

a"

the use of two secondaries and a primary
bridle is to be recommended. A lighter
material, such as a very light cambric, would
be preferable.

Before making this smaller kite it is sug-
gested that last month's article describing
the giant kite should be read, as construc-
tion and particularly flying is described in
detail.

Try These on Your Friends!
Leap Frog

DRAW ten squares side by side in a row
on a sheet of paper and, starting at

the left-hand end, number each square from
one to ten.

Having done that, get out four pennies
and four halfpennies. Arrange the pennies
on the squares numbered x, 3, 5 and 7 and
the halfpennies on 2, 4, 6 and 8.

What you have to do is to manoeuvre the
coins so that in the end the halfpennies
are together on squares 3, 4, 5 and 6 and
the pennies- together on squares 7, 8, 9 and
to.

Here are the rules. Two coins must
never be on the same square and each move
must be made by lifting two coins that are
side by side. Can you do it?
The Answer

Here are the moves:
2 and 3 go to 9 and to.
5 and 6 go to 2 and 3.
8 and 9 go to 5 and 6.

and 2 go to 8 and 9.

The Pile of Penn:es
TF you had a neat pile of pennies stacked
-I- up on the table and then stood a shil-
ling on its milled edge against the stack, how
many pennies do you think would rise as
high as the shilling? Understand that you
are comparing the diameter of the shilling
with the thickness of the pennies.

The Answer
Fifteen average pennies.

I
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Danger for the.Amateur
Astronomer

SIR,-You might like to publish the
following on your " Letters to the

Editor " page.
We are frequently asked for equip-

ment to be used with a telescope to reduce
the sun's light sufficiently for direct eye
viewing. It cannot be too strongly
emphasised that an amateur should never
under any circumstances look at the sun
through any telescope, modified or not.
Tinted glass is most unreliable, because the
darker it is the better it absorbs the sun's
heat (which is focused with its light) and
is very likely to splinter instantaneously
without warning before the observer's eye
can be withdrawn.

Two tinted glasses in line have been
suggested, the breakage of the first likely
to give sufficient time to withdraw the eye
before the second also breaks, but with this
equipment both have splintered simultane-
ously (or melted), and observers have been
permanently blinded.

There is a " sun diagonal in use before
the eyepiece for professionals, but even here
there is a risk of a blinded eye, or possibly
both from sympathetic action, is not worth
the risk. The sun's disc should ALWAYS
be projected on to a stiff white card placed
some distance (say, I2in. to /8in.) behind
the telescope, shaded from direct light, in
which case the focusing position might
require alteration.-SEREN ASTRONOMICAL
MIRRORS (Ruislip).

Address letters to The Editor,
" Practical Mechanics,"

Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2.

The Editor Does not Necessarily Agree with the Views
of his Correspondents

Hub Dynamo
Failure
QIR,-With reference
-) to the query by

A. J. Osman, of Kent, in December
issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, the poor
light is most probably due to failure of the
rectifier (filter switch unit) due to corrosion.

This unit is used in conjunction with dry
batteries (which are not rechargeable) and
merely acts as an automatic cut-out in the
following manner: Current from the dry
batteries supplies the lamps until the voltage
from the dynohub rises to a value higher
than that supplied by the batteries, when
flow from the batteries ceases. The recti-
fier is used to prevent drainage of the bat-
teries on the reverse half cycle.

I suggest that Mr. Osman removes the
battery case from his bicycle and returns it
to the makers for repair. In the meantime
he'can connect the existing wires so that the
dynohub supplies the lamps direct.

I have had the same trouble in the past!
-R. S. SMITH (Cambridge).

Casting and Foundry
Work

SIR,-In PRACTICAL MECHANICS December
issue, Mr. G. M. Heathete requires

information on casting and foundry work.
If he will write to Messrs. Foundry

Services. Ltd., Long Acre, Nechells,
Birmingham, for parting media, degasers,
fluxes and refractory washes, Messrs.
Fordath Engineering Co. Ltd. for sand, core
compounds, etc., Messrs. James C. Water-
house, Ltd., Soho Works, Wakefield, Yorks,
for pots, fireclay and blacking, he will find
the above firms in sympathy with the modest
requirements of the amateur foundryman.

SPACE STATION
SIR,-William Ellwood, in his article on

space satellites (page 138 December,
1957, issue), mentions a rather controversial
point. He stresses the ease of construction of
a space station once all the parts have been
succssfully brought into orbit, owing to the
fact that girders, metal sheets, etc., will be
virtually weightless and, therefore, easily
manipulated. He omits, however, a very
important fact. True, the space operator
will not have to contend with the actual
weight of the girders and other things much
too heavy to move on earth without cranes,
but these objects still have mass. So in
order to move them the operator must use
sufficient force to overcome the inertia of
the object, which can be quite great if
the object has large mass.

This, though, is only part of the difficulty,
for once set in motion it will continue mov-
ing under the momentum it has been given
and will need just as much force to stop it in

CONST UCTI N
its required position. With this in mind,
then, it is quite possible that "lifting "
mechanisms such as winches and pulley
blocks will be invaluable. Another difficulty
here presents itself, for the person or appli-
ance pulling will have to be anchored to
another part. As soon as the necessary
force is applied, both the part being
" lifted " and the anchorage will move, velo-
city being imparted to them in inverse pro-
portion to their masses.

In addition, parts fitting perfectly upon
Earth might be most difficult to bolt
together in space owing to the fact that one
surface would be receiving radiated heat
from the Sun while the other experienced
the almost zero of space. They would, there-
fore, suffer from distortion due to unequal
expansion and contraction.

The best cure may be to subject each
part to rotation, which could be easily main-
tained.-L. G. GREEN (Peterborough).

The range of assistance and information
given is wide, and the cost of the goods
supplied in the small quantities required by
the amateur is very reasonable.

Should Mr. Heathete require any further
assistance re his foundry, I shall be pleased
to help him via the Editor of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS. I would also add that the pro-
duction of castings in iron, brass and
aluminium can be carried out in the home
workshop. Only very modest equipment is
required, production is only a matter of
hours. The resulting castings are a delight
to cut and work.-J. C. HAMLIN (Amer -
sham).

Home-made Fireworks-
Caution

SIR, With regard to the article on
indoor fireworks, the author men-

tions the unstable nature of potassium
chlorate and the dangers of its use. This
point cannot be stressed too deeply, KCio,k,
is a highly temperamental compound and
can literally explode without provocation;
younger people should never be allowed to
use it. Also the author mentions using
barium nitrate and antimony sulphide, both
these compounds are Schedule t poisons,
highly dangerous, and should be treated with
the greatest respect.-R. FAGAN (Bradford).

[The manufacture of explosives is pro-
hibited by Section 4 of the Explosives Act
1875 except at a licensed factorv.-En.]

Tanning a Sail
SIR,-What Mr. K. Spink, who wants to

tan a sail, probably requires is " cutch."
This dye is. used in preserving fishing nets
and is a deep tan. Messrs. Sunrise Net-
works, of Lowestoft, use to be importers of
" butel " from the East.-R. STEPHENS
(Swansea).

The Speed of Light
SIR,-Re Mr. Newton's query (December

issue) on the fundamental nature of the
velocity of light may I suggest he might find
it interesting and his questions answered if
he read a little on the special theory of
relativity. Simply it states that a change
in the motion of an observer does not pro-
duce any change in the velocity of light as
measured by the observer, this was first
observed in the Michelson-Morley experi-
ment.

With regard to his statements on
the Russian satellite, Mr. Newton inter-
changes the terms frequency and speed in
a way which suggests he is uncertain about
the true connection between them. The
speed of a light wave (or radio -wave) is the
product of its wavelength X frequency, and
thus a change in frequency is accompanied
by a corresponding change in the wavelength
and does not necessitate a change in the
speed of the wave.-R. FAGAN (Bradford).
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NEW CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

Ter yd. 25 yds. 50 yds. 100 yds.
11044 Twin 81d. 15/- 2713 5316
1044 3 -core 111d. 211- 38/6 75/6
31029 Twin 11d. 19/6 35/- 68/6
3/029 T. & E. 1/0Id 23/6 42/- 82'6
71029 TwIn 115 31/9 56/6 1116
71029 T. & E. 1/9 38/6 70/6 139/-
7/044 Twin 2/8 60!- 106/- 210 -
Twin Lead, 50 yds.. 31029, 69/3 7/029. 110/9.
VIR 50 yds., 3/029 15/9: 7/029. 25/3. Earth
Wire, 100ft., 7P29. 12/8 : 7/020, 7/9. Twin
PVC Transp. Flex, 50 yds., 10/-. Twin
Twisted, 25 yds.. 12/6 ; 50 yds., 22/6. TRS.
VIR, Lead Cables of all sizes. Holders, C.C.
8/-. Batten, doz.. 12/-. Roses, Brown. 8/ -
White, doz.. 101-. Jnc. Boxes. Sml.. 11/ -
Lee., doz., 13/, Switches, 1 -way, 18/-
2 -way, doz., 24/-. White Switches, 1 -way
24/- : 2 -way, doz., 30/-. Flush Switches
1 -way. 18/- ; 2 -way. doz., 24/-. Ceiling
Cord, do., 1 -way. 5/- ; 2 -way 8/-. 2 amp.
2 -pin Sw. plugs and tops, ea.. 3!-. 5
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea.. 5/8. 15 amp.
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops. ea.. 9/-. 15 amp.
3 -pin, ditto, A.C. only, ea., 6/-. Wood Blocks.
3 x 5/- : 3} x 1. 7/8 ; 3 x 3 x 6;6 ; 51x
31 x 1, doz.. 8/-. White, 3 x'1, 6/- : 3i x 4,71-
4 x 1, 9/-. Cable Clips, Sml.. 2/9 ; Med., grs.,
3/3. 15 amp. D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse, 9/8.
21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way 15A. Spltr., 13/6.
30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse, 19/6.
Metal 5 -way Consumer Unit, 42/6. Sw. gear,
Fusebds., Spltrs., all types. Lamp Bulbs,
15, 25, 40 60 watt, 12/-; 75 watt, MI- ; 100
watt, 17/- : 150 watt, 24/- ; 200 watt, doz..
30/-. Carbon Bulbs. 230 v. 16 C.P.. doz., 20/-.
Immersion Heaters, 3 Kw., 65/-. Single
Car Cable, 10 yds. W..; 100 yds., 25/-.
Conduit and Fittings, lin. and fin. Industrial
Reflectors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings, Time Switches, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms : Cash with order ; carriage paid if
over £4 ; orders of £20 or over less 5 per
cent. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat.
9 to 6 ; Thurs. 9 to 1. Callers welcome.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,
PECKHAM, S.E 15

rel.: NEW Cross 7143 or 0890

ROGERS %riling.
5in. Rubber Sanders, On. drive, 5, -
Abrasive Discs. 5in. Ass'td doz.... 316
Transformers. 6/12v. 20 amps.... 3816
'Thread Gauges. 28 arms... . 4/9
Whitworth Screws. 144 Ass'td
II.S. Drills. 12 Assorted to 48 4/6
Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted ... 3/6
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C.... '31
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ...
Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1.'4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley. etc., 18in. x 10in. 57'6
Rectifiers. 6/12v. at 6 amps. ... 18'.
Air Jacks. 5in. stroke ... 17'6
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ... 6;6
Mains Transformers. 17v. 6 amp. 32/ -
Garnet Cloth, 41n. wide. Per yd. 9d.
Empire Insulation. 4in. wide.

Motorised Water Pumps... ... 75' -
Circular Saws, gin. 11/6: 7in. 13,8, etc.
Races. Belts, Valves, Pulleys, Pumps.
Brass, Steel, Aluminium, etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting items ? Stamp please.

SERIES III
N UCLEAVE PRESS

CROPS

RIVETS

PUNCHES
Ask your Tool Dealer, or send 'or
details to :-

Sole Manufacturers,

FITZNER LTD.
197.199, KINGS ROAD,

KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

with " VINAMOLD" the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work can he used over and
over again. Needs NO special equiprnent, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. .4, so avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of model,
and moulds, etc. Price I,6 post free, from .-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3). CARSHALTON. SURREY

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
Rod, Bar, Sheet. Tube, Strip, Wire

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE. LONDON. S.W.1

SLOane 3463
Also al LIVERPOOL LEEDS MANCHESTER BIRMINGHAM

LOW
QUARTERMASTER DEPOSIT

10,- DOWN
and 8 monthly
payments o f
26'-. Cash
Price £9.9.0.

New Home Power
Equipment w i t h
POWER - SPEED

-SAFETY. Drilling capacity ;
Mild Steel 1/4in. ; Hard Wood
5/8in. Supplied with built-in
radio and TV suppressors, 3 -

jaw key chuck, chuck key, 5 ft.
3 -core T.R.S. cable. State voltage: Can be
used with most CUB sets. Send tor literature
PARK LINES LTD. (Dept. Q28)

717,1719 Seven Sisters Road,
London, N.15. Phone STA 9211

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 15 day clock

work and electric switches
from 35/ -

Send S.A.E. for illustrated details Is :-
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

GEORGE STREET, NORTH SHIELDS
NORTHUMBERLAND

T H E

-DERMIC"
OILER

5/10
Post Free

Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication of models, clocks.
watches, sewing machines, typewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and any
delicate instruments or mechanism.
Get one from your local Model or Tool
Dealer or send direct to the actual
manufacturers.
S. & B. PRODUCTIONS
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

Phone : LIV 4943

PORTASS LATHES
DIRECT PERSONAL SERVICE
ARGE DISCOUNT FOR CASH

NO INTEREST CHARGED
for easy terms.

CAN ANYONE DO BETTER!
II- for Lists, please. Dept. P.M.

BUTTERMERE WKS., Sheffield, 8

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed Illustrated nstructions 1/6

TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.
206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's Twickenham, Middx.
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LESDIX CRYSTAL SET
De -Luxe Table
Model, as illus-
trated, in beauti-
ful pastel shades
of pink, green,
blue, orange and
yellow. Litz
wound tapped
aerial coil, vari-
able condenser,Germanium
diode detector,
plugs and sock-
ets for aerial,
earth and head-

phone connections. Aerial tested and
complete with double headphones, 35/-,
post 2,16. The Standard Model, in brown
bakelite case, 4in. x Sin. x 2in., still offered
at 30/-, post 2/6.
MINIATURE MOTORS. 41/6 volts.
The lightest and most efficient electric
motor in the world. For 18in. motor
boats, motor cars, aeroplanes, toys, and
models. Weight only oz., size. /in. dia.,
/in. wide, 10/9 post free.
A.0 MOTORS. 1 h.p., 230 volt A.C.
50 cycles, S.P. 1,425 r.p.m. tested and
guaranteed. L4/5/0, carr. 5/, 0.6 h.p.,
230 volts A.C. 50 cycles S.P. 940 r.p.m.,
foot mounting, £6, carr. 7/6. 1/10 h.p.
110/250 volts A.C. 50 cycles, S.P. 2,850
r.p.m., 49/-, carr. 3/6.
G.P.O. TELEPHONE CON-
STRUCTORS' PARTS for communi-
cation between House and Garage,
Office and Works, etc., genuine G.P.O.
wall type telephone in polished wood box,
Bin. x 6in. x 3in, fitted carbon Mike,
transformer, condenser, magneto bell,
switchhook and contacts, receiver and
cord connection strip and hand magneto
generators, 50/- per pair (carr. 7/6) with
wiring diagram.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. --200 watts.
For television where mains are not avail-
able ; 24 volts d.c., input 50 volts a.c.,
output with step-up transformer 110/230
volts 200 watts. £8/l0/0, carr. 10:-. New
surplus.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. H, 214 Queenstown Road,
London, S.W.B. MACaulay 2159

NEST OF DRAWERS
Overall size 7" wide x 5" deep
x 11" high. 12 drawers, each
measuring 3" wide x 41' deep
x li" high. Useful storage for
the engineer, motorist and
householder for nuts, bolts
and small'components. Green
enamelled. 19/6. P. & P. 3/-,

TRANSFORMERS
All continuous rating,
22/250v. A.C. input.
Type T/344: 30, 24,
18, 12 & 6v. P) 12
amps., 84.5.0. Recti-
fier to suit, £2.18.0.Type But9i : 12, 9, 6
& 3v. n 65 amps.,
84.5.0. Type EC/300 :
5v. @ 300 amps.,
84.5.0. Type AT/21 ;
(Auto Transformer) :

Input 220/250v. . Output 110/120v.. Cs, 6.5
amps., 24.5.0. Type Dr/400 : 6v. It 400
amps., 26.15.0. Type RCM : 5v. @ 500
amps., £8.10.0. Type C/ION : 6v. S 1,000
amps.. £10.10.0.

24v. HAND DRILLS
A.C.ID.C. 24v., cons.
6 amps. Works onCar Battery or
Transformer. Withll"
chuck and length of
flex. Speed 900
r.p.m. Weight 7lbs.
Ex -Civil Air Line.
Unused 96/6.

MDR SPEED 24v. MOTORS
24v. D.C. only. 6,000
r.p.m. Compound wound,
shaft end 1" long. Screw-
ed and 5,8" Standard Taper,
4" dia., 78" long. Weight 101
lbs. Ideal for making Portable Grinde.
or Sander (see illustration). Flange
or foot mounting. Internal cooling fan.
Consumption 20 amps. 28/- each. Three
castings for making hand grinder. (Back
Handle. Front Housing and Wheel Guard,
aft- extra.)

" POP " RIVET GUNS
(Lazy Tongs)

Easily operated tools for
riveting sheet metal, plastic,
hardboard, etc. Useful in
house, garden or garage. With
universal collet to take all
rivet sizes. 84.11.0.

" POP" RIVETS
1/8% 5/32- and 3/16%
10/- per 250.

1,000 of one and the same size. Mixed "Pop"
rivets 13/- per 500. 19/- per 1,000. Send
stamp for leaflet.
IIARMSWORTII, TOWNLEY & CO.,
Jordan Street, Knott Mill, Slanehester.l5
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5,000 High Speed Slitting Saws
and Slotting Cutters, 2 14" dia.,
5'8" bore. 0.041", 0.051", 0.037 0.064'
thick, 3 9 each. 2 34 dia., 1" bore,
0.027', 0.036", 0.048% 0.051", 0.016 ,

0.072", 0.090" thick, 319 each. 3 dia., 1'
bore, 3:64", 5/64", 532" thick, 8' each.each.
34" dia.. 1" bore, 132", 3164", 9 64', 512%
11'64" thick, 7'6 each. 4" dia.. 1" hole,
334" 5 64", 7'64", 732" thick, 8:6 each.
5' dia., 1' bore, 5'64" thick, 12.6 each,

3,000 High Speed Toolbits, ground
finish, slightly below 3 8" square, 3"
long, actual present day value 47 -
per doz. A most useful bargain. 25/ -
Per doz. 13:6 half doz., 2'6 each.

500 Whitworth Screwing Tackle
Sets with bright polished steel die -
stock, dies 21" dia., cutting 9'16".
34", 7,8", 1" Whit., 50- per set. Also
B.S.F. ditto, 50/- per set. Only a third
of real value.

1,000 High Speed Side and Face
Cutters, 2 1'2" dia., 1" hole, 14", 3'8",
1-2' thick, 151- each. 3' dia., 1" hole, 1/2",
5 8" thick. 201- each. 3 1/2" dia. 1"
hole, 3!8", 3,4" thick, 25'- each. 4" dia.,
7'8", thick, 1" hole, 22 each. 5" dia.,
1" hole, 1'2". 3/4' thick. 50,- each.

1,000 H.S. Long Straight Shank
Twist Drills approx. 116' and 332"
dia., both 4 3 4" long. 28 pair. Approx.
3/16 and 3/" dia.. 6" and 7" long. 5/ -
the two, 9164' dia., 11" long, 3/6 each.
Approx. 13164" dia., 10" long, 4'6 each.
Approx. 1564" dia., 9 102" long, 4'6 each.
ar dia.. 11" long, 10,- each.

200 H.S. Spot Facing Cutters 1 1./4"
dia.,1'4" dia. detachable pilot, No. 2
M.T. shank. Anessential tool for facing
bolt holes on castings. Worth 451,
Gift 12;6 each.

1.000 H.S. Inserted Blades Ex-
panding 'learners, 21'32`, 23 32", 16'-
11/16,3 4". 17'6: 27132". 15716", 1616
7/8"-31132", 18/6 ; 15'16"-1 1116", 20/-
31/321-1 118", 22/1 : 11/16--13;16", 2716
1 3,'16'"-1 1132', 32,6 each.

500 Sets Hex. Die Nuts. Sizes 1.4',
5/16% 3'8", 7/16" and 1/2" Whit., B.S.F.,
American Car thread or 26 brass thread
These sets are in a neat case. Present
day value over 30- per set, to clear 15 -
per set any thread. Two sets 28/6,
four sets 55'-. Also 5.8" and 3.4" in Whit.
and B.S.F. only, 5/8", 5,- each ; 314",
6/- each, 10'- per pair.

1.000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank End
Mills. No. 1 shank 14" 5:-. 3'8" 8/-.
16" 6'6. also No. 2 shank. 9 16 ' 10/-,
5/8" 11/-, 3/4" 121, 7'8i 12 -. 1" 15 -. Also
straight shank H.S. 5'16" 36. 38 " 4/-.
1/2" 5,-, 3/4" 716, 718' 10 -. 1 12.6 each.

Special Clearance, H.S. taper pin
reamers, sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 17 8 the let.
worth 28.

All items brand new. II orders post
paid, except overseas.

2,000 Small H.S. Twist Drills,
approx. 1132% 3,32", 4:- doz.

.
approx,

1 16''-1 I", 7/6 per doz. ; approx. 9 32'
15/32", six for 10/,

3,000 Circular Split Dies, 1" dia.
cutting LA", 5/16'. 36', 7:16". 1'8" Whit..
B.S.F., also brass thread, 26 thread
all sizes and American N.S. 12- per
set of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22'6, 4 sets 42/8.
Taps to suit 12/8 per set. either taper
or second or plug. 1' dia. stocks 6/ -
each.

1.000 Hand Reamers. 5'16', 3'6 each,
u.8". 4 9 each.

1;000 High Speed Parting Off Tool
Blades, Eclipse brand : 11,16" x 3'32"
x 5" long. 5/- each : 13 16" x 1/16" it 6'
long, 5,- each : 1516"a 3 32" x 6' long,
6/- each.

7,000 Pratt & Whitney circular
split dies, superior quality precision
groud foreutting edges, 1316" di Sizes(:s-
able machine or hand use.
2, 4. 5, 6 B.A., 8'6.per set, 13;16" die
stock, 3,8 each.

5,000 Ball Races. 118' bore, 38" o.d.,
19" thick, 4'- pair ; 1.4" bore, 3/4" o.de
732" thick. 4'- pair ; 6 mm. bore.
19 mm. 0.6.. 6 mm. thick. 41- pair
9 min, bore, 26 mm. o.d., 8 mm. thicka-
pair : 33' bore, 73" o.d.. 7132" thick,
5'- pair, 3/16' bore, 1.'2" o.d., 5/32" thick.
4'- Pair.

2,000 Files. 4"-6", good assortment.
10/6 doz., also toolmakers' needle files
ass., 12/6 doz.

Metal Marking Punches sizes 3.32',
1/8" and VC. figures, 816 per set
letters, 251- per set, any size.

2.000 Straight Shank End Mills.
size 118", 5132% 3/16", 7;32% 1/4', 5/16".
list price 301- set. 15:- set, also 33".
7116", 112" ditto, 12/6 set.

500 H.S. 901 Countersinks, body
1'2" dia. Gift 51- each.

1,000 Bevelled Wood Chisels.
handled 114', 536% 3/8", 1'2", 5/8", 3/4".
Vr, F. Actual value 37'6. Gift 251 -
set.200 Cast Steel Circular Saws for
Wood 4" dia., 61- each : 6',10, 8".
13/6 ' 1.0" 18/- ' 12' 2.4 -.

L HighoboSemi High Centre
Drills, Siocombe brand 5/16" body dia..
3/32" point. 1/6 each, 16,6 per doz.

20.000 Small High Speed Milling
Cutters, various shapes and styles.
We want to clear these quickly. 12
assorted, 15/-.

j. BURKE
192, Saslow Road, Totley,

Sheffield
Inspection Only at Rear

36 Fitzwilliam St.. Sheffield.

41/6 tl;.
double triode
radio. Can be
built by anyone
without alp
radio know-
ledge whatever
in about 45 mins.
Handsome black

crackle steel ease with black and gold dial
(stations printed). Size of radio only 61in.
x Sin. x 3in. Covers all Medium and Long
waves-uses only one all -dry nattery. Uses
personal phone. Ideal for Bedroom, Garden.
Holidays, etc. Many unsolicited testi-
monials. Mr. Norton of Oxted writes
Yesterday evening pn the Medium wave-
band, I counted 32 shparate stations: I am
very pleased with the set, which is well
worth the money.
BUILD THE " SKTROMA " NOW
Total building cost-es er3, thing down to
the last nut and bolt --47'6 (Postage, etc.,
2/ -)-including full set of clear, easy -to -follow plans (Parts sold separately.
Priced Parts Lists, etc., 16.)

SDI1d0 1103 HSI19N3
GET THE BEST FROM BOTH WORLDS with our TRIPLE POWER
ASTRO-TERRESTRIAL TELESCOPES. 60X for astro use. 40 and
25X for terrestrial. Lightweight, only 2i lbs. 3 draw, only 9in. closed.
2in. dia. achrOmatic object glass. Brand New with leather case and
sling, 19/10/- each.
DITTO. But 25 and 40X terrestrial only. Used condition, optically
perfect, f7'10/-.
MAKE YOUR OWN ASTRO SCOPE. 45 mm. achromatic OG 20in.
focus. Tube and eyepiece to suit, £2. Ditto with 27in. OG,
VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. 7 to 21X. 52 mm. OG. New
in case with lock and key. £6:10,,-. Ditto, slightly used, similar type, £5.

GRINDING WHEELS. Carborundum " Aloxite." l2in. dia. x tin.
in. bore. 40 grit. £1 each, or box of six, £4/10/-. Quote quantity.

A.C. AMPMETERS. 6in. dial. Flush type, 0-15, 0-30, 0-50 amps.
State which. Brand New. tropically packed, £2;5,'- each. Quote
quantity.
CLINICAL TORCHES. Chrome on brass. 7,6 each.
MICRO-AMPMETERS. 0-100 movement. 3in. dial. Scaled 0-10.
Fitted shockproof mounting. New, 30,- each.
BENDIX HAND GENERATORS. As specified for " Practical House-
holder" washing machine. New. 21'. each, Carr. 4/,
RIFLE SIGHTS. No. 42. Mk. 1. New condition 501- each.
16 mm. RECORDING CAMERAS. Tested OK, in case with magazine.
£3:15/- each.
HEAT FILTERS. 2in. dia. for projectors, 6/6 each.
FUEL PUMPS. 24 v. A.C. D.C. Ideal for garden fountains and
waterfalls, 45;- each. Transformer to suit, 21/-, Carr. paid.
INFRA RED MONOCULARS. Complete. Checked OK. 45/- each.
All spares available.
ASTRO TYPE TELESCOPES (Finders). 5X I in. OG. Graticulect.
OG and eyepiece focus. NEAR NEW, f3,5,-.
BOOKLETS. " How to use Ex -Gov. Lenses and Prisms." Nos, 1 and
2, 2/6 each. Plans for 35 mm. back projection viewer:316. Plans for
35 mm. to 2.1in enlarger, 3 6.

H. W. ENGLISH
RAYLEIGH RD. HUTTON BRENTWOOD ESSEX

Build a CHEAP EASY -TO -MAKE RADIO!
BUILD THIS

POCKET
RADIO
FOR 37/6
DOUBLE VALUE
BUILD TILE " SKY -POCKET " ! . . a
beautiful precision POCKET RADIO.
No knowledge needed with our simple.
Pictorial, step-by-step plans. Every part
tested. Remarkably sensitive-covers
Medium -Waves. Size only 51" x 3" x 2'. A
really personal -phone, pocket radio WITH
DETACHABLE ROD AERIAL. Uses
self-contained battery. Building time 1
Hour. TOTAL BUILDING COST-every-
thing to last nut and bolt-ONLY 37,6
with plans. Post 21-. C.O.D. 2/, (PARTS
SOLE) S'EPAR ATELT-PRICE LIST 1166.)
SEND TOILCV !

CONCORD ELECTRONICS (Dept P.M.1 ) 69 PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON, 1

DOUBLE PUSH-UP

EXTENSION
LADDERS
ON EASY TERMS
Clear Columbian Pine (no knots)
with Hardwood Rungs at 10 ins.
centres. Tie Rods suitably spaced -
Wrought iron rust -proof fittings.
k -deposit and 6 monthly payments.
"STAR" (Round Rungs)

CASH 6 mthly.
Closed Extended PRICE pmts.

Th. 1211. 24. 0.0 151-
10ft. 18ft. 25.15.0 21/9
1411. 2511. 28.10.0 31/8

COMET " (Rectangular Rungs)
fift. 1411. 25.15.0 2119

12ft. 2211. 28, 5.0 311-
2011, 3011, 210.15.0 38/3
CA nut ACE PAID. MEND NOW!
Other sizes and types available
PARK LINES LTD. (Dept. 28).
717 Seven Sisters, Rd.London, N.15

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
presents

THE "331"
A.C. SHORT WAVE

4 -VALVE T.R.F. Rx.
" Cathode -Coupled " Regeneration ensures
amazing Sensitivity and Selectivity plus
100% Stability. 10 to 220 M. Switched Coils.
Separate Power Pack. Data Sheet (27" x 22')
showing every detail in simplified form.
Plus full Instructions, etc. 3/6 Post Free.

THE" SEAFARER "
Battery Two-valver offering New Interests
and Thrills on Trawler, Ship -to -Shore,
Aeronautical and 80/160 m. Amateur Bands
Plus normal Med. and Long -waves. A great
little Set. Data Sheet etc., etc., 3/3 Post
Paid.
All Components and Chassis available.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (M), VALLEY
ROAD, CORFE CASTLE, DORSET

TWIST
DRILLS
* CARBON STEEL *

* STRAIGHT SHANKS *
* FAST CUTTING *
* BRITISH MADE *

(Arrow Eagle Brand)

METAL
STAND

Transparent
Cover.

6/9
PER SET

Plus Skl.. post
& packing.

Sizes :
1/16"
5,64'
3/32
7/64
1/8"

5/32"
3/16

METAL
STAND

Transparent
Cover.

10/ -
PER SET

Plus 1/- post
& packing.

Sizes :
1/16"
5/64"
3/32"
7/64"
1/8"

9/64"
5/32"
3/16'
7/32"
1/4"

Send Today, Don't Delay !

THE ' LEEDA ' CO. (Redhill), LTD.
Maple Road, Redhill Surrey

MODEL BOATS
Plans : Kits : Engines : Etc.

4d. in stamps for Lists.

LAWRENCE MODEL SHOP
106, LAWRENCE ROAD.

LIVERPOOL, IS.

.11C/CtU6

THARDHITTINd

Webleg
AIR PISTOLS

AIR RIFLES  ACCESSORIES
{ W5t, fc, catalogue WESLEY 3 SCOTT Ltd.
,'III, intAMAN ST., BIRMINGHAM 1, ENGLANP
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More About the Speed of Light
SIR,-I would like to discuss some points

in the letter entitled " Is the Speed of
Light Fundamental? " which appeared in
the December issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS.

In my opinion the speed of light as such
- is not fundamental. It certainly can be

varied-e.g., the speed of light is less in
water or glass than it is in air.

There emerged, however, from Einstein's
theory of relativity a fundamental velocity -
299,860 km/sec. By a lucky coincidence
this velocity was approximately equal to the
velocity of sound in air.

Now if the theory of relativity is true,
a body travelling with a velocity greater than
the fundamental velocity mentioned above
leaving one place would arrive at a second
place some distance away before it had
actually left the first place!

Now since the theory of relativity,has been
fairly well established it would be ridiculous
to think that a body could go faster than
this fundamental velocity. So nothing can
go faster than light. (The Michelson-Morley
experiment, which detected no difference in
the velocity of light sent out from the
earth in two directions at right angles, seems
to verify this.)

F. J. Newton, in my opinion, arrives at
a wrong conclusion from a misunderstanding
of the Doppler Effect. It is the frequency
of the note emitted by the moving body and
not the velocity of the sound itself which
changes due to the relative motion of the
body and the observer.-T. G. MCCANN,
B.Sc. (Co. Antrim).

* * *
SIR,-In reply to the letter from Mr. F, J.

Newton in your December issue con-
cerning the speed of light, I would like, if
I may, to give an account of the reason
for the belief in the fundamentality of the
speed of light.

In a famous experiment by two scientists
named Michelson and Morley of the United
States, carried out in 1887, they projected
a beam of light in the direction of motion
of the earth in space, while at the same time
projecting one at right -angles to this. They
assumed that the time taken for the light
to travel and be reflected over an identical
distance would be less in the case of that
moving with the earth, due to the speed of
the earth (about 19 miles a second) in orbit
round the sun.

That experiment, and all those carrighout
subsequently, showed that there is ro-ais-
cernible difference. The reason for this was
suggested by Henrick Lorenz of Holland and
George Fitzgerald of Ireland at about the
same date. They deduced that as the
average speeds of the two light beams must
have been different and as the time taken for
both journeys was found to be identical the
only possible theory was that the two
journeys must, in some way, not have been
equal.

In 1905, when Einstein published his
theory of relativity he suggested that the
speed of light is constant in relation to an
observer under all conditions, and nothing
can vary it. Thus, whatever happens to the
light source an observer will always get the
same result if he measures its speed. This he
suggested was due to the fact that all bodies
shrink in the direction of their motion, this
shrinkage being exactly proportional to their
speeds, and as all the obzrver's instruments
will be shrinking it will be impossible for
him to obtain any measurements of variation
in speeds of light beams which may be due
to the movement of that beam's source.

Thus, no matter how the source of a ray
of light or a radio wave may move, no
matter how its direction may change, it is
not, and according to the theory of relativity
never will be, possible to obtain any
measurement other than the standard speed
of light taken as the well-known figure of
186,00o miles a second.-CouN A. FOSTER
(Hove).

* * *
SIR,-Regarding Mr. F. J. Newton's

query on whether the velocity of light
is fundamental, in the December issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

Mr. Newton seems to have been mis-
informed as to the cause of the frequency
change as a moving source of sound (or
electromagnetic radiation) passes a stationary
observer.

The velocity of electromagnetic radiation

I, 2, 3, 4, are wave fronts
emitted by S after equal
intervals of time.

STATIONARY SOURCE.

MOVING
SOURCE.

Wavelength
kngthened therefore
frequency lower.

Wavefronts spherically symmetr-
ical. Wavelengths equal ad round.

Source velocity U.

Observer
0-x

Wavelength shortenea
therefore frequency
higher, The wave
velocity does not
change.

S-Source position.

v-u)
where f = stationary (true) frequency

P.=apparent frequency
v =wave velocity
u=velocity of source towards observer

(reckoned a; a velocity of
approach) u will be -ve for
recession.

I hope that this explanation will satisfy
Mr. Newton.-J. M. JENKINS (Reading).

* *
SIR,-In reply to F. J. Newton's query

as to the fundamentality of the
velocity of light I would like to put forward
a rather different view in support of the
constancy of light's velocity.

The theory of relativity showed that:
All mass equals energy. z, A mass contracts
in the direction of its motion as it
approaches light speed, and at this speed
it will be infinitely thin and infinitely heavy.
Both of these are calculated on the assump-
tion of constant velocity of light and are
virtually proof of this.

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, are the wovefronts emitted by the source at
successive positions A, B, C. D in the line of motion at

equal intervals of time.

Mr. J. M. Jenkins' diagram.

in free space and the velocity of sound in
air, under given conditions, are constant.

The frequency change is brought about by
a change in wavelength, the reason for
which will be made apparent by the
diagram above.

The apparent frequency is related to the
stationary frequency b7 the following easily

vproved relation fi=f
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Max Planck originated the Quantum
theory of energy in radiation such as light
and so if we think of these packages of light
energy as the ultimate building bricks of
matter we have another reason for accepting
light's velocity as a fundamental constant.

If we assume that in the process of creat-
ing matter pure energy existed first, then
we are concerned with energy units in
motion. Such motion will be fundamental
and immeasurable; it will just be a constant
alteration of position.

According to Newton's first law of motion
these units will not alter their comparative
velocities because no force exists to do this.

When these units encounter mass they are
freed to form circuits since their linear
velocity cannot be retarded, and this gives
mass inertia.

By accelerating a mass to light speed these
units, by being of constant velocity, have
no choice but to break circuit and form
into a straight line-hence the contraction.
The increase of mass is accounted for
because at near light speed more energy is
needed to form a circuit than is necessary
to accelerate the mass as a whole-hence
the difference in energy equivalents.

By creating circuits the overall velocity is
reduced due to confinement of the constant
velocity to a smaller space, like coiling up
a hose pipe, the overall path of the energy
being the same.

In emitting radiation waves the velocity
of the source is of no consequence since the
energy units are released at their natural
velocity, not fired as from a gun,

And lastly the speed of light is not
governed by time and space but by Newton's
first law of motion. Time and space are
dependent upon light's speed for their own
existence since light is the physical quan-
tity, although Einstein worked it out by
the other way.

The energy unit may be described as
follows:

I. It is a unit of " substance," and is
indivisible.

2. It moves at a constant rate relative to
other units of energy.

3. Mutual collisions give it a " work pro-
ducing capacity."

4. Being fundamental it has no structure
-hence no inertia.

5. Having no inertia linear acceleration is
impossible.

Therefore radiation energy units must
have a constant linear velocity.-R. B.
TAYLOR (Kent).

*
c-,-Nd.-""Ni 'No ."-N.r-^'Nr-^-Nr-^"Nr-oW

PRACTICAL MOTORIST
AND

MOTOR CYCLIST
Edited by F. J. CAMM

February Issue Now On Sale
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

Braking Principles and Practice
Refitting Big -end Bearings

Facts About Oil Consumption
Beginners' Guide to the Motor Car
The Camshaft and Its Bearings

The Electrical System
Overhauling D & DX Type Vauxhalls

Building a Two -berth Caravan
Carburetter Maintenance

The Excelsior Talisman Engine
Etc. Etc.
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; 41 in D4 ADTIF.
Magnetic Ram for Panel Pins, etc.

THE very efficient magnetic ram shown
below is obtainable from A.B.P. Sup-

plies, 5 and 7, Ravenswood Crescent, West
Wickham, Kent, price 6s. 'Id. Small nails

Magnetic rampin " .1 fajor.

and panel pins can be quickly and effort-
lessly inserted into the most awkward
corners by placing the pin in the barrel,
and pushing. The idea of the magnetic
rampin is to hold the pin in the barrel
enabling it to be used in any position, leav-
ing one free hand. A smaller version of
the tool, the " Minor," designed for inserting
veneer pins, retails at 5s. I'd.

Lightweight Electric Soldering Iron
OF entirely new design, the Wolf No. 92

lightweight (3oz.) model soldering iron
has been developed to meet the require-
ments of continuous small assembly and

instrument work in the radio, television and
electronic fields.

The element is wound on a flat mica strip
and folded with an interposing mica insula-
ting piece. It is then encased in mica and
enclosed within a rectangular section steel

casing.
The dull, nickel -plated copper

bit is designed fOr easy replace-
ment. being secured to the _barrel
by means of a special locking nut.
A split moulded handle is used,
with all terminals easily
accessible. The cable and
sleeve arc securely clamped
into position and an earth
s y m b' o 1, permanenti
Marked, conforms to vari-
ous international regulations.
Slots are providedc.. in the
chromium -plated barrer'to ensure

The new Wolf lightweight
electric soldering iron.

that the temperature of the handle is main-
tained within comfortable limits. The
soldering iron is ideally suitable for all intri-
cate industrial and amateur requirements.
Available for all standard voltages, the price
is 22S. 6d.

The appearance of the new lightweight
soldering iron can be seen in the sketch
above.

Screw,l()(_. k e (I A I 'fling Holders and
Arbors

MADE by the Sheffield Twist Drill &
Steel Co., Ltd., Summerfield Street,

Sheffield I t, and marketed under the trade
name " Dormer," this holder and arbor are
available together with a comprehensive
range of cutting tools.

As shown in illustration, the Dormer
Heli-mtic holder is very simply assembled.
Two types are available ; the one shown,
with a solid nut for general slotting and
milling, where both sides of the cutter are
in contact with the work, and another,
with a split nut for profiling, etc., where
only one side of the tool contacts the work.
Three sizes are available to accommodate
screwed shank end mills, slot drills, Wood-
ruff keyseating cutters and T -slot cutters
from i/r6in. to 2in. dia., with shanks from
lin. to tiin. dia. The complete holders
range in price, according to size, from 47s.
to Ezx 2S.

The Dormer Heli-matic arbor comprises
two parts only (see photo) and is available
in four sizes. Shell end mills up to 6in.
dia., solid face mills up to 6in. dia. and
inserted tooth face mills up to 9in. dia. can
be accommodated. Prices range from
78s. 6d. to £12 14s., according to size.

The holders, arbors, screwed shank tools
and screwed bore cutters are available from
the usual engineers' tool suppliers.

(Left).-The Dormer Heli-matic holder and
arbor.

February, 1958
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A Review of New
Tools, Equipment, etc.

Multi -purpose File
SPECIALLY designed for the handyman,

this file can be used on plastics, for-
mica, bakelite or metal. It is produced by
John Peace (Steel & Tools) Ltd., Algoma
Works, Sheffield, 3, and is available from
most tool stockists.

Extra Heavy Drill Stand
FOR those Wolf " Quartermaster " or

Wolf Cub owners who require a heavy

The Wolf drill stand.

duty drill stand, a special adaptor collar is
now available to enable the use of the Wolf
" Elb" Drill Stand.

Ro ust in design, this stand will enable
the user to drill to a maximum depth of
3in, with complete accuracy. The base table
is Tin. in dia., the maximum distance from
chuck to base table is min. and maximum
distance from pillar to twist drill centre,
41in. The power unit has free vertical and
radial movement, operation being by means
of a lever feed. The price of the ESO "
Drill Stand is £5 tos. The special adaptor
collar, Part No. 13061, retails at 2s. 6d.

" Eclipse " Tools
FROM James Neill & Co. (Sheffield) Ltd.

we have received a catalogue of the
" Eclipse " tools manufactured by them.

The tools described and illustrated therein
include hacksaw blades and frames, saw
sets, trammel heads, bit gauges, many types
of saws, scribers, surface gauges. tap
wrenches, pin tongs and vices. vee blocks
and clamps, angle plates, tool hit holders,
and many others
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Duplicator Fluid
TN using a full colour duplicator, there is
-I- a fluid one has to use on the pad which
damps the paper that is pressed on the pre-
pared master sheet. This fluid dissolves a
little of the coloured ink that has been
pressed on to the master sheet from the
impregnated coloured sheets provided and
so reproduces the drawing or writing.

Can you please tell me the nature of this
fluid, so that I can mix my own ?-Rev.
W. E. Dolling (Barry).
THE paper -damping fluid which you

describe can be imitated by the follow-
ing formula: water, io parts (by vol.), indus-
trial, methylated or surgical spirit, 3 parts
(by vol.), glycerine, J part (by vol.), Lysol,
a few drops. The ingredients can be pur-
chased from a local pharmacy.

,Resilvering Mirror Painting
I HAVE a mirror with an oil painting on

the glass but the silvering is in bad
condition. Is it possible to remove the
silver and have it resilvered without damag-
ing the oil painting ?-G. Daniels (Sunder-
land).

TO protect the painting during the process
of re -silvering the whole of the painted

side of the glass may be coated heavily
with Brunswick Black. After resilvering,
the black may be redissolved and entirely
cleared away by washing with cotton wool
and turpentine freely applied.

If you have the mirror resilvered you
can leave the removal of the old silver to
the firm to whom you take it.

Capacitor Flash
T HAVE a battery -operated flash -gun using
.11- 2 -unit cells (giving 3 volts). I would like
to convert this to capacitor -type. Can you
give me the circuit ?-J. Parkin (Edinburgh).
A RESISTOR of roughly 5,000f2 is

required, and a condenser of 25v.
working, 25µF, if space is important, or 5ov.
working, 5oµF, if this is not important.
These parts may be obtained from radio
shops or Coventry Radio, 589, Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds. A 224v. deaf -aid type
battery is usual. Connections are: positive
on battery to one end of 5,00012 resistor.
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Second tag of resistor to positive on con-
denser and one synchro-flash contact.
Negative tag of condenser to one point on
flash -bulb holder. Second flash -bulb con-
tact to negative on battery and remaining
synchro-flash contact. The bulb should only
be inserted shortly before it is to be fired.

A 5o/iF condenser will usually fire two
bulbs in series, if required to do so.

000DOODEDED000000=00000000
D QUERY SERVICE A0
D 00 RULES oo 0A stamped. , ddressed envelope, I sixpenny. 0crossed postal order, and the query coupon from 00 the current issue, which appears on the inside of 00 back cover, must be enclosed with every letter

ID0 query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of p.
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,H
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.. --i
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand b

El London, W C.2

BilOODELLIOMEDOCOODOCELICEOCEDE.11

Replating Batteries
PLEASE tell me how to extract the plates

of a car battery, also the address of
firms who would supply new plates and
components for replating 12 -volt batteries.-
J. Turnbull (Stockton-on-Tees).
TN order to remove the plates from a car
-L battery the cells should first be emptied
and the lead barS which connect the cells
in series should then be removed. The
latter operation will entail drilling down with
a lin. drill into each terminal post, making
sure that the hole is dead central with the
terminal post. The lead bars can then be

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE a343,6,<;oe,i3,9
I2FT ALLWOOD CANOE. New Swies No. 1

4s.*
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 4s.*
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3. Ss. 6d.*
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a. Is. 6d.

" SPORTS PEDAL CAR. New Series, No. 4.
Ss. 600.*

F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New
Series. No. 5, Fa, 6d.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, 5s. 6d.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4%*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series

Refractor Object glass 3M diam.
Magnification a 80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s. 6d.'
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s.*

DIA:COPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. 11, 4s.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 2s.*

COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13 Bs.*

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 4s.

Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
I Is. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE
Full-size blue -print, 4s.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN
Complete set, II

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is. 6d.*

 M. TAPE RECORDER*
(2 sheets), Ss. 6d.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post tree.
from Messrs. George Newne., Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2.
An * denotes constructional details ore available free

with the blue -prints.
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prised off. The pitch sealing compound
round the edges of the lids should then be
cut or melted out. The plates can then
usually be prised out of their cells by means
of a lever under the bridge between the
plates, the lever resting on a piece of wood
on the edge of the cell.

We would advise you to apply to the
makers of the batteries, if known, for new
plates and links, etc.

Sealing cotripound may be obtained from
one of the following firms:

Berry Wiggins & Co. Ltd., Field House,
Bream's Buildings, London, E.C.4.

J. F. Craddock & Co. Ltd., 47, Vincent
Parade, Balsall Heath, Birmingham.

Wood Glue
AM proposing to face two old -type
panelled doors with mahogany -faced

plywood. I have decided to polish the wood
in its natural state without using any stain.

I do not wish to use panel pins for fixing
because they will look unsightly.

Could you recommend a strong adhesive
which would be suitable for the purpose ?
The doors are inside and will not be sub-
ject to weather conditions. - J. Holt
(Accrington).

16, POWERFUL glue for wood is " Aero-
glue," obtainable at hardware shops.

It is a glue containing plastic, and requires
warming before use. Apply a thin, fluid
coat to each surface, then allow to become
tacky. Press the faces together and hold
firmly in position until the glue is partially
set. You can improvise a clamp for each
panel, using a stout piece of wood of about
the same size as the panel to distribute
the load evenly between clamp arm and
plywood.

Dirt and Damp -proofing Charts
T HAVE a number of instructional wall

charts which I am mounting for use in
a school technical department. How can I
finish the surface so that they will not be
stained by dust and fumes ?-A. Armstrong
(Fife).

THERE are two alternative materials and
methods of rendering your charts dirt

and damp proof. The more simple of them
is to give the whole surface two coats of
strong size (very thin glue) allowing the
first to dry before applying the second.
Then, when the second is thoroughly dry,
give a single coat of spirit varnish.

The second method is more costly and a
little more trouble, but it is more permanent.
Instead of the size use celluloid dope. This
can be purchased but it can be made by
dissolving transparent colourless celluloid in
amyl acetate so that it becomes a viscous
lacquer, like thin treacle. One coat of
this will be sufficient if you wish to finish
with spirit varnish, or two coats may be
given and the varnish dispensed with. The
very best results may be obtained with the
cellulose dope by spraying it on to the
charts and we recommend this if spraying
apparatus is available.

Rust Remover
T AM intending to treat the underside of

my car with protective paint, but first
require to use a rust remover of the " Jeno-
lite " type.

I have been told that phosphoric acid is
the main base of these liquids. Could you
please inform me what is the correct dilu-
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tion for this and if any further additives are
required ?-G. E. Patchett (Isleworth).

MAKE up your rust remover as follows:
Orthophosphoric acid 35 per cent.,

water 3o per cent., ethyl methyl ketone to
per cent., ethylene glycol 25 per cent. .

The two last named ingredients can be
obtained from Griffin & Tatlock, Ltd.,
Kemble St., W.C.2. After treatment and
clearance of rust wash down with water and
allow to dry, and then apply bituminous
paint.

Redrawing Missing Boat Plans
T WISH to resume the building of a ship
-1- model after a lapse of time, and have
discovered that of my set of plans I possess
now only the " body " or " section " plan.

Please tell me how to draw from this plan
the remaining " half -breadth " or " water-
line " and " sheer " or " profile " plans.

I understand that the body plan is the
master one, all other dimensions being cal-
culated.-V. A. Cooper (S.W.iz).

ALTHOUGH the body plan of a vessel
gives all the lines of a hull in end

elevation and cross section it does not give
the length, and there is no means of calcu-
lating this from a body plan. If you can
find out the length of the prototype, either
on the load waterline or overall, then you
can set out the sheer plan and half -breadth.
On the body pion, the body lines are prob-
ably numbered .or if not they ought to be.
Suppose there are 20 lines, to forward and
to aft, then having laid out the length in
the sheer and half -breadth you must divide
up the 'length into, say, 20 equal parts and
draw cross lines at each division ; these will
be the body lines, in side elevation and plan.
Now, taking body line No. I first, with a
compass or dividers, measure the distance
from the hull centre line to the point where
the body line cuts through the deck line and
mark it off on the plan. Next drop to the
top waterline and do the same with this ; do
the same with the second waterline and
again with the third, and so on down to
the bottom waterline. Then go to the
second body line and mark off on this all
the intersections of the body line with each
waterline ; then to the third body line,
and so on, until all the body lines in the
plan have little cross marks, which repre-
sent the intersections of the waterlines.
Now with long curves or a flexible spline
you must connect up all these intersecting
lines on each separate waterline of the half -
breadth plan. The only lines which will
appear on the sheer plan will be the same
waterlines, and these will be perfectly
straight and horizontal. Over them will be
laid the buttock lines, and these must be
laid out by measuring up or down from the
deck or keel on each of the waterlines on
the body plan. These also will -have to be
completed on the sheer plan by curves.

We have said that the length may be
divided up into, say, 20 parts. Actually the
number of divisions, and they must, of
course, be equal divisions, can be found by
counting the number of lines in the body
plan. There may be more than 20 or less.
But there is one thing to look out for care-
fully : there may be a parallel interval in
the length of the hull ; if there is there will
be a gap in the numbering of the body lines.
For instance, if the numbers run from 1 to 8
forward and 12 to 20 aft, then the portion
from 8 to 12 will be straight and parallel
amidship. Probably there will be no parallel
part, and then it is a case of simple count-
ing of the number of body lines. The body
lines must be equally spaced in the sheer
and half -breadth plans. If there is any
sheer on the deck line this will be trans-
ferred to the side elevation of the hull (the
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sheer plan) with compasses transferring the
measurements up from the top waterline at
each body line.

Operating Fluorescent Tubes
IHAVE in my possession some sft. fluores-

cent tubes ; could you give me any
details as to construction of chokes or
equipment necessary to operate these tubes ?
-F. C. Drawbridge (Wisbech).

WE presume that you refer to the 8o -watt
fluorescent discharge lamps. For each

lamp you could construct a choke coil hav-
ing a core built of Stalloy stampings approx.
o.otain. thick, the stampings being lightly

- insulated on one side. The core should
have three limbs, the centre limb built up
to a cross sectional area of 1.5 sq. in., whilst
the cross sectional area of each of the two
outer limbs should,not be less than 0.75 sq.
in. For use on a 240 -volt 50 -cycle supply, the

Supply.

Thermal type
starter switch.

Circuits using two types of switch.

centre limb should be wound with 1,20o
turns of 25 s.w.g. enamelled wire, a layer of
thin paper being wound over each layer of
the wire ; tappings can be brought out from
the coil for use on lower voltages if required.
Air gaps should be left in each limb of the
core. These air gaps should preferably be
adjusted to give 115 volts across the lamp
with a lamp current of o.8 amp, starting
with minimum air gap. The correct gap
will probably be 0.02 to o.025in.

A capacitor of 7 to 8µF should be con-
nected in circuit to improve the power
factor ; with another small capacitor of about
0.05µF to by-pass unwanted radiations
generated within the lamp, which might
otherwise cause radio interference. The
lamps should be provided with either a
thermal starter or a glow starter switch.
The respective circuits are shown above.

Brass Lacquer
IMAKE brass vases, pots, etc. as a hobby,

and on completion of manufacture buff
and polish them to a high degree. I have
not, however, been able to lacquer them
with any success. I have sprayed on various
lacquers both cold and thermal setting.

Is there some method of preparation after
polishing, such as pickling ?-H. T. Altharn
(Bedford).

THE first and important thing to do
before lacquering polished brass is to

remove every trace of grease. Most metal
polishes contain in their make up an oil or
grease, especially those"for buffing purposes.
After polishing with ordinary metal polish
apply Goddard's plate powder with water,
rubbing well in. Allow to dry and then
remove with clean, dry rags. For lacquer,
a hot spirit lacquer may be used of the kind
employed by optical instrument makers.
The brass may be only warmed to a little
above blood heat, say to Ito deg., and the
lacquer applied with a large camel hair mop
brush. This is the best treatment, but one
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which is easier to apply is a cold cellulose
solution made by clissolving.clear transparent
celluloid in amyl acetate. This also is
better applied with a brush than by spray-
ing, but care must be taken that every part
of the object is covered.

Renewing White Etched Lettering
THE depth of focus scale on my telephoto

camera lens is engraved in white,
which is beginning to wear. The back-
ground is black, and I would be grateful if
you could suggest a method of renovating
that could be attempted by myself.-F. S.
Thomson (Mansfield). _

THE engraved scales and lettering on
such lenses are filled with white or

black pigment, according to the colour of
the ground,, and the surplus beyond the
engraving wiped off with a solvent after the
pigment is dry. In your case we suggest

that you paint the
scale heavily, suffi-
ciently to fill the
engraving with artist's
process white. It is
made by Winsor and
Newton, Ltd., sold in
little glass pots by
artists' colourmen and
is a stiff body water
colour. As carefully
as you can, paint the
engraving with this,
using a very fine
water colour brush.
Allow the colour to

Glow type dry thoroughly and
starter switch. then slightly moisten

a piece of chamois
wash leather, or the.

ball of your thumb, and wipe away
colour which you may have got on the
surface outside of the figures or other
parts of the engraving. The wiping
material must be smooth, without fluffi-
ness : even a clean handkerchief will
not do and that is why we suggest the ball
of the thumb. If the engraving is on metal
breathing on it will provide enough moisture
and a dry thumb will remove surplus white.

A flat oil colour can be used and would
be more permanent, but if that is used tur-
pentine would have to be applied to the
thumb or to a wash leather.

BOSTIC D.I.Y.
COMPETITION RESULTS
The competition set by the proprietors of Bostic

252 adhesive was judged by Mr. Peter Heard and
Mr. F. J. Camm. The competitors had to make a
list of new uses for tit's famous adhesive and large
prizes provided the incentive. A large number of
entries was received and in the result, prizes were
awarded to the following :

1st Prize £400.-J. Stewart (Aberdeen).
znd Prize £roo.-j. E. Green (Malvern).
3rd Prize £5o.-C. P. Abbott (North Leigh).

£5 Consolation Prize winners :
W. H. A. Belliss (Elgin) ; A. Smith (Arlesey)

W. Lawson (Bellshill) ; D. A. Pickford (Hadleigh) ;
Miss L. Rawsthorne (Clitheroe) ; G. Cooper
(Newcastle -on -Tyne) ; A. J. Stevens (Exeter) ;
N. Beck (Southall) ; J. Vickers (London) ; F. P.
Woodfin (Clapton) ; Mrs. J. Farrer (Armthorpe) ;
R. W. King (Hull) ; A. W. Moody (Bristol) ;
Mrs. D. E. Wooff (Penrhos) ; Mrs. G. M. Holden
(Royston) ; Mrs. M. Cross (Preston) ; W. Wilson
(Brighton) ; Rev. C. Davies (Wolverton) ; Miss F.
Humphries (Tewkesbury) ; Mrs. H. Phillips
(Kilmerston).
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WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

aikih

LIGHTWEIGHT CHARGING SETS.
12118 v. 80 watt. Extremely neat and com-
pact. powered by a 4 -stroke engine and
UNUSED. Easily carried. WEIGHT ONLY
46 lb. PRICE, £1.2.10.0. Carr. 12/6.
HAND INSPECTION LAMPS. N.D.
Safety Model with waterproof glass cover
and protective guard complete with 10 yds.
T,R.S. cable NEW, 27/6 each. Post 2/6.
BOLT OR WIRE CROPPERS will cut up
to approx. 5/1610. MILD STEEL BOLTS,
16:6. Post 2/6.
PIPE CUTTERS, by " RECORD." Three -
wheel type to cut any size pipe from iin. to
2in. Gas. 35/- each. Post 3/-.
SLEDGE HAMMERS. 7 lb. Nosed with
ash handle, 9/13. Carr. 2/6.
AIR FILTERS OR MOISTURE TRAPS.
Approx. bin. x 31in. diam. with inlet, outlet
and moisture drain, 16/6. Post 2/6.
BRASS DRAIN TAPS. 1 in. GAS
THREAD. NEW & BOXED, 216. Post 4d.
CANVAS TOOL ROLL. 17in. x loin., pro-
vision for eight tools, also pocket and
fastening tapes. 1;4 each. Post 4d. 141- doz.
DINGHY MASTS. Telescopic aluminium
extending from approx. 2ft. to nearly 9ft.
Very light and strong. 9/6. Post 3/-.
BALL RACES taken from predictor.
5116in. bore, 7/81n. diam., lin. wide. Five for
14/-. Ten for 28/-. Post 114.
SMALL TRANSFORMERS. Input 230
or 110 v. A.C. Two separate outputs of 6 v.-
35 watts. Extremely useful for powering
electric bells, models, low voltage inspection
lamps, etc., from mains supply. BRAND
NEW. PRICE 17/-. Post 2i6.
ALSO AVAILABLE TRANSFORMERS
with 2001250 A.C. input 12 volt 100 watts out-
put. PRICE 30/-. Post 3/-.
Hundreds of other bargains available.
Send 6d. stamp for MONSTER LIST.
EASTERN MOTORS,
ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK

Phone 51

THE BUSBY BURNER
ON THE " BUNSEN " PRINCIPLE

(Complete with a pair of TONGS)

The ideal GIFT CASH PRICE

for the practical
HOUSEHOLDER.
Suitable for Schools, Workshops

TORCH & TONGS

Boiling liquids, melting
sohds (such as glue,
paraffin wax, etc.),
distillation, laboratory
experiments, etc., etc.

Glass blowing and
bending, hard and soft
soldering, brazing.
annealing, hardening,
tempering, forging,
heating rivets, etc etc.

Paint stripping, annealing
panels to remove dents,

;ping (soldering) Joints
sopipes, brazing arid

ldering of large parts,
etc., etc.

A really portable blow
pipe, easily carried in
the pocket, or hung fiat

on the wall.

Obtainable from local Ironmongers or direct from
makers on receipt of P.O. If. Oncluding postage).

BUSBY & COMPANY LIMITED
BUSCO WORKS, PRICE STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Phone: ASTON CROSS 5696/7
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CRYSTAL CLEAR FLEXIBLE P.V.C.
TUBING

Now
available
in 100ft.

coi's.

This non -perishing
thermoplastic tubing,
which possesses glass -like
clarity, has a multitude
of industrial uses.

IDEAL FOR FLUIDS SUCH AS CUTTING OILS, FUELS,
DILUTE ACID AND ALKALI SOLUTIONS, ETC.

Bore
3/I6in
I/4in.
3/8in.
I/2in.
5/8in,

Wall
I/I6in.
I/16in.
3/32in.
I/8in.
1/8in.

Per 100ft. coil
E.1.11.0 P. & P. 2/-
E1.19.0 P. & P.2/3
£4.16.0 P. & P. 3/3
£7.14.0 P. & P. 3/6
E9.17.0 P. &P.4/ -

Trade enquiries invited for large quantities at special prices.

TENSILE PRODUCTS LTD.
Willoughby Road, HARPENDEN, Herts. Tel. Harpenden 311

WORLD WIDE RADIO
RECEPTION

FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO ENTHUSIAST
TUNE IN WITH THE

MALVYN SINGLE VALVE SHORT WAVE
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

All -Dry Battery operated : Extremely low running costs : Band
Spread Tuning : Attractive Front Panel : Full operating instructions
included.
PRICE OF COMPLETE RECEIVER, 74/6 (Batteries and Phones
Extra). Post Free U.K. Money Back Guarantee. Send S.A.E. to
actual Manufacturers for Free Descriptive Literature.

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS
Radio and Electronic Engineers

Tel. : Hertford 2264 7 Currie Street, HERTFORD

SAW BENCH UNIT
FOR 661- POST FREE !
Fit the S.G.S. High Speei Ball Bearing Circa:or Saw Unit

EMPIRE UNIT (illustrated)
for saws to I 2in. dia., £3.6.
ROYAL UNIT for tsr
saws to I6in. dia.,
EMPRESS UNIT for rg g
saws to 20in. dia., d"' u
Also S.G.S. Ball Bearing Planer
Units. 41in. size, £4.15. bin.
£6.15. 8in., £8.10.

"GENETIC" Wood turning Lathes, 1811n., 24in. or 30tn. centres f rorn £8.10.

Write for full details of these and other lines.

S. G. S. ENGINEERS, 'Fie.e,t,.
OLD COSTESSEY NORWICH NOR FOLK Tel.: Costessey 327

Any size to order. lin.
Drill Chuck 14/- extra

METALS
AND ACCESSORIES

ALUMINIUM, BRASS, COPPER, STEEL, ETC.
Angle, Sheet, Tube, Foil, Strip, Channel, Rod, Bar, Wire, Moulding, Etc.
Tin Plates, Silver Steel, Expanded Metal, Blanks, Rivets, Springs, Etc. Tools,
Drills, Taps, Dies, Screws, Etc.
Formica, Perspex, 'Pegboard, Paxolin, Ebonite, Curtain Rail rnd Rod, Adhesives,
Etc., and many other items for use in Home, Workshop, Etc.
LARGE or SMALL Quantities COMPARE our PRICES
MAIL ORDER SERVICE (2d stamp for li,tl IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

CLAY BROS. & CO. ,P.M.
6a SPRINGBRIDGE ROAD, EALING, W.5

Phone: EALing 2215
2 MINS. EALING BROADWAY STATION, OPPOSITE BENTALLS

Wireless Set No.17. Mark II. A co n 21ete
transmitter receiver. Only 2 volt L.T.
and 120 Volt H.T. needed. New. complete
with H.R. Phones, Handmike, 2 Valves and
instruction book. 44,61 mc 's. Ideal farms.
Scouts. Price 39/6. carriage 56.
As spare parts for No. 17 Sets we are offering
the complete radio unit less phones, mike
and transit case at 20/, post 36.
Wee Megger:. New Standard lob, perfect
condition 100 volt. Very few only, offered
at half price, 27 each, post 2;6.
Test Meters, No. 1. By Victoria Instru-
ment Co. New and boxed. Ranges 0-3 volt.
0-60 mA, 0-5.000 ohms. Complete instruc-
tions printed on back. Has a basic 0-5 mA.
Moving Coil movement. Size 411n. x 211n.
Price 10/-. post 2i-.
Milliammeters. 0-5 mA. Moving Coil.
tin scale, perfect instruments, all tested,
12/6 each, post 1,6.
One Naive Amplifiers. No. A.1271. Contains
one V.R.56, two trans., potentiometer. 3
condensers, 7 resistors, can be modified
f3o18r,mpaonsty 273es, record players, etc. Price

Electric Motors. D.C. 24 volts, has doubled
ended shaft, 21n. square about 21in. long,.
new, 7/8 each, post 1 6.
Battery Chargers. New, our own make,
input 200-230-250 volt, output 6 or 12 volts
at 11 amps. Trans. and Rectifier mounted
on wood base, a very simple lob but equal to
highly expensive types. 29/6 each, post 2,-.
Test Prods. New. Consists of two black
brass -mounted Prods, 2 ft. Flex with two
wander plugs. 3/6, post 6d.
Intercom. Sets. Consists of two sound
powered B.A. ear pieces with 201t. of twin
flex, suitable baby alarm, remote listener,
ready for use, 12/6 each, post 1/6.
Throat Mikes. New. boxed. Complete with
straps and jack, suitable electric guitars
and many other uses. 3/6 each, post 1/-.
Browns Lightweight He.ad Phones.
New, suitable for crystal sets. etc., 7/6 pet'
set, post 1/9.
G.E.C. Rectifiers. New. Full -wave 4 amps..
17/6 each, post 1/6.
Trickle charger type 11 to 2 amps., full
wave. 10/- each, post led.

Send 6d. for current catalogue.

THE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT

COMPANY
353 Bearwood Road, Smethwick

I SEE EARTH SATELLITE

ASTRONOMICAL
TELESCOPES 99/6! !

See the Moon at Close Quarters.
Examine the Immense Craters Moun-
tain Ranges, etc. Observe Saturn's
Rings. Nebulae, etc., etc

Specification. 2 in. dia. Length 39 in.
Meg 53 x Linear (equivalent 2809 x
Areal. Weight Approx. 2 lb. 2 oz.
Registered postage and packing in-
cluding strong stowing cylinder with
caps, 12/6.

Altazimuth Portable Clamp Stands.
Extra 37/6, P./P. 2/6. Fixes anywhere.

High Power Eyepieces 80 X, 30/-
P./P. 2/-. (Equivalent 6400 X Area.)

Stamp for Full Particulars. Photographs
I/- set (returnable). Lists and Terms

Made to order.

HOLMES, WILSON &CO.
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKERS
(Dept. PM3I), Martins Bank
Chambers, 33, Bedford Street,
North Shields, Northumberland.



HiGHSTONE UTILITIES
SOLDERING
IRONS. Out
new stream-
lined iron isfitted with

a Pencil Bit. 200 2.511 v. 50 watts, 11/6.
Post 1/-. Standard Iron with adjustable
hit, 513,250 v. 60 watts. 1316. post 1/, Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 18 6, post 1/6. All
parts replaceable and fully guaranteed
Small Soldering Irons, for use on gas. 1/4
post 8d. Resin -cored solder for easy solder
ing, Ott. packets or large reels 5/-, posh 9d.

Ex-R.A.E. 2 -valve (2 volt M.) MICRO-
PHONE AMPLIFIERS as used in plane
intercom., in self-contained metal case
can be used to make up a deaf -aid outfit.
intercommunication system,or with crystal
set complete with valves and fitting
instructions. 20/-, post 3/-. Useful wooden
box with partitions to hold amplifier, 2/
extra.
AMPLIFIERS, less valves, but containing
resistances, condensers, transformers
switches. etc., 10/-. post 3/-.
SPARKING PLUG NEON TESTERS.
with vestpocket clip. 3/3. and with gauge.
3/6, Post 4(1. S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps,
for use on mains showing " live " side of
switches, etc.. 2'6, post 4d. Neon Indicator
comolete with condenser (pencil type)
with vestpocket clip, indispensable for
electricians, etc., 716, post 5d.

BEI.I. TRANSEOWHERS. These
guaranteed transfor-
mers work from any
A.C. Mains, giving 3,
5. or 8 volts output
at 1 amp., operate
bulb, buzzer or bell.

Will supply light in bedroom or larder. etc.
PR ICE 0-. post 1/-. Similar 'transformer
but with output of 4, 8 or 12 volts, 1316.
post 116. BELLS for use with either tht
above or batteries. 8/6, post 13d. " Big Ben "
Chimes. Housed in Cream Plastic Case.
Easily connected to give Two -Note Chime
from Front Door, and Single Note from Rear
Operated from 6-9 volt Batterias or Trans
former (shown above), 23/9. post 1/6.

CRYSTAL SETS. Our latest Model is a
real radio receiver, which is fitted with a
permanent crystal detector. Why not have
a set in your own room ? 12/6, post 1/-.
Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws. 2/10, post 3d. Special Crystal
Diodes. 2/6, post 3d. Headphones, brand
new. S. G. Brown, G.E,C.. etc., 23/- one
super -sensitive, 30/- a pair. post 1/6.
HEADPHONES IN GOOD ORDER, 6/-.
Better quality, 7/6 and 10!-. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 13/6. All
post 116. New Single Earpieces, 3/6.
Balanced armature type, 4%6 (two of these
will make an intercom. set or Baby Alarm)
Ex-R.A.F. earpieoe, 2/6, all post 6d. Head-
phones, with moving coil mike 15/-.
Similar phones with throat mikes, 12/6.
post 1/8. Headphone Cores, 1/3 a pair,
post 3d. Replacement Bands, 1/3, post
6d. Wire Bands, 6d. (All Headphones
listed are suitable for use with our
Crystal Sets.)
HAND MICROPHONES with switch is
handle and lead, 5/6. Tannoy 7/-. Similar
instrument, moving coil, 816. All post 1/6.
Mask type with switch, 3/6, Post 6d. Mike
Buttons (carbon). 2/- Moving Coil, 3/8
Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d. each
Throat. Mikes, 5!-, post 7d.
MORSE KEYS. - Standard size keys
wired to work Buzzer or Lamp, 3/-, post 8d
Slightly smaller keys, 2/6. post 6d. RUE'
ZERS, 4/3, post 5d.

Terminals, brass 2BA, mounted on strip
6,t. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6, Post 6(1..00003 twin gang with
trimmers, 2/6. post thi. 24 volt, 15 mm.
M.E.S. Bulbs for model railways, etc.
1'- each, 10/. doz., cost 4d. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 1/6 doz., post 4(1. Fuses. -1 amp:
1;in. packet of 10, 2'6, post 4d. Also 150 mA
and 250 mA., same price. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, 5/-. post 1/6.
Single Telephone Bell, 3/6. post 9d.
Magnets, extra strong, 2in.. 1/3, post 4d.
TELEPHONE HAND GENERATOR.
G.P.O. type, giving 70 volts for ringing
bells, etc.. 8/6, post 2!-. Telephone hand
comb sets, 12/6. Post 1/6.
Bargain Parcels of really useful equip-
ment, containing Switches, Meters, Con
densers, Resistances, Phones, etc., 10/-,
or double assortment, 17/8 : treble, 25/-.
All carriage 31-. This country only.
METERS. 20 amp. 2in. m/c, 8/6 : 20 v. 2 in
mic, 8l- ; 150 v. 2in. m/c. 10/- ; 3.5 amp. 2in
T.C., fk- : 4 amp. 21 -in. T.C., in case with
switch, 9'6 ; 100 mA. 2in. m/c. 7/6 : all
post extra. Meter units containing 2-500
miCrOamp. movements. 9/-, post 14
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.
STOP PRESS. We can supply the parts for
the one -valve set, as shown by the B.B.0
in Studio E.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58 New Wanstead, London, E.11

Letters only.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

2d. stamp and S.A.E.
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NOW a genuine rage t e auk:14ra
adotay 404411 lat the howeeludet

The only safe way to make a
fixing in Masonry is to first
drill a clean round hole.
BLUE FLASH will do this
with ease, its Diamond Hard
tip will cut cleanly into brick,
cement, stone or breeze,
giving a perfect sized hole in
which to fit a Plastic
Maso Plug or ordinary
wall plug.

COPPER BRAZED FOR USE IN ALL
PORTABLE ELECTRIC OR HAND DRILLS

From your local
Ironmongers and No.6 5 6 No.8 5 6/No.106;-',No.126/-INo.1471-
Tool Merchants.

J. M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD., Braunston, Rugby.

Send for
Leaflet P.M.

LOOK FORWARD TO THIS YEAR'S HOLIDAY
WHY NOT BUILD A BOAT OR CARAVAN ?
Introducing our Super new Catalogue of equipment for the Boat Builder, Caravan

Builder and Handyman.

CARAVAN AND BOAT PLANS. BOAT TRAILERS. MATTRESSES,
BUTANE GAS EQUIPMENT, PAINTS. BOAT EQUIPMENT.
MOULDINGS, GLUE. MARINE PLYWOOD, BOAT KITS, TENTS,

CANVAS, ETC., ETC.

Over 50 pages of items. Send coupon and 2!6 P.O. for your copy now.

CHAMBERLAIN'S
ISO, Great Hampton Row, Birmingham, 19.

NORthern 2193.
Enclosed 2/6 P.O. for new Equipment Catalogue addressed to ;
NAME (Block Letters)

ADDRESS

BETTER CABINET MAKING

It Planes !
It Rebates !
It Bevels!
You can do a

precision job on
this sturdy
machine, which will make your
task so much easier, and bring
greater pleasure to your Furniture
making.

Eliminate the hard work in
hand planing and
give your work
that professional
look with the

P.R.I I Cin.
Bench

Planer.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
(TO DEPT. BP/43)

BEESTON
NOTTINGHAM

THE PEOPLES
ARC -WELDER

115-12.0d
Complete with
all accessories
shown.Reapy for
Plugging 1510
Warp socket

200/250 V. A.C.
rams Ininitely
variable control
of welding curn
ent try hard -wheel.
Welds up tn any
thicknessgdown .47;
to 22o.sheet Fcr
the Motorist,
boupailoir
Engineer.
11511ild

APPRA Viirra DELIVERYBusske

i4o.2 las Standard Mot Coated E!ettrodeis.fiie toe('
of each supplied wiSh WelJer Extra ElectroOrs7P4VW

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.,
Jordan Street, Knott Mill

MANCHESTER, 15.

Ii30-101,Maling
FIREPROOF GARAGES

From with
E33.10.0 FREE

delivery

STEEL FRAMED -EXTENDIBLE
All garage, fitted with anchors, shelf. door
retainers. Yale lock. FREE site plans,
LOWEST MONTHLY TERMS of any
manufacturer including FREE " Peace of
Mind " INSTALMENTS INSURANCE.
HINGED 6, OVERHEAD TYPE DOORS
FREE illustrated Catalogue & Prices from
BOWSER, MONKS & WHITEHOUSE LTD.
(Dept. ME5), Spring Gardens, DONCASTER
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WANEMETER. With all leads and spares
180 220 Mc s. This fine unit contains a
2iin. Milliammeter 1 FSD, 3 valves, Pilot
lamp, switch, and other useful parts. The -

case .9in. x 9in. x 12lin. with hinged lid is
adaptable for many purposes. BARGAIN
PRICE 50!-. Cge. 7/6.
SIGNAL GENERATOR. Type 52a. 4
Bands from 6 to 52 Megacycles inclusive.
230 volt complete with all leads. etc. Brand
new in transit case, 612.10.0. Cge. 7,6.
HEATING ELEMENTS. Flat enclosed
type 230 volts 500watts. " Bray Chromalox.
10in. x 1 lin. 716. Post 1/6.
CHARGING REDTIFIERS,
Full Wave Bridge 12 volts
2 amps., 13/6. 4 amps., 22,6.
2 amp. Transformers. 24/4..
4 amp. 27/3. post 2,-.
VACUUM PUMP. Brand
New. 7 cu. ft. per min. 10 lbs.

Rotary Vane type. 30/-
per sq. in. at 1,200 r.p.m.

each. post 3-.
AVE) TEST BRIDGES, 220/
240 v. A.C. Measures capaci-
ties from 5 IA to 50 mfd and
resistances from 5 ohms to
50 megohms each in 3 ranges.
Valve voltmeter range 0.1 to 15 volts and
condenser leakage test. Brand New. Full
working instructions supplied with instru-
ment. £9.19.6. Post 3/-.
TEST SETS incorporating Wheatstone
Bridge, Galvanometer. Brand new in case,
501-. Post 3/6.
CELL TESTING VOLTMETERS. 3-0-3.
In leather case with prods. A first quality
moving -coil meter. 25/-. Post 2/-.
ELECTRIC MOTORS. 200/250 v. self-
starting, 1 r.p.m. 35/-. Post 1/6.
AIR BLOWERS. 230 v. AC., .57 H.P.
15in. fan. fin. x 41in. outlet. Brand New.
225. Carr. in England 201-.
PORTABLE BLOWER. 200-250 v. A.C.!
D.C. 300 watts with switch and leads.
ltin. outlet, £5. Carriage 7/6.
RELAYS -HIGH SPEED. 1,700 + 1,700
ohms just the Job for radio controlled

models. 25/- each,
post 1/3.
BULKHEAD FIT-
TING. 9in. diem_ fiat
tripod type, suitable
for lamps up to 100
watt, complete with
pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm
buildings, garages,
greenhouses, etc.
Brand new, 17/6. Post
216.

CH ARTBOARDS. With pantograph arm.
perspex scale, protractor head as used in
the R.A.F. for navigation purposes, 17in.

Brradn,d25771;OSt 3!_.
will make a usefuldsdrawingboa

ROTARY CONVERTER. Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 230 v. A.C. 50 cy. 100 watt, 92/6.
TELEPHONES SOUND POWERED. No
batteries required. Just connect with twin
flex for clear speech. Transmitter Receiver
Units, 4/6 ea. Twin Flex, 41d. yd. Post 1/-.
GEARED MO-
TOR for the
model maker,
small and very
powerful. 12/24
volt D.C., 418
r.p.m., 35,/-, post
216. Works from
230 v. A.C. mains
with transformer and rectifier. 17/- extra.
TELEPHONE SETS. MODERN DESK
TYPE 68.17.6 per pair complete.
WALL TYPE also available. 2 complete
units £5. Batteries 5/6. Twin Wire 2d. per yd.
MOTOR. 12 volt D.C. Din. x Sin. approx,
3,000 r.p.m. with speed regulator in end cap.
A precision job, 12/6, post 1/6.

METERS GUARANTEED
F.E.D. Size Type Price

100 Microamps 2iin. MC/FR
250 3iin. MC/FR

501-

2iin. MC/FR
55/-

500 2in. MC/FS 27/6
500

1 llilliamps 2in. MC/FS 27/6
1 2iin. MCIFR

2in. MC/FR
/-

37/6

17/6
30

35
Suitt MC/FR

100 2iin. MC/FR
2iin. MCIFR

12/6

5 Amperes 2in. MC/FS 27/82iin. MI/FR

12/6
200 1216

12/6300 2iin. MC/FR

40 2in. MC/FS

25

10'6

7/6
50-0-50 Amp. 2in. MC/FS 12620 Volts 2in. MC/FS

300 A.C. 21in. MI/FR 10 6
25--

305 bin. MI/FR 1501-
CROSS POINTER

- METER with 2 separate
move-

ments. Brand New. 22/6.
100 microamp

resistance 4,000 ohms.

post 2!-.
HEADPHONES. High
Type CHR, 12/8 pr. Post
1/6.
HEADPHONES. Hfkla
resistance, very sensitive

Balanced Armature. Type DHR. 1716 pr.
Post 1,6.

to 75 deg. Fahr. 250 volts 10 amp. A.C. Ideal
ROOM THERMOSTAT. Adjustable 45

for greenhouses, etc., 35/-, post 2/-.
INSPECTION LAMP. Fits on forehead.
leaving hands free, battery case clips on
belt. 7/6. post 116. Takes E.R. Battery
No. 1215. 219, Post 9d.

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD
19 Lansdowne Road, Croydon
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All letters should he addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.0 .2

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

THINK liminithiminiminummituummiummummimmininumniminimminnummlimminiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiitil By F. J. C.

Automatic Tyre Pumps
IN the early days of pneumatic tyres

punctures and bursts were frequent.
You could not repair them yourself

and they had to go back to the makers.
This, of course, was before the days of
beaded and wired edge tyres, even before
the cycle valve had been invented by Woods.
The covers were stuck to the rims and they
were inflated through a small rubber tube
and a football pump. There were many
suggestions for inflating the tyre whilst the
machine was in motion so that small punc-
tures, which in those days were frequent,
were nbt apparent until you ttopped. Many
patents were taken out, but none of them
proved successful. Readers will remember

The Nopal automatic cycle tyre pump.

that I tackled the problem a few years ago
and finally produced an automatic pump
which would inflate the tyre from zero to
full pressure. It was at the time described
in this Journal, and was also exhibited and
demonstrated at various National Exhibi-
tions. It consisted of a pump attached to
the spokes, the upper end of the pump
barrel being connected to the valve whilst
the pump plunger was pushed up and down
by a stationary cam attached to the wheel
spindle. It was a pump weighing only
toz. but was remarkably efficient. Many
of you may have noticed demonstrations on
the News Reels. It incorporated a pressure
relief valve which could be adjusted so that
when the right pressure was released in the
tube the pump was cut out of action. That
pump was tested by many well-known
cyclists over thousands of miles and no
trouble was experienced. This set other
minds to work on the problem, and one of
the designs marketed was the Nopal which
you see illustrated on this page. This was
attached to the valve and the plunger which
was placed inside the tube and which had
a flexible end was operated by the deflection
of the outer cover at its point of contact with
the road. Several thousands of these
pumps were sold, but the makers withdrew
it from the market because it was found
that it would not inflate the tyre to full
pressure and the very short stroke
permissible in the design would not inject
air to sufficient pressure to build up a safe
riding pressure in the tyre. It would, of
course, prevent the tyre from going dead

flat, but it became inoperative once a few
pounds pressure had been inserted. To
inflate a tyre with an ordinary cycle pump
can be quite an exhausting business. You
have to build up in the body of the pump
a pressure in excess of that in the tyre in
order to force the valve rubber from its
seating. You have probably noticed that
a considerable part of a stroke of the cycle
pump is used to build up this pressure and
it is only during the last inch or so that air
is injected into the tyre. With a short
stroke pump such as the Nopal which is
approximately lin., more than half the stroke
is wasted, so to speak, before sufficient
pressure is built up to make the pump effec-
tive. In my tests of this pump I affixed

a pressure gauge to
the tyre and was
able then to get a
visible reading of
the pressure ob-
tained. With 51b.
pressure in the tyre
it took over half a
mile to build up a
pressure of tolb.
and I was quite
unable to inflate the
tyre beyond that
point. Therefore, if
a cyclist has a punc-
ture the- tyre will
deflate to below
tolb, pressure before
the pump commences
to inject air and
in my view this is

insufficient for safe riding and is
certainly bad for the tyre. Remem-
ber also that the pump is con-
tinuously in action whether you
have a puncture or not. The
worst feature, however, was a very
rapid local wear at the point where
the cover operated the plunger.
You may have noticed that the
cover of a tyre wears at those
points where ordinary patches or
gaiters are fixed, but it is some
thousands of miles before this
becomes noticeable. With the
tyre -operated pump, however, the
wear is most rapid. It is for this
reason, the makers inform me,
that they withdrew it from the
market and did not pursue it
further. It is quite impossible for
a pump of this type to deal with
a puncture on the high pressure
tyres now popular (7o/9olb. per
square inch).

The fact is that the tyres to -day
are most reliable and roads are so
good that a puncture is compara-
tively rare, and when it does occur
it is quite easily and quickly dealt
with by means of the repair outfit
which every wise cyclist should
carry.

I am reminded of this matter by
an article in a contemporary which
shows readers how to make one of
these automatic pumps, working

on exactly the same principle as the Nopal.
The author of the article claims that the
pump will deal with small punctures quite
satisfactorily, but I should welcome the
opportunity of submitting it to a precise
test and to report upon it.

More Cycle Lighting Legislation ?
The Bill, which at the time of writing is

before Parliament, intends to amend the
Road Transport Lighting Act, 1957, and its
main clause is to permit cyclists to fit
amber reflectors on to the pedals. As far
as I am aware it always has been legal to
fit such reflectors and, indeed, such have
been on the market for a long time. Surely
it should not be necessary to make legisla-
tion " permitting cyclists to use them." The
State has messed about with cycle lighting for
so many years that I wonder what particular
point now arises ; as far as I can trace there is
nothing in any of the Acts debarring a cyclist
from fitting them. These permissive clauses
need to be carefully watched for they have
a nasty habit of finally being made com-
pulsory and providing the police with
further opportunities for pin -pricking
prosecution. Of course, it is possible to
read into existing legislation a meaning not
intended by the architect of the Act, which
does say that lights on vehicles, apart from
dipping headlights, shall not be moved by
swivelling, deflecting or otherwise whilst the
vehicle is in motion, Perhaps when the
act was framed pedal reflectors had been
overlooked and the new clause is intended to
put the matter right. No prosecutions have
ever been brought on this score.

,e4nAcial-c- -

The old church steps, Minehead, Somerset.
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Adjustable Bottom Bracket : Gearing Tandem Wheels

MAINTAINING the tandem at home
' is no more difficult than looking

after a solo machine, but there are
a few tasks to be carried out which are not
met with on the cycle. In addition there
is the difference that a great deal of the
equipment is heavier and more robust in
view of the double weight to be carried.

The Adjustable Bottom Bracket
The drive is between the rear chainwheel

and the rear wheel sprocket, the front chain -
wheel and cranks being linked to the rear
by means of an extra chainwheel on the
rear bottom bracket axle and a long chain,
see Fig. t. This long chain must have some
means of adjustment to keep it taut, and
this is by means of the front bottom bracket,
which is shown in Fig. 2.

As can be seen, the bottom bracket
assembly is set eccentrically in a larger dia-
meter shell which, in turn, is clamped in
the frame shell, this being adjustable by
means of the two nuts and bolts under-
neath the bottom bracket.

Lining up chain sets

Fig. 1.-Arrangement of Chains and Chainwheels.

To tighten the chain, loosen the nuts on
the clamping screws underneath the frame
just sufficiently to allow the shell containing
the bottom bracket assembly to be rotated
in an anti -clockwise direction by means of
a hammer and punch and the hole provided.

Fig. 2.-The adjustable Bottom Bracket.

The chain is loosened by inserting the punch
and hammering the shell in a clockwise
direction. When the correct adjustment has
been obtained, the nuts underneath the
frame are retightened:

Replacing the Long Chain
It will be obvious that this long chain

is slightly longer than the ro8-link length
sold for normal cycle use and that an extra
piece will have to be joined on. It should

not be necessary to buy two chains if
a good cycle dealer with a workshop on
the premises is visited. In the course
.1 his work he will have fitted a number
of chains to ordinary cycles and is
almost certain to have an odd length
of new chain to extend the length of
the chain purchased. Do not consider
extending the length of the chain by
means of a piece of old chain-it is
never satisfactory. The two lengths of
chain may be joined either by means of
an extra spring link or a neater job
may be made by means of riveting.
When the chain is wrapped in place
round the two chainwheels, make sure
that the two sets of cranks are exactly
in line. The easiest way to ensure this
is to position both sets exactly vertical,
as shown in Fig. t.

Tension on this long chain should be
about the same as is usual on a solo
machine, i.e., about tin. play in the
centre of each strand. It is worth taking a
lot of trouble with this chain adjustment as

if it jumps off at
speed it has a ten-
dency to jam between
the two rear chain -
wheels, resulting pos-
sibly in their being
buckled and the chain
being broken.

Tandem Wheels
When having wheels

built for a tandem,
remember to obtain
special tandem hubs.
These are specially
strengthened and are
larger than the

normal hubs ; also a larger front spindle
is used. The spoke holes too are
designed to take tandem spokes, which
should be of a larger gauge than
usual. For a sporting tandem single -butted
12/14 gauge spokes can be employed, and
on heavier machines plain 12 gauge. There
is no need to use specially heavy rims for
tandem wheels, unless it is proposed to
carry a great deal of weight on the rear-
pannier bags and saddlebag, etc. For
normal riding and riders of average weight,
26in. or 27in. X t,' -in. Endricks are quite
adequate. In the same way, heavy tyres
are not necessary either, and the normal
touring weight or slightly heavier tyre can
be used, but not high pressure road racing
tyres-tandem riding will wear them out
very quickly !

Gearing
It is doubtful, whether agreement will ever

be reached between cyclists on the subject
of gearing, but it is possible to make some
very general observations about tandem
gearing. A tandem, theoretically, has twice
the power of a solo machine without twice
the weight and road friction, which means
that a higher gear is possible. This is true
for a machine being ridden over a flat road
or downhill, but uphill is a different story.
The greater weight and longer wheelbase
make a tandem harder to ride uphill than
a solo machine. A compromise is therefore
necessary and the gear which a great many

riders find favour-
able is 72in. or 76in.
The former is
obtained by using a
48 -tooth driving
chainwheel and an i8 -tooth rear sprocket,
while a 76in. gear is obtained by using a
48in. chainwheel and a z7 -tooth sprocket.

Wide -ratio variable gears are the most
suitable for use on tandems, a very low gear
being useful for hill climbing (something
between join. and 6oin.), and two others in

Fig. 3.-The down -bent
top tube to allow a lower
Saddle position for the

rear rider.

the region of 75in. and 86in. for normal
riding. When derailleur gears are used on
short -based machines, it is not usually pos-
sible to obtain four gears. The chain
length is too short to stand being bent so
far out of line.
Frame Selection

Much depends upon the use to which a
tandem is, to be put. For long distance
touring or club riding, in the author's
opinion, only a " double -gent's " machine is
suitable. The " lady back," owing to its
design, has little rigidity. The different
sizes of the front and rear riders can be
allowed for by means of a down -bent top
tube, as shown in Fig. 3. There are
many frame designs all claiming their own
advantages, and one feature frequently met
with is the curved rear seat tube, to give
a short wheelbase machine. The short base
is useful for easy hill -climbing, 'racing or
other fast riding, but tends to cause discom-
fort for the rear rider over a long distance.
The " pottering " tourists will probably find
themselves better suited with a longer
wheelbase machine.
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PARKER'S
SHEET METAL
FOLDING MACHINES

HEAVY DUTY
VICE MODELS Carr. free

No. I Cap. 18 ga. mild steel x 36" wide 0.10.0
No. 2 Cap. 18 ga mild steel x 24- wide LS. 5.0
No. 3 Cap. 16 ga. mild steel x 18" wide L5. 5.0

Form Angles, Channels. End folding attachments for Radio Chassis,
Tray and Box making ... for 36" model. 3/6 per ft., other models 2/..

The two smaller models will form flanges.
One year's guarantee. Send for details.

A. B. PARKER, Wheatcroft Works
Wellington Street, Batley, Yorks. Tel. 426

MONEY FROM NEW IDEAS
Opportunities exist for reaping a rich reward if you have a good idea for a new toy
because the Toy Industry is always crying out for something new, and the industry thinks
in big figures. without which it is not worthwhile tooling up for a new toy.
A popular toy may go into a quarter of a million sales in a year in the U.K., and four times
these figures in the U.S.A. where an inventor has been known to receive C17,000 in
Royalties in a year, from a popular toy.
Secrecy is essential and if you have a good idea that you have KEPT TO YOURSELF a
Member of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers will examine it in collaboration only
with the Head Toy Buyer of a famous London Department Store (no one else will be
permitted to see it) and if it is considered suitable a well -finished sample is made and
negotiations are completed with selected manufacturers of the highest standing in the
U.K. and in the U.S.A., without cost to you.
Whilst Section 50 of the Patents Act, 1949, gives you automatic protection we prefer
to examine ideas which have been covered by a Patent application, and you can see to'
this through any Patent Agent or do it yourself quite easily on Patents Forms I and 2
(stamped £1).
Write for further particulars without obligation to

THE INVENTIONS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
29, OLD BOND ST., LONDON, W.1. Interviews by appointment only.

SPECIAL OFFER
G.E.C., B.T.H. &

WESTINGHOUSE
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
each. Postage 3d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each Diode.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make

this attractive offer

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, UTZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED
All gauges available

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS. WASHERS.
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, IS/- post 1/3.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens. London, E.4

FREE POCKET MANUAL

" How to fit
STEAM

TRAPS "
Unique guide to the correct selection and
installation of steam traps for mains
drainage, heating systems, process steam
units of all kinds ; including best conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions: -
clear i I lustrations. Copies free on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.). Cheltenham, Glos

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY

Essential to success in any walk et life! What.
ever your age, you can no, prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Ethlidli011
Exam on "NO PASS -NQ PEE' terms,
You choose your own sulnects-Educational.
Commercial or Technmal Recently announced
big extension of subjects mi c, everyone the chance
to get this valuable t !erotica:a

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE ROOK
Full details of how) os can obtain he General Cent
are given in our 136-nage Guide-Free and
without obligation. Perwinal advice on mimed
Write today, School of Careers, Di:v.1030
25-31, Wright's Lane. London. W.8.

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
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ELEMENT
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metal case.
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ELECTRONIC
Post orders

42-46. Windmill Hill,
Ruislip. Midda.

Phone : RUISLIP 1780
Half day: Wednesday.

PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
should be addressed to Eastbourne Address.

Personal shoppers, however, can call at :
66, Grove Road,: 29. Stroud Green 266, London Road,

Eastbourne. I Finsbury Park, N.4. Croydon.
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The book every power -
tool owner has been
waiting for . . .

PORTABLE
ELECTRIC
TOOLS H BblfhIUS

for the HOME HANDYMAN

With over 160

illustrations
including 19

original
designs f o r

the home
constructor !

One of the greatest aids
to the home handyman,
enabling him to eliminate
tiresome drudgery, to save
time and money, to un-
dertake more ambitious
home workshop projects,
and to produce articles
with a professional finish,
is the home constructor's-
-I -in. portable electric drill
together with its associ-
ated attachments.

The aim of this book is
to show the handyman
how to make the best use
of these invaluable aids.
After describing the con-
struction and the applica-
tions of power units, the

author gives full instructions, including hints
and tips, on drilling in wood and metal,
sanding, polishing, grinding, wire brushing,
cutting and shaping wood, metal and
plastics, and wood turning.

The important subjects of safety pre-
cautions and tool maintenance are then des-
cribed, followed by a guide to the power units
and attachments available on the market.

Of special interest to the home con-
structor is the extensive section giving full
working drawings, with detailed cutting
lists, of many useful articles and toys whiCh
can be made with the aid of power units and
their accessories. Including
19 original' designs for
furniture, fittings and toys (I6s. by post)

I 5s.
net

Make sure of your copy of this book today
and get full value and the greatest use from
your power -tool equipment.

CONTENTS
Portable Power Tools and Their Applications-Drilling
-Sanding and Polishing-Grinding, Wire Brushing and
Flexible Shafts-Cutting and Shaping-Wood Turning
-Safety Precautions and Too/ Maintenance-Tool
Equipment Available-Timber and Its Uses-Things to
Make and Do-Useful Tables and Data.

PEARSON

February, 1958

. . . and don't forget
these other important
books for the home

F. J. Camm's

THE HOME
ELECTRICIAN

Contents

Include

About Electricity :
Rules and Regula-
tions : The Installa-
tion Explained : Power
Wiring Explained :

Electric Light and Power Installation :
Layouts and Wiring Methods House
Circuits : Switches and Control Points
Installing Domestic Electrical Apparatus :
Installing Electric Bells : Home-made
Burglar Alarms : Electric Water Heating :
Circulators for Electric Water Heating :
Tank Capacities of Water Heaters :
Electric Heater Plumbing : Piping and
Electrical Installation of Water Heaters
Running Electric Models from the Mains :
Motor -driven Apparatus : Fractional
horsepower A.C. Motors : Repairing
Electrical Apparatus Accumulator
Charging : Index.

A complete guide to
the installation, up-
keep, overhaul and
repair of all electrical
apparatus in the home
206 pages. 149 illus-
trations.

iseneXae MVP

tietrir Lett

THIS
handbook deals with installation, upkeep, overhaul

and repair of all electrical apparatus used in the home,
with additional chapters on house -wiring. It is essentially a
book for the handyman who prefers to do the job himself.

Most of the troubles which occur in the home are of an
elementary nature, and no great experience or technical know-
ledge is required to put them right. Here is a complete guide
for the non -technical householder, publication of which has
been prompted by the increasing use of electricity and electrical
labour-saving devices in the home. Only 12s. 6d.

(13s. 6d. by post)

A. St. J. Masters'

DO YOUR OWN
SPRAY PAINTING

WITH the aid of this book anyone, with no previous
knowledge of spray painting, can produce with a

little practice a first-class lasting finish. Covers general is. 6d.
principles, advice on equipment, improvising an air supply-with
special attention to economy. Practical instructions for the (8s. 69
refinishing of cars, motor -cycles, bicycles, furniture, household by post
decoration, garden woodwork, etc. With 43 illustrations.

ORDER-
FORM

An investment you
will not regret Name

FROM ALL
BOOKSELLERSI Send no money now, pay on delivery, plus C.O.D. charges. If you prefer not to pay postal charges

Sr in case of difficulty use this send postal order for the post amount shown to C. ARTHUR PEARSON l TD., Tower House,
C.O.D. Order Form Southampton Street, W.C.2. P H., Feb

Please send me Cash on Delivery the following books ...
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS (I5s. net).
THE HOME ELECTRICIAN (12s. 6d. net)
DO YOUR OWN SPRAY PAINTING (7s. 6d. net)

Address



ALL STEEL "54" DRAWER UNIT THE "MINOR" 10 in I
DRAWER SIZE
11:" wag, 5" wide
3" high.

OVERALL SIZE
42" high, 36" wide,
12 deep.

Each drawer perfor-
ated with one tree
divider or plain -

sided.

Extra dividers 6d.

each. 54 cards Free.

118
DELIVERED FREE
UK.

Delivery from stock.

SEND
FOR
SAMPLE
DRAWER
WITHOUT
OBLIGATION
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UNIVERSAL WOODWORKER

The "MINOR" lathe carrying a battery of three useful
machines, any one of which may be operated without
removing the others. ALL powered by ONE sturdy electric
motor.

Showing the tilting saw -table with A view of the 4 in. planer with saw
mortiser and planer ready for use. and mortiser ready for use.
7 in. saw with 28 in. cut: FINE,
MEDIUM & COARSE SAWS
AVAILABLE.

Combination table being used for Spindle moulding. Cutter block
panel cutting. Easily adjustable for takes the place of the circular saw.
varying lengths.

Combination table in use with Combination table in use with slot
sanding disc. This table has many mortiser. Mortises from 4- in. to
uses. I in.

Send 5d. in stamps NOW for illustrated brochures to :

CORONET TOOL CO., Dept. PM, Mansfield Rd., DERBY

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.10.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South
Africa-Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 20s.,

Overseas 18s. 6d., Canada I8s. 6d.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until February 28th, 1958, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. February, 1958.



Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship Elec. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs

Machine
Automobile

9,

"
Structural 29

R, 'F Concrete
Garage Management Structural Engineering
Works M'gmnt. & Admin. Mathematics (all stages)
Practical Foremanship Radio Technology
Ratefixing & Estimating Telecommunications
Time & Motion Study Wiring & Installation
Engineering Inspection Television
Metallurgy Radio Servicing
Refrigeration Gen. Elec. Engineering
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Wood work Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA P.O. BOX NO. 4570, MELBOURNE

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY INTERESTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Free
wide

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 5885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

r

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-15o, Holborn, London, E.C.I. NOW AND 8E

1.1.Please Forward your Free Guide to 4
NAME RiCCse-froRESS
ADDRESS '4*Oirattro0°.-'

Free Coupon SEND Off
70115 COUPON

My general interest is in : (z) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK
The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(214. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


